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The work is more than the text, for the text only takea on
life when it is realiud, and furthermore the realhation is
by no means independent of the individual dhpoaition of the
reader - though this in turn is acted upon by the different
patternll of the text. The convergence of text and reader
brings the literarY work into eJtiatence, -_. two people
ga&109 at the niQht sky may both be looking at tbe nme
collection of stars, but one will sea the iuge of a plough,
and the other will lII&.)te out a dipper. The ·.stars' in ..
literary text are f1:l:ed; the lin•• that join th_ are
variable. (pp. 274-282)
- Wolfllanll Iaer, Ih.t......1mUi~ 1974.
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ABSTRACT
This thesia advocates a l'e-eval uation of novel
study, Ol'ades -4 to 12. It appeal's that too few students have
fouted the habit of tUl'ning to literature for pleasure and
insight. Hany high school graduates distrust their personal
response to the novel, some even feel they lack the capacity
to enjoy or understand works of literature. The novel fOr
them has been too much something to know about, something to
sunmarize or analyze or define. Teachin,g has been analogous
to a spectator aport wbere the student sits on the sidelines
watching the teacher react to the work of art. The teacher,
in an effort to crystallize the ideas about a text for some
test, often rushes past the process of active creation and
re-creation of the text by the student.
Transactional theOrY ,suggests that the teacher at
any level of instruction must concern himself with three
aspects of literary ezperience - the work i teel f, the reader,
and the interaction of the test and the reader. The
experience of literature, far from being for the reader a
passive prOcess of absorption, ia • form of intense personal
activity,
The purpose of this thesis then ia two-fold:
Pirst, pattern!n; on tho ata;es of mental growth established
by A.H. Whitehead, this thesis ar!lues for a developmental
approach to the teachin; of the novel. Students move thr-ou;h
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three stag-es of g-rowth from a state of "unconscious
enjoyment" to a "conscious deliqht" of books. Tbe Romantic
stag-e (Grades 4-8) is a time in IIhicb students explore, read
and react freely to a wide variety of texts. The Precision
stag-e (Grades 9-11) i. a period in which atudents consider
alternative responses and examine further both the craft of
the novel and their olin reaction to it. The Generaliltation
staqe (Grade 12) is the tim. of coucious delig-ht in which
the student has the power to syntheahe all the literary
elements into a unified pattern.
Second, this thesis advocates the application of
tr~nsactional theory in the teaehinq of th.e novel at each
stage. The accompanying teacber strategies are aimed to
faci Ii tate principles inherent in that (eader-reaponse
approach with its emphasis on the role of the reader. The
reader's background and the feelinlls called forth by the
reading are not only relevant, they are the foundation upon
which understandinll of a teat is built. Transactional theory
encourages students to put thelNlelves into the oharacter's
place, interpret IIhat's happening- to the character as a
commentary on what actually is happeninll to them. The
collaborative
activities, students talking togetber to come to an
understanding- of a literary text. An awareness that others
have different experience. with a novel .hould simply lead
the reader back to the text for a closer look. The
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methodolo9J' asai9na responsibility to the student for making
meaning in readin9 and writing. Procedures outlined devalue
somewhat the teacher's role as dispenser of bowled;e,
arbiter of correctness, but aims instead to make the students
more autonomous and conmi !:ted readers. II: is through a
critical scrutiny of their respons... and here the teacher's
rol e is crucial - that the readers can COl'\e to understand
their personal attitudes and 9ain the "",turing per.spective
needed for a fuller- and sounder respons. to 1i ter-ature.
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CHAPTER OftE
NOVEL STO'DT - AGAINST THE NAlIING or BtJMIJfEl'lESS
When a day passu, it is no lonqer
there. What remains of it? Nothing
more than a story. If stories weren't
told or boaks weren't written, man would
live I ike beasts, onl y for the day ....
What's life after All? The future isn't
here yet and you cannot foresee what it
will bring. The present is only a
moment and the past is one long story.
Those who don't tell .!lItorie.!ll and don't
hear stories live only for that moment,
and that isn't enough.
- Isaac Bash'!vis Singer in
Nottali the StorYteller
and his Moru qus.
Introduction
Thi.!ll ruearch into novel study in Grades 4-12
raises certain questions about why we read stories, why We
study literature generally and the importance of the novel
genre specifically. The study looks, as well, at how
teachers can help students to move from spontaneous, felt,
non-analytical response to teat to a more detached, critical
reflection without destroying the initial response and
without imposing excessively the teacher's viewpoint. This
thesis proposes an approach to the novel for all students in
the province' s school s at thei r present age and at thei r
present stage of interest and sophistication as readers.
The very first need - never mind the future - is that they
should be able and happy to read for their own enjoyinent
right now. This thesis is equally concerned with both those
who will and those who will not go on to university.
Rosenblatt (1978) stresses that reading litet'ature is not an
elitist activity. The objective in schools should be to
teach every student to read as well as he can. Rosenblatt
emphasizes very closel.v the dilemma that faces the teacher
of literature.
If readers are ... to be helped to be in
possession of the literary work of art,
the real problem is the maintenance of
... spontaneity and self-respect while
at the same time fostering the capacity
to undertake rewarding relationships
with increasingly demanding texts. (P.
140)
In this regard, there is an attempt here as well
to determine whether there is an incremental logic of
sequence from illlflature to mature response to the novel in
the elementary through high school literature curriculum of
this province.
The Experience of Literature
A.N. Whitehead (1950), in his discussion of the
aims of education, suggested that schools should aim to
produce "men who posse.,s both cuI ture and expert knowl edge
in some special direction". He defined culture as "activity
of thought and receptiveness to beauty and humane feel ino".
(p. 1) Hardison (1972) suggests that the humanities are
vitally important to society. He claims that those who do
technical
make decisions, whether: they are lllwyns or economists
physicists or even English professors, must base their
actions on human values rather than economic
expedients.
For Ian Hansen (1984), liter:ature is essential
because fiction stands between "us and statistical man", He
uses this term to refer to mankind in the microchipl
technological age, an age where humaneness is sacrificed for
scientific and technological elegance and efficiency.
Hansen, addressing the: 1984 Canadian Council of Teachers of
English (CeTE) conference, argued that literature is
required for survival of the humanities, and for meetinq
that need in mankind. Literature gives insight into
reality, and provides a new view of life. The novel is an
imaginative enactment by which students enter worlds they do
not know, and throuqh which they relive experiences. Hansen
refers to the val ue of the spectator rol e of the reader who
looks on and is free to make judqen,ents without having' to
bear the responsibilities of such judgements.
Lorenz (1987), a bioI oqist, writes about the
wanin9 of humaneness in society. He ar9ues that, since all
of the moral responsibilities of humans are determined by
their perception of values, "the epidemic delusion" that
only "numerical and measurable reality" has validity must be
confronted and contradicted. Lorenz an.,ues that young'
people's sensibilities of the beautiful and worthwhile must
be aroused and renewed for just these values are those being
suppressed by scie:'l.t.i~m and technomorphic thinking.
Whether all of mankind will become a
community of truly humane beings or a
strictly controlled organization of
disinheri ted. disenf ranchised non-humans
depends exclusi.vely upon whether we are
capable of and ready to allow ourselves
to be subjected to guidance by our
values, not reasoned but genuinely
sensed. (p. 71)
Lorenz laments that humans have forgotten how to behave lind
associate with living things, with the entire community of
all that is alive, all that in which and with which and from
which we humans live. That's why children's literature like
The Mountain Goats of Temlaham, or ,.1ult literature like
Rachel Carson's silent spring or Farley Mowat's A Whale for
the Killing are so important. Such literature gives
students during the sensitive phase of their youth ideas and
principles to advocate that are worthy of the complete
commi tment of humane human beings. Parr (1982) proposed
that teachers should arouse in their students sensitive
awareness of the moral issues and values expressed in
literature, specifically in fiction. she e:Kpressed a
concern that students tend to be "morally apathetic", "now
oriented" and somewhat "alienated from learning". She
complained of a "sickness of the spirit" that too many young
people and too many old people are not even aware they
suffer from. Parr urges an approach to literature which
effects in students
understanding of themselves and other human beings.
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I am not advocating that teachers argue
for a particular code of behavior or a
particular set of values. Rather, I
think, that we as teachers serve our
students best if we can engage them in
the 1earning process, teach them to
understand and express the complexities
of all that they study, ... and give
them a sense that they are part of a
larger human community. (p. 17)
Similarly, Whitehead (1950) suggests that it would take no
very great effort to use our schools to produce a population
wi th some enjoyment of reading, some joy in beauty of form.
TodaY we deal more and more wi th herded
town I'opulations reared in a
computer/technological age, We need to
sustain for our population the life of
the spiri t to cheek the savage outbreak
of defeated longings, dull materialism.
(po 65)
Loren!. (1987) speaks to the motivation toward "materialism".
Our age, he contends, is driven by three motivations: the
desire to get and spend more money; the desire to win all
competitions; the desire to reach high rank and social
position. In a novel like Alas Babylon (Frank) such values
are vivified in the character of Edgar Ouisenberry, the
president of the local bank. The day after the bomb dropped
and his town is surrounded by deadly radiation, Edgar is
faced with the prospect that all his money has no value.
This realization causes him to take his life. He never
really realized that numbers on a bankbook, or a balance
sheet are mere symbols; that the real necessities of life
now are things like pure air and unpoisoned water and
uncontaminated soil and all these wet"e no longer "buyable"
tor all the money in his bank. It was Rachel Carson's book
Silent Spring that caught Lorenz's attention and roused him
to take part in the combat aqainst technology. That's why
books like awls in the Family and N,ver Cry Wolf by Farley
Mowat and wintet" of the Fisher by Cameron Lan9ford develop
in every human child deeper feelings of love for all living
cz:oeatures. This is especially true of students in city
schools who need the opportunity for developing their
capacities to perceive the harmony and disharmony of livinq
systems. Frank Whitehead (1966) argues that all children,
whatever their ultimate role in life is to be, need
experience of literature; they need the uniquely valuable
organization of experience which is embodied in literature,
if their personalities are to expand and flower into a
capacity fo[" fullness of living. Frank Whitehead refers to
a penetratin; comment by D.H. Lawrence.
It is the way our sympathy flows and
recoils that really determines our
lives. And here lies the vast
importance of the novel properly
handled. It can inform and lead into
new places the flow of our sympathetic
consciousness, and it can I ead our
sympathy away in recoil from thing15 gone
dead. (In Whitehead, 1966, p. 48)
Parr (l982) stressed that literature has the ability to break
into the sense of individual isolation that so often induces
more apathy and Heism.
By giving students an awareness that
they are part of the larger human
cOfll'llunity, it reassur3S them that they
alone do not carry the burden of certain
thoughts, ideas and feelin9s. By
demonstrating to them. that the diletmla
of thei r own Iives have precedents. it
further reassures them that theY alone
need not reinvent whatever metaphysical
wheels their lives require. By leading
them to empathize with others. it brings
them the first step towards assumin'il
responsibility for others ... (towards
an understanding) that life beyond the
ilTlllediate and the personal htUIL richness
and value. (p. 10)
Other researchers. Demot t (1966), stat ford (1967).
have expressed concern that an over-emphasis on technical
and occupational skills will leave little time for studyin9
the arts and humanities that so enrich daily life. In A-
Nation at Risk. the National Conmission on Excellence in
~merican Education (l9S3) maintained that knOWledge of the
humanities must be harnessed to science and technology if
the latter are to remain creative and humane, just as the
humanities need to be informed by science if they are to
remain relevant to the human condition. (P. 27) Britton
(1966) defines literature as not simply something that other
people have done. What a child writea is of the same order
as what the poet or novelist writes and valued for the same
Britton asks: vhy do men improvise upon their
representatioRs of the world?
Basic.ll., because we never c•••• to Ion;
for !DOre lives th.n the one 'Ie h.ve: in
the role of spectator 1Ie can par~i.cipate
in an infinite nwnber. (P. 9)
Britton looks at literature as a particular kind
of utterance, or utterance not for use but for its
satisfaction. Humans, he contends, use langua;e in two
ways: to get thin;s done in the outer world and to
manipUlate the inner world. Action .nd decision bel on; to
the former use, freedom from them in the latter enabl e
mankind to attend to other thinqs:
to the forms of lan;ua;e. the patterns
of avents, the feeling'S. We take up as
it vere the role of spectators,
spectaton of our own past lives, our
imavined future, other lIlen's lives,
impossible events. When wa speak this
lan;uage the nearest name I can 9iye it
is "vossip", "han we wri te it, it is
literature. (p. 9)
Literature is not nacessarily restricted to print material
or text in the traditional sense. Purves (1972). in his
response-centered curriculum. described literature as that
which arouses a ruponse: "it is • vast assortment 01:
verbal (usually) utterances, each of which comes from some
writer who has a Yoice; and each of which in itself has lIome
order". (p. 25) Purves, therefore. incl uden both scripted
and improvised theatre, film. television drama, stories.
cartoons and jokes. Hardin; (966) contends that:
"In all of these the student
contemplates represented event!! in the
role of a spectator. not for the sake of
active intervention. But since his
response includes, in some degree,
acceptin9 or rejecting the values and
emotional attitudes which the narration
implicitly offers, it Mill influ.nce his
future appraisals of behavior and
feeling." (p. 11)
Applebee (1978) 9u9gests that the spectator role offers the
reader a way to articulate and explore his or her view of
the world, presenting alternatives, posin9 contradictions,
reconciling conflicts within the realm of his or her
subjective, personal experience. The teacher's task in the
spectator role process is one of questionin9 and cultivating
response rather than one of teaching principles of literary
criticism. The approach to 1 iterature and the novel
outlined in the chapters of this thesis attempts to
incorporate Britton's, Purves', Harding's and Applebee's
broader defin! tion. Such an approach does not see
literature as somethin9 remote from students' lives. Too
often literature has been reduced to merely the facts.
figures and terminology of literary history and genre to be
learned. Literature thus presented is not likely to matter
very much to the student.
The New Cri ticism (also known as the Formalistic
Approach), for example, defines literature as great
artifacts from the heritaoe, each one to be admired and
studied in isolation and treated as an object in itself but
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not used by ordinary people. The language of literature is
seen as a superior form of expression. different in both
quality and kind from the lan;uage in which we conduct our
daily lives. Gambell (1986/ explains that the New Criticism
adopts a "text-centered approach". Those espousin'l this
approach assume the "existence of an ideal reader" who holds
an "objective stance" towards the text in its "intrinsic
formal relationships". Readers "do not attempt to explore
their own feelln9s" or those of others, nor do they try to
use back~round information for an1'.lysis. The relationship
amon; the elements in a text is what is all important. The
New critic is "preoccupied with the text itself",
preoccupied with a "ODnect" readingo of a text. (pp. 120-
121)
In reaction to the New Criticism, Thomson (1981)
suggests that if literatur:e is defined as language in the
role of spectator and therefore incorporates what Britton
calls "gossip", oral tales, students' own spoken and written
stories from personal and imagined eJl:perience, as well as
printed children's, adolescent and heritage literature, the
gap is then bridged between literature and life. Thomson
adds that the gap is bridged "between literary language and
personal language, between language read and lan<;Jua;e used".
Literature is thereby "demystified and its processes are
made accessible to students". (p. 84) LHerature is
pe::,!"Iaps one of the best ways humans have of coping with the
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tensions of identity, those probl ems of tne "me" and the
"not me". The aQ'onies of growth are made bearable, even
productive. through the vicarious enactment of them in the
child who hears and reads nursery rhymes, fairy tales and
myths. Literature raises the problems and questions that
have perplexed man throughout history. If the solutions and
answers are not complete. they ate the best available.
Robson (1982) gives a definition of literature
which is equally compatible with "a high". "a middling" and
"a low" view of the subject matter of literature, It is
compatible with the nigh view which sees literature as "the
pre-eminent means for giving form and outline to what Sartre
(1979) has called the most important questions: What is
man? What does he want? What does he expect?" (p. 18) It
is compatible with the "middlinq" view which sees literature
as "an open forum for the free exchanqe of thoughts, ...
much lon!jJed for in closed societies", (p. 18) It is
compatible with the "low" view which finds the value of
litarature in "its contribution to happiness, in its
capacities as entertainment .. , and judges it according to
how far it promotes or prevents human cheerfulness and
contentment". All these compatibilities are essential,
Robson contends, because literature. or even, at different
times. "one single work of literature can be all these
things". (p. 18)
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The discussion questions suqq8sted in the chapters
of this thesis on the prescribed novels do not have set
answers as such. They are an attempt to transfer attention
from comparative certainties of interpretation to the
expected uncertainties in responses from 11 group. Such
questions are worthwhile becau~e they allow for different
individual responses (not answers) to the text which may be
more or less complex, more or less mature depending on the
stage of reading maturity of the reader. The Dartmouth
Conference (1966) 8~W the reading of literature as
operational in that each reader must himself recreate what
he read!.. It rejects the idea of literature as a content
which can be handed over to the pupi 18. and emphasizes
instead the idea of literature as contributing to the
sens-ilivi ty and responsibil ity wi t h whi ch individual s 11 ve
througoh I angoul.Qe.
Reader-Response Criticism
The approach to literature teaching outlined in
this thesis draws its justification from several areas of
scholarship. Most obviously, it draws on the largoe body of
critical theory known as reader-response criticism. LouiJ!lle
Rosenblatt (1968. 1978), the best representative of modern
response-based critical theory, has been cited often in the
chapters which follow. Probst (1988) points out that the
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representatives (Bleich, Holland, Rosenblatt, Ilier, Fish) of
modern responsp.-based cri tical theory are a diverse 9roup,
at times disilgleeing enthusiastically with one another.
Despite their differences. however, Probst contends that the
reader-response theorists share a basic epistemological
assumption. Probst (1988) refers to the work of Mailloux
(1982) to articulate that assumption:
the object of knowl edge can never be
separated from the knower; the perceived
object can never be separated from
perception by a perceiver. (Mailloux
(1982) in Probst (1988), p. 235)
Such an assumption grants the reader, that is the
student. a very important place in the educator's thinking
about teachin9 and curriculum. Probst posits:
If we accept that assumption, then our
plans cannot involve only the details of
11 terary history or the nuances of
textual analysis. We must consider the
nature of the student as well, which is,
of course, what educational psychology
has told us all along. (p. 235)
The shift in emphasis from the text alone to the reader and
his interaction with it implies priori ties and
procedures for the classroom. It suggests that students
should not be subordinate to the text and submissive to the
teacher, but active, makinq meaning significant for
themselves out of the literature they encounter.
Such an approach is in contrast to the kind of
classroom envisaged by Matthew Arnold (1912) which was one
emphasizing the centrality of the text. LiterarY tell:ts were
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to be regarded 3.S "cultural artifacts" which eJl.illt.
repositories of knowledge about ourselves and the world
around us. Young (l98"i) suggests that the rol e of the
reader in such classrooms "is that of the acolyte, the
uninformed yet earnest and studious individual desirous of
coming into contact with the great minds of the past throu9h
their writings", (P. 8) In Arnold's (1912) Preface,
teachers are charged with helpin9' their reader-pupils become
true scholars "acquainting themselves wi.th the best that has
been known and said in the world and thus the history of the
human spirit".
The New criticism
The 1 iterary critical movement which came to be
known as the New Criticism took as its starting point the
autonomy of the text and its central i ty to the literary
experience. Young (1987) posits that the New Critics
refined th.ls perspective that elements considered to be
external to the text such as the author's intention
reader I S background were seen to be extraneous
irrelevant. Young concluded that essentially the New
Criticism postulated a universal reader who can call the
text into being but is freed of the human characteristic of
persona. 1 i ty, social background and 11 f elived in time and
space.
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In the role of ct"itic, the reader is
regarded as behaving in an objE:ctive, if
not scientific, way towards the text as
cultural artifact. The reader as critic
(and the pupil-reader as critic in
embryo) must learn to examine and re-
examine the text so that the "true"
reading can be arrived at. (p. 9)
Critics like LA. Richards, T.E.. Eliot, Rene wellek. W.K.
Wimsatt, who were concerned with this "correct" response,
popularized the tecnniques of the New cr:iticism rougoh1y from
1929 (Richards. Practical criticism) to the late 1950's.
Although the group is not homogeneous, they generally are
associated, according to Freund (1987). with doctrines of
the "text's objectivity", its "self-sufficiency" and
"organic unity"; with a formalist intrinsic appro.:ch to the
text; with a resistance to paraphrase and to the separation
of form and content; and above all with the technique of
"close reading - a mode of exegesis that pays scrupulous
attention to the ric~ complexity of textual meaning rendered
through the rhetorical devices of irony. ambiguity and
paradox". (pp. 40-41) Freund goes on to explain that some
of the New Critics believed that literature tells its own
truths and possesses its own cognitive freight; that "the
literary object should be understood not neurally but
neutrally; and that interpretation should therefore appeill
neither to the writu's int,ntioo nor to a reader's response
but to a d"c;ripHco of tb, thing itself. (p. 50) Such an
approach provided the teacher with position of
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considerable power and authority. The teacher would become
an explicator of the text's meanin9 and would offer a
powerful role model to pupils by regarding- the work as an
objective cultural phenomenon. The pupil in such •
classroom setting: is offered the role, not of "scholar" with
its connotations of contemplation. but lEI a budding critic
learning the techniques of unlocking textual meaninq and
internaliting the canons of literary judgement and taste.
The European-bred, first cousin of the New
Criticism was literary structuralism. Structuralism is aLso
text-centered and objectivist-orienhdi it assumes that the
study of literature may be founded on a progrenively
accumulating body of knowledge, an aggregate of concepts,
tools, taKonomies and procedures of discovery which enable
the critic to define the object of his study precisely and
to deal with it in a scientific fashion.
By contrast, reader-response cdtics place less
emphasis on the text and more emphasi!l on the reader.
However, even amonq reader-rest>onse critics, there are
differences in the relative stress they place on reader. the
tut, and the relationship between the text and the world.
The "readers" first major appearance on t.he stage- of English
studies took place in the heyday of structuralism. Freund
(1987) tells us that Stanley Fish (1967) arqued that the
poem's centre of reference is its reader who is also its
subject. The thesis of Fish's various writinq is that the
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proper object of analysis is not the work but the reader.
However, as Freund points out. Fish (1980) did not see
meanine;, as the exclusive property of the reader:
meanings are the property neither of
fixed and stable texts nor of free and
independent readers but of interpretive
conmunities that are responsible both
for the shape of the reader's activities
and for the texts those acHvi ties
produce. (Fish (1980). quoted in Freund
(1987), p. 107)
By interpretive communities Fish does not mean a collective
of individuals but a bundle of strategies or norms of
interpretation that readers hold in common and which
re9ulate the way we think and perceive.
Subjective criticism
Such theorists as Bleich and Holland locate the
source of meanine;, in the individual reader and their method
of study demands close attention to the actual readings of
their students. Probst (1988), referring to Bleich's major
theoretical work Subjective Criticism demonstrates how
Bleich (1978) insists that knowledge is made rather than
found. The Ii terary work exists in the mind of the reader.
By itself it is simply ink on paper - not until it is read
and thus reformulated in the reader's mind does it become an
act of literature. Probst (1988) explains that whereas
Rosenbl£tt sees a transaction between text and reader, each
playin9 an active role, Bleich sees only the action of the
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reader. Bleich's conception of reading rejects the idea of
stability and security of standard "correct"
interpretation of text and relocates meaning in the reader's
subjective response. To say that perceptual processes are
different in each person is to say that the nature of what
is perceived is determined by the rules of the personality
of the perce!ver. To reach some agreement or consensus of
responses, Bleich calls for a process of "negotiation" among'
readers in an "interpretative community". Knowledge is thus
the result of sharin9 responses. Young (1987) demonstrates
how Bleich has developed an extensive curriculum framework
through which students can learn to make their own
subjective responses to texts and learn to trust the
validity of these responses. Younljl sUlTIIlarizes Bleich's four
incremental phases which work outwards from an examination
of the "uniqueness of the reader's personal feeliolJs towards
a developing- notion of the shareability of communal
interpretation". (p. 14) Young expillins that Bleich calls
the first phase "Thoughts and PeelinlJs". where the aim is to
understand how students respond emotionally and then
translate these responses into thoughts and judlJements. The
second phase, "Feel inlJs About Literature". focuses on an
analYsis of the characteristic styles of perception of each
reader, the ways in which readers differ in theit' co-
creation of literary texts. In the third and fourth phases.
"Deciding on Literary Importance" and "Interpretation as a
,.
COll'lllunal Act", Bleich points out that the teacher's sin;ular
authority is in effect replaced by the "social authority" of
the class which ensures that the audience for response
statements is the reading community of the classroom rather
than the teacher as cultural guardian of quality and taste.
Bleich'lI view of "community" is different from the
"interpretive communities" sU!lgested by Fish (1980).
Whereas for Fish, the concept of community refers to a
shared set of perceptual llnd interpretive strategies. a
9iven construct already in place, by which the individual is
produced and into which he is lluimilllted, Bleich's
"colTll\unity" comes into being throu9h a conscious process of
negotiating individual choices and intentions. Thus, in
Bleich's theory, students objectify experience by naming it
and agreeing about the naming:.
Bleich, then, denies that the text can act on the
reader. Bleich rejects Holland's (1975) notion of
"transactive" reading in which t.he reader is const.rained by
the text in certain ways, Hall and (1975) contends that t.he
tradition of the New Criticism - "<t5suminq a uniform
response on t.he part of readers and audiences that the
critic somehow knows and understands" qoes back to
"Aristotle's concept of Catharsis and his notions about
people's apparently fixed responses to details of wording".
(p, 5) Holland points out that even professional critics
often write as though they were establishing a correct
reading, but the fact is that critics themselves disagoree
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mot"e t.han they agree. "Evidently, therefot"e, one cannot
posit even for highly trained .eOlders .. 'correct' response
in any 91 ven reader's mind to something defini tively • in'
the text", (p. 13) Holland contends that what. particular
reader has experienced can onl y be understood after he has
experienced it and put forth his "re-creation" and synthesis
beyond his own private mind. Holland points out. that "each
reader must give the words meaning, and he can only 9ive
them meanings theY have for him" (p. 43), but liberty of
interpretation cannot and will not he totally free since the
author does indeed choose the plot, the setting. the format
and the words which comprise his discourse. The reader
does, however. haVe the freedom to evaluate the work, that
is, to judge whether or not the writer actually did what he
seemed to promise. Holland posits thal stories and novels
act as a somewhat constraining- force.
The way . one puts a story toqether
derives from the patterns and structure
in the mind one brings to the story ....
The point is to reco9ni~e that stories
... do not "mean", in and of themselves.
They do not fantasy or depend or adapt
or transform. People do these thinqs,
using stories as the occasion (with more
and less justification) for a certain
theme, fantasy or transformaHon. (p.
39'
Holland's psychoanalytical approach examines thl!l differences
in readers' interpretations and explains them as a function
·of differences between the lifestyles and identities of
readers. It is in the early transactions between child and
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mother that readers learn to transact everything else. In
short, for Holland, the lifestyle and identity of the reader
is the key to the literary experience. Readers seek their
own style, thereby generating unique responses. The gist of
Holland's thesis holds that interpretation is a function of
identity - as a woman/man is so she/he reads.
The Act of R"ding
Bleich. as well, rejects Rosenblatt's notion of
"transaction" readin'il', in which reader and text seem to
shape one another. Probst (19S8) SU9gests that Rosenblatt,
along with Iser. seems to "maintain a balance" recognizing
that the reader's unique perspective greatly influences the
shape a literary work takes in his mind but also granting
that "the work itself has power to affect his responses,
guiding him in some directions and steering him away from
others". (p. 242) There are important ways in which
readers responding le;itimately to texts do not behave in
ways appropriate to the role of the critic. Readers are,
first of all, people who bring their own individual
histori"':l to the experiences of the work. Readers encounter
texts, not only in differing circumstances but for vastly
different purposes. Even Richards (1929) admitted that the
literary work is made up by the reader from his reading of
the text. "What we make up", that momentary trembling order
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in our minds "is exposed to countless irrelevant influs:":eea".
(p. 311)
Rosenblatt (1978) expresses the view that the
process of literature is fundamentally a ne;lotiation of
meaning between reader and writer. she sees defects in both
the interpretational model (the reader actin9 on the text)
and the response model (the text acting on the reader)
because each implies a single line of action. The relation
between reader and text is not lines but situational. an
event occurring in a context of time and space. Rosenblatt
(1978) does not deny that the text is the outward and visible
result of an author's creative activity. She simply contends
that as with the elements of an electric circuit, each
component (author, text, rel1der) of the t'eading pt'ocess
functions by vit'tue of the pt'esence of the othet's:
A specific readet' and a specific text at
a specific time and place: change any
of these, and there occurs it di fferent
circuit, a different event - a different
poem (novel). The readet' focuses his
attention on the symbols and what they
help to ct'ystall1ze out into awareness.
Not the words, as withered sounds or ink
marks on a page, constitute the poem
(novel) but the structured rl!sponaea to
them. For the readet", the [,oem (novel)
is lived through during thi:J intercourse
with the text. (p. 14)
Doyl e (1987). in an unpubl ished thesis on Schema Theory,
refers to nwnerous writers such as Menon (1983). Tierney
and Pearson (1983), and Freeback and Anderson (1983) who
sugqest that reading is a process whereby the reader uses
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background knowledge together with the author's cues to
create meaning. Both "background knowl edge uni ts
(schemata)". Doyl e wri tes, and "the cues contained in the
text" are of equal importance in processing new information.
(p. 39) Rosenblatt (1976) t'egards the literary process as
a "negotiation" of meaning and the reader's role
essentially that of a "co-creator", She .J.150 speaks of the
process as one of "recreation". Rosenblatt posits:
Every time a reader experiences a work
of art, it is in a sense created anew.
Fundamentally, the process of
understanding a work impl ies a
recreation of it, an attempt to grasp
completely the structured sensations and
concepts throu9h whi.ch the author seeks
to convey the quality of his sense of
life, Each must make a new synthesis of
these elements with his own nature, but
it is essential that he evoke those
components of experience to which the
text actually refers. (p. 113)
Young (1987) points out that the difference between a
perception 01: the reader's role as essentially "cocreative"
or "recreative" is essentially a difference in "degree of
responsibi I i ty to the text", (p. 15) Wt! ters 1ike WeI I eck
(1982) would see in the notion of cocreation the abandonment
of responsibility on the part of the reader to the text.
welleck suggests that all arguments for relativism must meet
a final barrier: "that we are confronted as students of
literature with an object, the work of art out there
(Whatever may be its ultimate ontological status) which
"
challen9e5 us to understand and interpret it; that there is
thus no complete liberty of interpretation". (p. 157)
Rosenblatt (1978) comments extensively on the work
of E.D. Hirsch who rejects as leadinq only to critical
confusion the idea that there can be more than one "correct"
interpretation of the text. When the author wrote the text.
Hirsch contends. "he meant something by it that must be the
sole acceptable meaning. For if the meaninq of a text is
not the author's, then no interpretation can possibly
correspond to the meaning of the text since the text can
have no determinate or determinable meaning". (See
Rosenblatt, 1978, pp. 109-130)
However. Rosenblatt's concept of the readet." as
"recreator" does sU9gest that something exists before a
person becomes a ["eader through the act of giving meaning to
printed symbols. The effect of Rosenblatt's perspective is
to suggest that the rel'lder has a responsibility to transfo["m
symbol to language (text to novel) in a way that does
justice to the work, The premise of this book (The Reader
the Text and the Poem), Rosenblatt (1978) begins, "is that
a text, once it leaves its author's hands, is simply pal-'er
and ink until a reader evokes from it a literary work -
sometimes even a literary work of art", (p, ix) Wijsen
(1980) feels that the function of the literary text 'l0es
beyond communication to communion. "The communion takes
place first of all between the work and the reader, and
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indirectly between the reader and the writer", (p. 155)
This notion hinges on the intentionality aspects of the
speech act situation. Wijsen (1980) sees the reader, not as
a mere "observer of another's iII usian". but as one who
contdbutes "imaginatively, cognitively and affectively in
the recreation of an illusion". (p. 58) As such, then, the
reader is a vital part of the interpretive process which is
viewed as "recreation" rather than as "re-construction".
This then puts the novel in the reader I s hand in a rather
different perspective from the one in which it was seen by
the advocates of the New Cdticism. Rosenblatt (1978)
advocates lookin; at the text as "a constraint" on the
reader's activity, rather than as "a norm" which everyone
shoul d try to approach in the same way.
To !lpeak of the text as a constraint
rather than a norm ... SUll'gests a
relationship rather than a fixed
standard. Instead of functioninll' ilS a
rigid moul"d. the text is seen to serve
as a pattern which the reader must to
some extent create even as he is Il'uided
by it. (p. 129)
The reader's attention constantly vibrates from the pole of
the text and the pole of his own response to it.
Rosenblatt's "transactional view" of the mode of existence
of the literary work thus liberates students from absolutist
"rejection of th.. Leader". preserves "the importance of the
text". and permits a dynamic view of the text as an
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opportunity "for ever new individual reading's" that can be
"responsibly self-aware and disciplined", (p. 129-130)
Enjoying reading and attaining the fullest value
from what the reader is offered in major works of 1iteralure
depends very much on his ability and willin9ness to nlvise
one set of impressions constantly in the light c!: what he
lear:ns as he reads on. Iser (1978) posits that "literary
texts initiate performance of meani:'l.g' rather than actually
formulatinq meanings themselves". (p. 26-27) The text in
the absence of a reader is simply print. Iser writes that
"the meaning of the literary work remains related to what
the printed text says, but it requires the creative
imaqination of the reader to put it all together". (p. 142)
For Iser and Rosenblatt the text is more controlling- and
confining: than it is for Bleich or: Holland who view the
r:eader: as the source of meaning. Wr.iling about the
rel<.\tionship between author, text and reader, Iser quotes
18th century novelist Laurence sterne in Tristram Shandy to
show that this concept of reading is by no means new:
... no author, who understands the just
boundaries of decorum and g-ood-breedinq,
would presume to think all. The truest
respect which you can pay to the
reader's understanding, is to halve this
matter amicably, and leave him somethinc;
to imac;ine, in his turn, as well as
yourself. For my own pal:'t, I am
eter:nally payinc; him compliments of this
kind, and do all that lies in my power
to keep his imagination as busy as my
own. (Sterne in Iser, 1978, p. 108)
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The text for Iser is a much more active agent than it 1s for
Bleich. The text 9uides, but the reader realizes. The text
supplies much, but not everything. Were it to offer
everything, Iser argues, the reader would be bored and
dissatisfied. His imat;l'lnations and intellect must have work
to do. details to sketch in, implications to elaborate,
questions to answer or he will find reading a monotol":'J'.lS and
unchallenging activity. The fictional world must leave much
to the reader. Iser (1980) refers to a corrment virginia
Woolf made of the novels of Jane Austen:
Jane Austen is thus a mistress of much
deeper emotion than appears upon the
surface. She stimulates us to supply
what is not there. What she offers is,
apparently, a tdfle, yet is composed of
something that expands in the reader's
mind and endows with the most enduring'
form of life scenes which are outwardly
trivial. Always the stress is laid upon
character. ---The turns and twists of
the dialogue keep us on the tenderhooks
of suspense. Our attention is half upon
the present moment, hal f upon the
future. --- Here, indeed, in this
unfinished and in the main inferior
story, are all the elements of Jane
Austen's qreatness. (Wool f as quoted in
Iser, 1980, p. 110)
Iser explains that what is missinq from the apparently
trivial scenes. the gaps arising' out of the dialogue - this
is what stimulates the reader into filling the blanks with
projections. "What is said only appears to take on
significance as a refe. ence to what is not said; it is the
implications and not the statements that give shape and
"
weiqht to th~ meaning," (p. 111) As the unsaid comes to
life in the reader's imaliJination. so the said expands to take
on greater significance than might have been supposed. The
"enduring form of life" which Virginia Woolf speaks of hi,
accordin'iJ to Ise[, "not manifested on the printed page; it
is a product arising out of thp. interaction between text and
readet". (p. Ill)
Young (1987) refers to the work of stratta,
Wilkinson and Dixon (1973) who look at all texts as "scripts"
and readers become producers of literary works using these
scripts as I:"aw material. The nature of these productions.
the imaginativeness of their recreation, the uniqueness of
the rendering of the experience of the text will depend on
the sU9gestibi 1i ty of the text, the sensi ti vi ty of the reader
to these sU9'9'estions and the insi9'httulness and skill of the
teacher in helping young readers give form and shape to their
imaginative recreations. (see Young, 1987, p. 17)
Other theorists also speak of this interaction
bet.ween reader and text. Seung (1982) postulates that every
text is no more than "a blank tablet" unless and until it is
"interpreted in a proper .:ontext of signification". (P. 10)
Likewise, TierneY and Pearson (1983) posit that there is "no
meaning on the page until a reader decides there is". (p.
569) Goodman (1984) suggests that the reader is constructing
a tent parallel and closely related to the published text.
It becomes a diffet"ent text for each reader.
The reader's text invol yes inferences,
references and coreferences based on
schemata that the reader brinl;Js to the
text. And it is this reader' 8 text
which the reader comprehends and on
which any reader's later account of what
is read is based. (p. 91)
Keating (1984), in an unpublished masters theds on "Speech
Act Theory and t~e Teaching of Literature", refers (p. 29)
to the work of Pre.~t (1971) who sees the narrator in a
literary work as being similar to the natural narrator in
that he is
understood to be displaying an
experience or state of affairs, creating
a verbal version in which he or we along
with him, contemplate, explore,
interpret and evaluate. seeking pleasure
and interpretive consensus, (Pratt.
1977. in Keating. p. 29)
Pratt sees the speaker in a literary work to be expressing
his impression of "the way things are and behave" and be,
and we, examine the "evidence" to assess the validity of his
"claim" (Wolfe. unpublished). Viewed from this perspective.
Keating sees the literary text as a speech act. Keating
explains that the reader brings to the encounter with the
text a "set of assumptions and presuppositions", the
foremost of which being that this text is an intentional
communicative action. As well. the reader must bring into
play "his b3ckground knowledge", not only of the "rules
governing discourse". but also "his own world view". In
light of this knowledge "the appropriateness conditions" and
the "direction of fit" are established for the reader and in
this manner he makes sense of tbe teat. (p. 30) Chisri
'0
(1977) uses an analogy to sculpture to demonstrate the
intersubjective min'ijlliog of the author and the reader through
the text.
Once it has bpen quarried, any man can
pick it up and descry through its
aspects of the world that combine the
truth of the one who or191na11y quarded
arId shaped it, with that of the one who
views it at any particular moment. (p.
95)
Benton and Fox (1985) make the point as well that reading is
a collaborative act between author and reader. They refer
to a children's book by Maurice Sendak Where the Wild Things
au in which the mother of the boy never appears in the
story. They quote Sendak himsel f.
Because you should only imagine what she
looks 11ke. It would be very wrong to
show her. Because for some children she
would look more scary than the wild
things. And for some children she is
fine. I I eave the mother to the
imagination. But you f •• l her there.
By her absence she is more available.
(Sendak in Benton and Fos., 1985, p. 2)
No story is C!lYer told by the novelist. The telling
according to Iser (1975), is done by the reader "who takes
the text for his scenario and product,'s it on the stage of
his own ima;ination with resources furnished by his own
experience of life". (po 10)
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Transactional Theory
Probst (H8Sb), writing in the Journal of Reading,
comments On transactional theory and the emphasis it places
on the role of the reader. Probst explains that the
transactional theory of Rosenblatt suqqests that reading
should not be an effort to suppress the personal and
idiosyncratic in search for purified reading,
uncontaminated by the reader's lnd1vidual i ty. The reader's
lnd1vidual i ty must be respected; the reader's "background
and feelings, memories, and associations called forth by the
t"eadinq are not only t"elevant, they are the foundations upon
which understanding of the text is built". (p. 379) Probst
(1988b) concludes that transactional theory offers the
teacher of literature several assumptions: First, it
suggests that the poem (or novel) is tfithin the readet,
created in the act of readin9, rather than in the text. Any
literary work is thus changeable, different to a certain
extent for each reader and even for a single reader ft'om one
time to the next. Probst adds:
Teachers therefore do not lead classes
carefully along to foreseen conclusions,
sustained by critical authority, about
litetary works. Instead, they face the
difficul t but interesting task of
acknowledging the uniqueness of each
reader and .ach reading and crafting out
of that material significant discussion
and writing. (p. 380)
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Secondly. transactional theory, llccordinv to Probst,
considers the pri... ry responses of the students. "Teaching
quided by this theorY become II matter of encourllqin9
students to articulate responses, ellamine their or-ivins in
the text and in other experiences, reflect upon them and
analyze them in the light of other r ••dinos - those of other
students and critics". (p. 380) Thirdly, this theory calls
for a classroom atmosphere which is "cooperative rather than
combative" . Discussion, Probst points out, should
"encauragoe students not to win but to clarify and refine".
students are encouraged to enter into "a reciprocal.
mutually defining relationship" in their discussions with
other students and their teachers. as well as in thei r
readinq of texts. (p. 380) The final assumption that
Probst salS is evident in transactional theory is that
reading reflection and discussion leads to greater ltnowledge
of self. of text, and of others with whom the student tililts.
Probst (p. 381) quotes Rosenblatt (1984):
The literary transaction in itself may
become a self-liberatin9 process, and
the sharing of our responses may be an
even 9reater means of overcoming our
limitations of personality and
experience.
In addition to the above assumptions, Probst (1988b)
outlines some principles of instruction implicit in
transactional theory. These principles are reflected in the
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various teaching' strategies outlined in subsequent chapters
of this thesi~.
Instruction (Probst, p. 381) should make clear to
students that their responses, emotional and intellectual,
are valid starting points for discussion and writing'.
Instruction should encourage students to reflect
upon their own response, preferably before hearing the
response of others.
Instruction should help students see the potential
for conununication among their different points of view on a
novel.
Instruction should open up the discussion to the
topics of sel f. text and others.
Instruction should encourage students to feel free
to change their mind seeking insight rather than victory.
Instruction should encourage students to connect
the reading with other experiences.
Instruction should encouraQe students to look for
the next step: what should they read next, about what might
they write.
The way a teacher works in the classroom can
affect the pupils' learning stance within it. Adherence to
the above principles might change the customary passive role
of the student to that of a challenging participant in the
reading and writing process. Probst (1988) suggests that
transactional theory presents teachers with a vision of
"
literature as communication. The literary work represents
another consciousness "giving the reader access to insights,
experiences, and percelltions" that would otherwise lie
beyond his '('each and thus "allowing him to reformulate his
own consciousness". (P. 248) Probst (1988). referring to
the work of Jaus! (1982), explains that literature has I
social 1 y formative function M "1 t both shapes the individual
so that he fits the culture and reshapes the culture in
response to new visions". (p. 249) toiterary works deal
with imaginary ",orIds. If this is so, Maitre (1983) asks,
how do these imaginary worlds differ from the real world
which we actually experience: Does the fictional world
imitate the real world? If so, how can novels, such as
Alice in Wonderland, which deal with states of affairs which
can never exist in the real world be explained?
Mait.re seeks other criteria for evaluating works
of fiction apart from the requirement. that they should be
"true to life". Maitre claims
that. a reciprocal relationship holds
between what we call the actual world
and the possible worlds of fiction that.
while we use what we know of the actual
world to help us understand these
possible worlds, we at the same time use
what we learn from fiction to adjust our
pict'Jre of what is, or could be the case
in the actual world. (po 13)
Maitre maintains that in the case of fiction, the role of
the imagination is to posit and explore "possible non-actual
worlds (PNAWS)", If a work of art imitates the actual
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world, the actual world often comes to be understood in 1 iqht
of the possible non-actual worlds posited by works of art.
Works of art rather than imitating the world as it is
actually imitate the world as it miqht
or could be - but this is to give a
rather attenuated or oven distorted use
of the term "imitate" for possible oon-
actual worlds do not so much represent
what is. as present what could be for
the first time. (p. ~lB)
Maitre contends that imaginative acts increase the range and
clarity of emotions which can be experienced by the reader.
The exploration of PNAWS helps the reader "explore states of
affairs he should never have thought of and feel emotions he
might never have felt (left) to his own devices". (p. 61)
Similarly, Van Horen (198"5) points out that fictional
literature reveals to the reader "a knowing" that is more
"like a living". The reader indirectly "comes to know what
he cannot grasp, see or hear or feel in a direct or
conceptual way". (p.178)
Both Iser and Rosenblatt focus on the reader's
activities while actually reading a t\!:xt. This activity is
at least as important as what the reader thinks about the
book when it is finished. The reader-response critics show
interest in how the reader relates an experience which he
has not actually lived through with what he has actually
lived through in his life. The reader-response critics
c ..mclude that, up to a point, it must be true that readers
make sense of what they read partl y through a comparison
3.
between what the text is propos in; to them and what they
know directly from their own living,
Par the reader to try to understand the actual
world. he needs frequent recourse to .peculation as to what
might be the case in the past (historical fiction), the
present (realistic fiction) or the future (fantasy and
science fiction). Such speculation, Kaitre (1983) points
out. involves the consideration of pouible states of
affairs which are the:Melves components of possible Nodds.
In the case of fantastic fiction, it is full of worlds in
which the physical laws of the actual wodd ue violated.
Animals use human langaug" (E.B. White's Stuart Little).
human being'S have superhuman powers (Natalie Babbitt I s :tl.l£k.
Everlasting, Lynne Reid Banks The Indian in the cupboard).
physical objects have pt'operties which no objects in the
actual wot'ld has ever been known to possess (Tolkien's .t.h..!..
Fellowship of the Ring). Nonetheless, the t'udu feels that
he can recognize and to some extent understand such worlds.
Maitre suggests that one is a "spectator" of a
state of affairs if one experiences it without contributing
to its chanl;e or resolution. One is a "participant" in a
state of affairs if one experiences it and~ contribute
to its change or resolution. Maitre talks about a form of
participation, "imaginative participation", which enables a
person both "to participate and also leave the state of
affairs unchanged". This may invol ve in some sense becoming
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of the participants, identifyin9 with them,
"imaginatively livinlll through the events in their person
rather than one's own". One needs, Maitre contends, to be
"an actual spectator" in order at the same time "to be an
imaginative participant", (p. 46)
The reader is aware of the fictional
world as a non·actual phenomenon and
thus can, by an act of double imagining.
participate in that world both as
himself and by identifyin9 with the
various characters. And thus he learns
or can learn how it would be to
participate in states of consciousness
and states of affairs of which he has
had no actual experience; or if he has
had such an actual experience. he may
see it in a new light as a resul t of his
imaginative participation. (p. 16)
Maitre adds that the ability to become, imaginatively.
another can and does take place in the actual world, but th.e
more hiqhly structured and less cluttered context of a
fictional world enables the reader to identify with the
expedence of another in a more manageable way. As tor the
substantial genre of fiction which posits worlds which could
never be actual, Maitre contends that readers will respond
to such impossibl~ worlds by selectinq for attention the
features which intell i9ihle and ignQring the
unintelliqible ones.
The novel is concerned wi th society and historY.
but as Iser (1974) points out, tllough the nove 1 dea 1 s wi th
social and historical norms, this does not mean that it
simpl y reproduces contemporary values. (P. xii) The norms
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of social behavior are set in a new context so that they can
become the subject of discussion and be questioned
individually and in gt"oups by students rather than tacitly
accepted. Unusual behavior of any kind "negates" (Iser's
word) the reader's expected norms and so leads to "active
participation" in the "makin9 of the novel", with
meaning leading to new insights and the criticism of old
attitudes.
Stages in the Development of Reading and ResponS!:
How does the teacher ensure that the student is
actively participating in the "making of the novel"? How
does he ensure that the classroom atmosphere is cooperative
rather than combative? Is there a stage in a student's
intellectual progress when teachers should approach t:\e
novel in a. certain way which is fundamental I y different from
the way they treat the novel at a later stage? In short,
should the novel be taught differently in Grades 11 and 12
than it is taught in Grades 7 and 81 If differently, h.2.!i
differently';' 00 the prescribed novels in this province show
the scope for challenging stereotypes and broadening
intelligence and imagination? A['e the teachinq strategies
used of sufficient variety to engender interest and promote
quality response? How much "tellinq", how much lecturing is
taking place in classrooms at p['esent? How much group
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discussion? How much debating: and oral work? How much
wri tteD responsel How much related reading is encouraged
during sustained silent reading: periods? Are there novels
which should be added to the various prescribed lists? Por
example, there ace now for older readers in the area of
young adult fiction, tuts which uplou questions whicb
even adult fiction left &lone until recently. Is there a
place for a novel like Aidan Chambers' pance on my GrIlV'
which deals wi th the theme of homosexual love? Is there a
place for a novel like Robert Cormier's The Chocolate War
which deals with the theme of conformily and its
implications for individuality? Are there enough Canadian
and Newfoundland novels prescribed for the province's
classes? A.N. Whitehead (1950) referred to the rhythm of
education. His principle sugqests that diffet"ent .subjects
and modes of study should be undertaken bJ pupils at
"fittinq times" when they have "reached the pt"oper staqe of
mental development". (p. 24) Students. as they t"ead teA.t.
move tht"ough the simple staqe of tint appt"ehension. a stage
of ft"eedom. a staqe of wide exploration. A.N. Whitehead
calls this th. "Romantic st.age" (Chaptet" 2 of this thesis).
Purves and Beach (1912) contend that this is a staqe of
major readinq quantitatively in the lives of students.
Students move from tho "Romantic staqe" to what
A.N. Whitehead calls a staOf! of "Pt"flcision" (Chapter 3 of
this thesis). a stage of exactness. of noting specifics.
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notin9 purposes of detail, noting effectiveness of sensory
imagery. During this Precision stave, romance is in the
back;round bl,l!; it is not dead. It is the art of teachin; in
Grades 9, 10 and 11 to foster the curiosity of wide-readinll
amidst definite application of appointed tasks. The ulal
point is to discover in practice the exact balance between
freedom and discipline which will golva the greatest role of
progress over the thin911 to be known.
Final I y, Whi tehead contends, the student reaches
the stag'e of "Generalization" (Chapter Pour of this thesis)
where he nolol possesses the power to synthesit.e all elements
into a unified pattern. By the oeneraliution stage thin9s
about the craft of the novel are better known, aptitudes
hBve been acquired, qeneral literary terms are clearly
apprehended. The pupil now is able to use his new
strategies acquired d.uring the Precision staqe. A.N.
"'hi tehead (1950) suggests the pupil "relapses into the
discursive adventure of the Romantic stage, with the
advantage that his mind is now a disciplined reqiment
instead of II. rabble". (p. 57)
In short, students should be seen progressinq from
novels like Charlotte's Web, Bridge to Terabithia (Romantic
staoe) to novels like 7..h!.....f..uL. To Xii) jI Mockingbird ~
Woodlanders (Precision staqe) to compleJi and
sophisticated novels like wuthering Heights, Lord of the
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illu. The Fellowship of the Ring in Grade 12 and beyond
(Generalization stage).
Britton (1968), in an address presented at the
Anglo American Conference at Dartmouth College (1966). makes
a similar point about "fitting times" and stag-Be of reading
readiness.
We must expect and encourage reading to
90 on for various purposes at Virious
levels and not concern ourselves solely
wi th performance at maximum effort.
Reading for enjoyment will certainly be
an apt description of the lower levels
of effort but is probably misleading
when applied to the most demanding kind
of reading-. Satisfaction, however, ...
must be there in the end, and no public
examination or other external incentive
can take its place. (p. 7)
Thomson (1987) discusses the need for
developmental model of reading; a reading program needs to
have some "logic of sequence" or at least "coherence" in
terms of helpinlil students to prog'ress rrom the stagG they
are at to the next. attainable stage, if such stages, points,
or levels can be established. (pp. 360~361)
Early (1960) describes the movement from
"immature" rellponse to "mature" and "developed" response as
a progresll from a .!Itag'e of "unconscious enjoyment" in which
"the reader knows what he likes but doesn't know why",
through a stage of "self-conscious appreciation" in which
"the reader gradually moves away from a simple interest in
what happened" to an interest in the psychological conflict
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and motive~ of characters. This is a movement, Early
contends, basically to a stage of "conscious delight"
(Whitehead's Generalization stage) in which the reader's
deepest pleasure is aesthetic. (pp. 161-167) By the
Generalization stage, more psycholoc;;lical exploration, more
reflection upon the ideas or emotions behind a character's
behavior takes precedence. The neveh, by Grade 12, should
have moved from those which comfort and conform to those
which challenge and disturb. Britton (1968) suggests that
the teacher's aim should be to refine and develop responses
students are already making.
Progress lies in perceiving gradually
more complelt patterns of events, in
picking up clues more widely separated
and more diverse in character, and 1n
finding satisfaction in patterns of
events less directly related to their
expectations and, more particularly,
their desires. At the same time, it
lies in also perceiving the form of the
varying relationships between el ements
in the story and reality. as
increasingly they come to know that
commodity. (pp. 4-5)
D.W. Harding (1968) adds support to Early and Britton by
suggesting that once readers have passed the elemenhr.y
stage of becoming interested in a book and understanding' it
on at least a rUdimentary leveL they take up the role of
the onlooker and can be described as serious readers
"empathizing" wi th the experience of other people;
"eval uating" characters, "sympathising" , "condemninq" ,
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"pitying". "respecting", "questioning". ''accept109''
"rejecting" the values of the author. (pp, 7-15)
Early. Britton and Hardy seem to suggest that the
development of a mature response to literature involves a
prooressive movement from close emotional involvement to
more distanced reflective detachment, and from an interest
in sel f to an interest in other people and the human
condi lion.
An examination of children's responses to fiction
in England (Protherough, 1983) .:!lU9gest:.l that there are five
major ways in which they 3ee the process of reading fiction.
'l'hese Hve can be arranged on II scale of increasing distance
between text and reader. ~: The reader identifies
with some of the characters and imaginatively becomes one of
them, and loses self in that character's personality and
situation. ~: The reader is in the book with the
character, but does not identify with anyone of them. M..2..!l.2.
.3..: The reader visualizes the book in tel:"JnS of his own
world, and he imaljl'ines how he would feel and act if he were
people in the story. ~: The reader is firmly outside
the situation, but emotionally involved in what happens and
wishinljl' to be able to influence the outcome. ~: The
reader reads from a stance that is likely to inhibit
emotional involvement with the !!tory. Critical reading
seems to be a form of behavior )~arned in school. (See
Protherough, 1983, pp. 21-25)
"
As well, Jackson (1983. p. 173) reports the
resul ts of case studies of students' encounters with fiction
from ages 10 to 18. fte identifies tour linked but di fferent
phases of growth which represent general tendencies or
possible patterns of development. and draws implications for
the teaching of literature. Jackson's first and second
phases (ages 10-14) correspond roughly with what this writer
will call the Romantic stage. Students begin by using
personal anecdote "to home in" the disturbing newness of a
fresh reading experience in the classroom. Later they are
encouraged to move away from an exclusively e90centric
perspective to a position where they are able to view
situations from different points of view. Jackson's third
phase (ages 14 to 16) is similar in some ways to the
Precision stage this writer will discuss fully in chapter 3.
This phase introduces a more careful consideration of
lan;uage choice. Throu;h small ;roup talk, students build
up patterns of meaning together. Jackson's phase four (ages
17 to 18) involves a process of "thinking aloud in public"
in a rather detai 1ed manner about texts read.
Hirsch (1968) ct:::1.;eives the school literature
program as providing for "a gradual development of
understanding and appreciation" (p. 6~7) in which the
student, among other things 8xperi'mces literature, develops
taste, develops knowledge, develops skills of literary
criticism and develops appreciation. In achievin9 these
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objectives, the student goes quite a way towards receiving
critically, not only literature, but all forms of
communication with which he is bombarded in this age of mass
media.
However. reading is suoh an idiosyncratic business
that to generalize a pattern or series of stages of growth
is risky. Every reading by every reader is unique. A.N.
Whitehead (1950) warns that his stages are not so distinct
as he suggests. What Whitehead and this writer are really
stressing is the distinction of emphasis, of pervasive
quality. Stages of "romance", "precision", "generalization"
are all present through junior and senioE:" high school,
throughout life; but there is an alteration of dominance and
it is this altet"ation which constitutes the cycle. The
individual students will move through the stages at their
own pace and with their own uniq:ue combination of features.
Any age or grade s"tipulation must be interpreted in this
light. Hence the staqes and age-grade groups outlined in
this thesis are partly a pedagogical convenience. Though
they do, hypothetically, describe a filU!d sequence of
events, an individual's growth will be uneven and often
en:atic. The stages and their features &t'e meant to help
teachers recognir;e significant growth points and interests
and plan stt'ategies compatible with the general needs of
m2ll. of the students at that age and phase.
..
This wrtter, as part of this renarch, vorked with
several students in several chsses Grades 4 to 12.
students vere encouraged to read texts and respond orall:r
and/or in "rHin; both individually and as members of sll\all
groups. The aim was to provide a rich variety of
experience, a wide range of ways in whieh students could
exercise their rights and responsibilities in makin9 texts
mean. The samples of student responses whicb are included
here in lIPpll!lndix D are meant to demonstrate the results
po.sibl e when students provided the opportunity to
articulate a res pons. to appropriate texts at the
appropriate time.
Other wri ten, Barthes (1974). Gut teridge (1983).
Thomson (1987). have looked at the developmental models or
phases of reading comprehension and the associated behaviors
of each stage. Protherough (1987) referring to his own work
(1983a) illustrates how students throughout the school years
project themselves into a character whose feeling3 and
adventures they share. students are dbcovering as they
read more widely how to transform themselves into readers.
how to become individuals who have certain kinds of
experience from a text. Pratherough adds that students
learn
how to enter a situation close to the
characters, how to utablish links
between their own lives and the people
and events of the story, how to become
a more distanced watcher of what is
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described. And we suspect that these
different kinds of reader behavior are
incremental; that children extend their
repertoire and are therefore
progressively able to enjoy a wider
variety of teKts which make different
demands on them. (p. 80)
Outhridge (1983) looks at the development of
reading (p. 17) in five phases: Emergent Literacy - Pre
School: Acquisition - grades K-3; Consolidation - grades 4-
6; Expansion - grades 7-10; continued Expansion
Specialization - grades 11-13.
Ryan (1964) suggests appreciation for the best in
fiction evolves most surely from a carefully planned
developmental program, a program in which students are
brought face to face with fictional works meaningful to them
at the moment. Teachers expect students to stretch in order
to gain the fullest appreciation for any text prescribed;
however, if the author's concepts and language are so far
beyond their capabilities that they cannot respond actively
as they read, the whole purpose is frustrated. Storr (1969)
There hu to be a lock within us which
the keY of the book can fit, and if it
does not fit, the book is meaningless
for us. (p. 98)
Goodman (1984) points out that comprehension results from
reader-text transaction; What the reader knows, who the
reader is, what va I ues guide the reader, what purposes or
"
interests the reader has will play vital roles in the
reading process. (p. Ill)
Thomson (1987) arljl'ues that much of the trouble
with the teaching of literature in school seems quite
cl early to be that the perceived sequence of 1 i terary
response is ignored. Too often teachers require responses
at a higher stage (Generalization) from students who have
not experienced the satisfaction offered by the earlier
stages (Romantic). Pros students move through the grades,
teachers need to extend their reading repertoires by
introducing them to more demanding and stimulating books.
By looking at the various stages and the reader response
expected at each level, it is the intention of this study to
demonstrate that expet"iencing the text always comes before
any type of formal analysis. Living with the text, browsing
with it, carrying it into their own world of feeling and
thinkin9 and havinq the time and space to allow the text to
make unpredictable demands on them, the readers, is what
must come first. Too often the :founq reader is cut off from
these early, open encounters with texts by a classroom
emphasis on texts as cultural artifacts, by an emphasis on
parrot talk and critic talk.
The approach in the following chapters is simply
to place the individual student's experience of the text,
rather than the teacher's experience of the text, at the
centre of the classroom study of literature, and to sugqest
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that the end purpose of teaching always must be to enable
each student to take profit from his encounter with whatever
text is presented.
It is important for teachers to heed Margaret
Meek's (1982) dauntinq admonition.
Whatever comes out, let nothing we do
stand between reader and author, for we
are parasitic middlemen when all is said
and done. (p. 291)
Corcoran (1987) suggests there are specific things to be
done in the classroom, specific questions teachers should
ask if they are to pursue "th. new pedagogy" to which Meek
(1982) refers:
The essential feature of what I call new
pedagogy is that, as it proceeds, both
teacher and pupils come to know what
they are reading in ways they may help
each other to define. There is no one-
way transmission of traditional literary
wisdom from the older to the younger.
Nor is then <t false assumption that the
younqer reade.:. is as experienced as the
older one. The pupil meets "new text",
the teacher rereads "known text". The! r
responses extend each other's seeing:.
The teacher needs a reflexive awareness
of the younger reader' 5 stage of
development and of her own. (Meek in
Corcoran, 1987, p. 53)
Probst (1988) explains that the "epistemology at
the base of transactional theory returns the responsibility
for learning to the student". (p. 381) Knowledge of
litorature is not something found, not something transmitted
from teacher to student. Rather, knowledge is to be created
by the individual through exchanges with texts and other
readers.
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All readers are capable of certain mental
processes and responses; but, on the other hand. their
exercise has, in many cases, to be cultivated and
encouraged. The strategies outlined in the following-
ehapters are meant to help with that cultivation and
encouragement. Most of these strategies for novel study
have been classroom tested in the sense that the kinds of
questions and individual and 9roup activities sU9gesled have
been reasonably tried out by some number of actual students,
as the samples of students' writing will attest. Obviously
each teacher must make the particular adaptation which his
or her situation demands. The sU9gestions are basically
quide a and strate9i ...s: they are not lesson plans. As the
students move through the various stages outlined, they will
obtain pleasure from the way in which. novel is constructed
- the roundness of its characters, the development of the
plot, the interplay of imagery, the way in which it holds
together as a pleasing whole, the perception ot its organic
unity. Such aesthetic emotions are experienced over and
above the emotion which students may feel in relation to the
subject matter of the text.
Allan (1980), in his book on English ttlachin...
since the Dartmouth Conference (1966), noted Prank
Whitehead's observation that a shift in theory had taken
place since the mid-sixties: "The shift has constituted an
erosion of belief in the power of literature 88 such, in the
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value of exposing oneself to the impact of the poem or story
or novel for its own sake and a concurrent down9radin9 of
the discipline of submitting oneself to the ordering of
experience embodied in the actual words of the writer." (p.
7) Gambell (1986) sUGgests the shift is still underway
thou\ilIh there is the danger, as in any educational chanllle. in
dismissing' outriqht old theory for the sake of new.
"Literature," Gambell concludes, "must still be able to be
identified with powerful language. and not all responses to
a work of literature are equally valid or worthwhile. II (p.
142) Allen (1980) points out that "balance" is the key.
I t is not. however, our main purpose in
Enol ish to be "anti" anything. It is to
be for the good thinqll in life, and in
literature, for the good thing-s in our
children. (p. 131)
Rosenblatt (1968) posits that the young- readers' personal
involvement in a wnrk will generate greater sensitivity to
its imagery, style and structure; this, in turn, will
enhance his understanding- of its human impl:\cations.
A reciprocal process emerges in which
human 9rowth in human understanding and
literary sophistication sustain and
nourish one another. Both kinds of
growth are essential if the student is
to develop the insig-ht and the skill
needed for participation in increasinql y
campI ex and signl ficant 11terary works.
Benton and FoX (1985) BUg-out that teachers ask
themselves certain questions before planning any strategy
for their students. This writer has used tb.,se questions as
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criteria for est:ablhhinIjJ the various strategies proposed in
thh thesis:
Will this activity enable the reader to
look back on the text and to develop the
meaning's he ha. ,I ready made?
Does what I plan to do bring the reader
and text closer tOlllether or does it come
between them?
Wi 11 my pupil a have the chance to become
lost in the narrative by the way we read
the story?
Will it be possible for them to enjoy,
s.y the humour. ... or to be moved by
the sense of loss in that story?
Will there be the means for them to set
their own expe:!iences along-side the
text?
Hight they find clarification or
confirmation of ideas they have come
across before in books or in real life?
will they meet new ideas and be enabled
to assess, or perhaps assimilate, these
ideas?
If they dislike a novel, can they say
so? (p. 108)
There can be no single formula for teaching a
novel. The best approach wi 11 be dictated by the uniqueness
of the text itself, and the distinctive character of each
group of young readers and of each teacher. Sometimes, in
fact, no strategy will be needed at all. Just read the text
aloud or allow students a private time for sustained silent
reading allowing students and the books to find their own
way together.
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To help students inside a text, 1'~
activities are sometimes sugGested as preliminary wl."lrk which
prepares the way for the text.~ activities, like
journal writing in Chapler 3, are outlined to encourage the
habit of anticipating "hat is going to happen next. of
wondering' how things will end. of setting one's own
experience alongside those offered by the text. .f..2.J.1.
~ activitiea will make room for individual response,
both oral and written. as well as collaborative group work
intended to enhance appreciation. Benton and Fox (1985)
remind teachers that it is important that during and after
a text is read they need to "provide sufficient space for
the individual to discover, confir;;t and perhaps relish his
own unique response to it before the ideas of others (his
fellow pupils, his teachers, other writers) are considered".
(p. 109)
Clearly any single strategy can be overworked.
Some techniques are more appropriate for particular texts
than others and individual teachers may feel some are more
suitable for. different age groups than others. This writer
offers the strategies to beg-inning- teachers and experienced
teachers as well, who find that inspiration in the boom and
rush of planning is provinq elusive. There is an attempt
here to demonstrate some things which teachers can do to
encourage the development of processes of active reading for
those students who do not yet. see themselves as habitual
"
readet"s and, as well, it offers ways to help the already
C'ormlitted readers to enjoy their journeys throu9h the novels
they read. The emphasis then is on the reader and the text
and their interaction. The startin9 point has been
Rosenblatt's distinction between "text and poem" (novel).
The novelist constructs the text on the page; the reader
creates the novel within the parameters provided by the
text.
ROMAIITIC STAGE - ROVEL SWDt', GRADES 4-8
Books are to be called'd for, and
supplied, on the assumption that the
pr'ocua of r'.ading is not a half-sleep,
but, in hi9hest sense, an e".r'cise, a
gymnast's struggle; that the r'a.der is
to do something for' hillS.l f, must b. on
the alert, must himsel f Dr hersel f
construet indeed the poem (Dr' novel) -
the te .. t furnishingo the hints, the
dues, the starl or frame-work. Not the
boole needs ao much to be the complete
thinlJ, but the reader of the book does.
That wflre to make a nation of supple and
athletic minds, well-train'd, intuitive,
used to depend on thel'l\Selves, and not on
a few coteries of writers.
- Walt Whitman
Stagn of Inhll,et.ual Pr09tu."l
The primary task in the following chapters will be
to illuminate the reader's evocation of the literary worJt.
Th, above quote fro'!" Whitman demonstrat •• that hi. vision of
great literature for. truly d,mocratic society requires a
vision, too, of the reader. What follows is an analysis of
th, teacher'. role and the reader's role in that meeting of
petsona.lities and societies across time and spac, mad,
poasible bJ the author's text. This Chapter will focus on
the eJ:chan;e or transaction occurring between the young
readers and the literary texts as students eJ:perience novels
durin; this sta;e of first apprehension. The minds of
students fit the world of the tad and shapa it, Dillard
(1982) says, "as a river fits and shapes its own banks".
(p. 15) Transactional theory proposes t.hat the relation~hip
bet.ween reader and t.ext. is much like that between the river
and its b~.nks, each working its effects upon the other, each
contributing' to the shape the I itenry text ul timately takes
in the reader's mind. This Chapter encourages teachers to
apply transactional theory to novel study, Grades 4 t.o 8.
That means placin9 much emphuia on the role of the reader,
giving the student readers time to read, qivinq them
confidence to respond, inviting them to reflect upon the
backqrounds, feelings and emotions they bring to a
particular novel.
Transactional theory encourages readers to take an
aesthetic stance to literary texts; the readers focus
primarily upon the esperience lived throu9h during the
reading - the feelings evoked, the a£sociations and memories
aroused, the stream of images that pass th!:ough their minds
during the act of reading. The task of novel teaching
durin; the Romantic sta;e is to acknowledge the uniqueneas
of each reader and each reading and to craft out of that
material si9nificant activities of dhcussion and writin; to
enrich the students' response. students durin; the Romantic
stage are encoura;ed to read extensively, encouraged to
articulate their responses in variety of ways.
Transactional theory also su9gests that tho: novels students
read may lead to a sharpened understandin; at themselves and
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their society. The classroom practices outlined here for
the Romantic stage demonstrates that novel study is not a
time for teacher talk. It is a time for sustained silent
reading by studentf, and afterwards, a time for student talk
where they share their own insights and seek the insights of
others. Knowledge of novels at this stage is not something
to be found, not something the teacher can give to the
student - rather, it is to be created by the individual
student throuqh exchanlJes with a multiplicitl' of texts and
other readers.
lI.N. ~Jhitehead (1950) in his book,~
Education, referred to the Rhythm of Education. His
principle was merely this - "that different subjects and
modes of study should be undertaken by pupils at fitting
times when they have reached the proper stage of mental
devel opmen t" . (p. 24) He ponders thl'1 rhythm and character
of this mental growth and he analyses progress into three
stages:
1. The stage of Romance is the stage of
first apprehension. The subject matter
r.as the vividness of novelty; it ;>:.;:)lds
within itsel f unexplored connexions with
possibilities half-disclosed by glimpses
and half-concealed by the wealth of
material, In this stag:e, knowledge is
not dominated by systematie procedure.
Sueh system as there must be is ereated
piecemeal ad hoc.
2. The staye of Preeision also
represents a.l addi tion to knowledge. In
this stage, width of relationship is
subordinated to exactness of
"
formulation. It is the stage of
grammar, the grammar of language and the
grammar of science. It procep.ds by
forcing on students I acceptance a qiven
way of analysing the facts. bit by bit.
New facts are added but they are the
facts which fit into the analysis.
It is evident that a stage of
precision is barren without a previous
stage of romance: unless there are
facts which have already been vaguely
apprehended in their broad generality,
the previous analysis is an analysis of
nothing. It is simply a series of
meaningless statements about bare facts,
produced artificially and without any
further relevance.
3. The final stage of generalization is
Hegel's synthesis. It is a return to
romanticism with added advantage of
classified ideas and rdevant technique.
It is the fruition which has been the
90al of the precise training. It is the
final success. (pp. 28-30)
Whitehead used the above stages as a framework to
discuss all intellectual progress in all subjects. Is it
possible to apply these stages to the teachinq of the novel,
Grades 4-121 It so, where does the Romantic stage end and
the Precision stage begin, or does any stage really ever
end? Whi tehead SU9qests we should banish the idea of
mythical, far-off end of education. The pupils must be
continually enjoying some fruition and starting afresh - if
the teacher is stimulatin9 in exact proportion to his
success in satisfying the rhythmic cravings of his pupils.
During the Romantic stage in the area of
literature, stories crowd into the student's life, stir his
feelings, excite his appreciation and incite his impulse to
"
kindred activities. He beQins to see the relationships of
sounds, the artistry of words. He begins to enjoy the
adventure, the suspense of the story. The essence of the
Romantic stage is browsing and the encouragement of vivid
freshness. The student becomes acquainted with different
stories illustratinQ the lives of other people and of other
civilizations. Thol1\5on (1987) divides this Romantic stage
into basically two sta;es: "The stage of unreflective
interest in action" (p. 178), where the student reads and
enjoys books with cut and dried plots. and characters
tailored to fit them. The student's interest in characters
goes no further than concern for the success or failure of
the actions they are engaged in. Thomson's second stage is
that of "empathising" (p. 187), when readers become more
interested in characters and more sensitive to their feelings
and thus begin to consider their motivations. The hero
f iQures of such readers are characters whose lives are
adventurous and romantic.
Protherough (1983) presents stages in chi Idren' s
development of evaluation of literature drawn from a study
in Hull, l'11J1and. Protherough outlines characteristics of
students aqe 11 to 13 (Romantic stag-e). Evaluative
statements of personal response I'l.t this ac~ level seem to
move throuqh the following- phases of maturing.
<a) Unqualified assertion, as of a 8el£-
evident truth. "It was 90od," or "It
was boring."
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(b) Naming of preferred quality or tHe
of story. "I liked it beeause it WillS
funny."
(c) Describing the theme or the plot.
HI enjoyed it bo!!cause it was about
sports ...
(d) specifying a particular efleet on a
reader-. "1 liked the story because it
made me tense and excited."
(el Personal reaction to the "ri9htness"
of the story. There is increasing
concern wi th links between the story and
personal experience. "I like the way it
stopped at the end, because it made you
think what would happen next," (pp. 40-
41)
The Romantic stage introduces. initiates the
students into the "free-reading" world of the novel. the age
in which they "catch the spirit" so to speak. Only later
wi II the student experience the restraints necessary in the
stage of Precision. the stage in which there is a gradual,
increasing concentr·ation towards precise knowledge about
plot. chancter. setting. and style. Britton (1966).
speaking to the Anglo-American Semitlar on the Teaching of
English at Dartmouth ColI ege, cautions about introducing
such matters as fot."m, conventions. devices too early.
Children under the age of eleven ot." so who have not yet
passed through what Piaget has called the stage of • concrete
operations' will respond to literature in "a lively,
discriminating and complex manner. but it will be no help to
them to attempt to formulate those responses. There is
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ample scope for talk, of course. and value in it; but it
will be talk about the people and events of literature and
not about forms. conventions, devices, techniques." (pp. 5-
6)
This Chapter will attempt to look at novel study
Grades 4-8, its philosophy and objectives, the strategies
for generating student interest. the lists of novels
available and their relevance to the entire literature
program. The Department of Education has introduced Nelson
Canada~ Series as an inteqrated rp.adinq and Ianguave
arts program Grades 4-6. In addition, the Department of
Education has prepared a curriculum guide entitled Enalish:
The Intermediate School Grades 7-8-9. This chapter, then,
will summarize recommendations for novel study outlined in
both Networks and English: The Intermediate School Grades 7-
!l.=.i. It wi 11 also survey the thoughts of educators who have
looked at novel study in those elementary and junior high
grades. I t is the intention of the wri tel: to show that
students in Grades 4-8 should study the novel "extensively"
through A.N. Whitehead's Romantic stage moving through an
experience to be "caught" not "taught".
Subsequent chapters will focus on Grades 9. 10,
and 11 as the stage of Precision in which teachers and
students look at the craft of the novel in more detail.
Grade 12 and post-secondary will be the stage of
Generalization. The student by qraduation year is, in the
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words of A.N. Whitehead, "not mentally bending over his
desk" but "standing up and looking around", In Grades 9,
10, 11 the student will look at novels "intensively". By
graduation students will probably have forgotten some of the
particular details about novels like~. r.h~
or The Old Han and the Sea but they will likely remel"ber by
an unconscious common sense how to apply principles to new
novels.
The concrete details and precise information of
the Precision stage are not an end in themselves, Whitehead
(1950) reminds us:
'tour learning is useless to you till you
have lost your textbooks. burnt your
lecture notes and forgotten the minutiae
which you learnt. by heart for the
examination. (p. 42)
The function of Grade 12 and university should be
to enable the student to shed details in favour of
principles and mental habits - mental cultivation. By Grade
12 and the stage of Generalization the student is free to
learn. To quote Whitehead (1950) again:
Learning is often spoken of as it we are
watching the open pages of all the books
which we have ever read and then. when
occasion arises, we select the right
page to read aloud to the universe.
(pp. 42-43)
In short, the stage of Romance is a stage of
freedom, a stage in literatul:"8 study wherein a student gets
"hooked on books". The stage of Precision is the staqe of
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discipline, the stage when details and the a.cquirement of
ordered fact is vital. The stage of Generalization gives
the student freedom again to use the a.cquired details and
all new information to direct his own learning.
Elementary School Grades 4 6
There can be no mental development without
interest, and the natural mode by which livinq organisms are
excited toward suitabl e sel f -development is enjoyment.
Enjoyment should be a major part of novel study Grades 4-6.
These are the years when students are engaged in the process
of discovery, the process of becoming used to curious
thoughts, the process of shaping questions. These years are
dominated by wonder and exploratory play. They are years of
learning and growing, Land (1973) makes the point that such
is nature's irresistable imperative: Grow or die:
In specific terms we can transdetermine
and enhance life and living in many
ways. --- Por parents and teachers
providing the freedom for safe.
exploratory play with the environment
and incrementally granting
responsibility to the growin!l' child;
providing a belief in dignity, respect
and self-affirmation by being willing
not only tG educate but to learn from
and mutualize with other children and
allow the expression of their growth
through affecting their environment.
(P. 10)
Undoubtedly this stage of schooling requires help
and even discipline. The environment must be carefully
..
selected. The environment is really an imposition from
wi thout. but in a deeper sense it anawerd to the call of 1 i fe
within the child. In the teacher's consciousness the child
has been ".ssiqned" readin; activitie', In the child's
consciousness he has been given free access to ('ead whatever
he chooses.
Tbt Tophn'. Resource Book C which accompanies
the Grade 6~ program speaks specifically to novel
study. The reading and study of novels it sUQl;tests are an
integral part of • well-balanced language arts program. They
provide children with opportunities to:
enjoy sustained extended reading
experiences:
develop a deep appreciation and
understanding' of sel f. others, and the
world around them;
develop personal tastes and a love of
reading. (p. 398)
The sh novels suggested by~ (see Appendix
A), two for each of Grades 4. 5, 6 present a variety of
subjects - adventure. humour. mystery. fantasy and realism.
These novels are used to "complement" specific themes and
variations fOWld in the~ anthologies for each grade.
For example, one of the novels. kidnapped in the Yukon by
Lucy Berton Woodward, provideS an opportuni ty for sustained
reading experience of adventure. This novel is linked to
one of the themes students study entitled "Aoainlllt All
Odds".
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Silent rudinq time forl1Ull the basis for any
student program loval ving the novel. Teachers at the
elementary 1eve 1 are encouraqed to superv:se the group's
silent readin; providing individual help and encouragement
only when required and without disturbin; the class as a
whole. Thus students are taught self-help strate9ies such
as how to use phonic and contextual clues and how to consult
reference material such as dictionaries.
The teacher at this stage asks questions, arran;es
groups composed of students with similar reading abilities
or groups made up of children with similar interests but
wi th differing reading abil i ties. to promote interaction
among students with higher or lower levels of proficiency.
The teacher of this ag:e group arranges individual
reading conferences so she can meet with students on a one-
to-one basis. Such conferences are looked upon as a
friendly time to be shared with the student. The Teacbu's
Resout"ce Book C sug9uts this can be the most pt"oductive and
mutually rewat"ding p.rt of the reading program because it:
develops positive aHi tudes towards
reading;
identi fies student needs in reading
skills and in other language areas:
provides help and instruction;
creates futut"e plans;
develops a better relationship between
students and teacher. (p. 400)
'6
In preparing for a conference it is aUQQuted that.
the student .elect a paU9rapb or two from the novel for
readine., al oud. I t is the teacher' s .bi 1i t1 to ask good
questions that ul timateh vi 11 determine the succus of the
conference.
The noveh "studied" are part of the whoJe-
hnquage-ezperience approach used in Grades 4 to 6. Dud!).,
work and sharing periods other skills such as listening.
spe.king, silent and oral readin9. compo.1n'll (oral and
wr! t ten), viewing material, as we 11 as ski 11 s lnvol ving
visual presentations, role playing and preparing display.
are sUigested. Handwriting. spelling and punctuation are
also included.
The questions and projects provided by the teacher
in this Romantic stage are meant to help students creat_ a
conteKt for what they are about to read or to help t.hem
appreciat.e, understand and enjoy what t.hey have read. In
eViilluatin9 the pr09n.m throughout the study of a novel, the
teacher is ur9.d by Teacher' s Ruours;e Book C, to consider
the following questions:
Are the st.udents reading more? Do they
sust.ain their reading for 10n9.r periodll
of time?
Are t.hey readin; with ;reater motivation
and enjoyment?
Are their reading int.erests widen in;?
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Are they reading- more independently and
with increased comprehension sldl1? (p,
402)
To benefit as much as possible from novel reading
during Whitehead's Romantic stage, students need to be
"free" to read without continual comprehension checks and
tests, without constant assignments - however interesting or
useful they may be ~ and without other equally disturbing
interruptions. Britton (1966) suggests that teachers at
this level should be tolerant of the child's
"unsophisticated" response to a story. The aim should be to
refine and develop responses these children are already
making to fairY stories. folk songs, pop songs, television
serials, their own game shows and !lO on,
cl early a naive writer and a naive
reader may share a satisfaction in
circumstances which would only infuriate
or at least disappoint the more
sophisticated reader. Is this naive
response ditferent in kind from that we
desire for literature. or merely
different in intensity of feeling or
complexi ty or comprehensiveness or
verisimi 1itude? In other words. are
such responses (and children must make
many of them) the bad currency we seek
to drive out. or are they the tender
shoots that must be fostered if there is
to bea flower at all? (pp. 3-4)
Teaching qUided by Transactional theory becomes a matter of
encouraginq students to articulate responses, examine their
origins in the text and in other experiences and analy:e
them in light of other readings. During the Romantic stag-e,
the student's reactions will inevitably be in terms of his
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own temperament and background. Undoubtedl y these may often
lead him to do injustice to the text. Nevertheless,
Rosenblatt (1968) contends, the student's primary experience
of the work will have had meaning for him in these personal
terms and no others. "No matter how imperfect or mistaken.
this will constitute the present meaning of the work for
him, rather than anything he docilely reports about it."
(p. 51) Only on the basis of such direct emotional
elements, "immature though they may sometimes be, can he be
helped to bui Id any sounder understanding of the work. 'I'he
nature of the student's rutlimentary response is, perforce,
part of our teaching materials." (p. 51)
An interesting component of the~ program
Grades 4-6 which supports this free reading and individual
response is its provision for "related reading". The
present antholoqies provided for each qrade are arranged
thematically. offering the students various prose and poetry
selections. An annotated bibliog.:-aphy is providfld to
reinforce the children's experience with these selections.
It is suggested that this biblioqraphy be brought to the
attention of the school librarian so that these "related
readings" will be available for the teacher's use or for
independent reading by the children. For example, one theme
studied in Grade 6 is "Colll1lunication - Hi;h Performance".
This theme invites children to build a deeper understanding
of performers and perfotlnance and to see thllt the essence of
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performance is communicostion. For the related reading
components, either teachers are encouraged to read to the
class or students are encouraged to read independently Noel
streatfield's Ballet Shoes for Anna. Among other books
listed is William R. BeckIe's Anna Pavlova, the life story
of that qreat Russian ballerina. Such related reading
provides the student wi th the opportuni ty to explore "the
possibilities available" and thereby get a glimpse of the
"weal th of material" to which Whitehead referred. Similarly
in Grade 6, there is a unit "Against All Odds" where there
is a focus on adventure stories in which ordinary people
beat tremendous odds and in 90 doing discover greatness in
themselves. This offers many opportunities for "related
reading". Scott O'Dell's Island 9f the Blue polphins and
James Ramsay Ullman's Banner in the Sky are suggested by the
Resource Book but there are, of course, many others like
wys's The swiss Family Robinson, stevenson's Treasure Island
and Farley Howat' s Lost in the Barrens.
In the Grade 4~ texts there is a unit on
"Animal Chi t-chat" which presents talking animal stories.
There is strong emphasis on dialogue which is presented in
both cartoon and prose form. chi ldren are encouraged to
discuss what they know about talking animals that they have
seen in films, on television or in cartoons. ~
Resource Book A (p. 226) suggests related readings like
Le.11ey Young's Introducing Camembert, an exciting story book
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in which the reader meets the enviable mouse Camembert and
his friends. There are numerous other stories in this
literary mode to capture students' interest and imagination.
Teachers at this Romantic stave have to know the world of
children's literature well and they must ensure that class
and school libraries are well stocked. Obvious related
reading for the Animal chit-chat would be three stories by
E.B. White - Charlotte's web, stuart Little and ~
Trumpeter Swan. The study of such novels in elementary
school is the study of language, the study of effective word
choice, the study of sentences, images, metaphors, symbols,
and illustrations.
£.8. White's stuart Littl!! is the story of a lwo-
inch high mouse in the family of the Fredl!rick C, Little's.
stuart is helpful around the house (he retrieves his
mot.her's ring from the drain pipes). In spite of his small
size Stuart does a 'qreat deal of travelling. He rides a
Fifth Avenue bus; he teaches school for a day. His qreat
adventure is when he sets out in a small matchbox car to see
his dearest friend. Hargelo, a beautiful little bird who h...d
stayed with them before she left to travel North. At the
end Btuart is still involved in the search. Children old
and younq will enjoy his adventures and indomitable spirit.
Garth williams, the illustrator, h·~s present.ed eighty-seven
illustrations which capture the funny (stuart is once
11
accidentally rolled up in tbe window-shade) and tender turns
of t.he novel.
As enteclaiMent, such novels iovi te vol unlary
entry for • limited till'll!! into experience that would
otherwise be unknown. The ezperience is orderl y and invi tes
active participation in ~ world away frOIll first-hand
experience. This, then. is the eJ:citement and adventure of
the Romantic staoe.
Both lhe illustrations by Garth WillialllS and the
text by E.B. Hhlte make charlotte', Web a classic. It is
more than the story of a little oirl, P'ern, who loved ..
little pi; named Wilbur. It is the story of a spider named
Charlotte and bow her ingenuity and friendship save Wilbur's
life. The description of tbe self-centred rat. Templeton.
shows the reader as \Queh about himself; Charlotte's death is
Illoving enough to make students cry. "he book is fant ..,
hOAl a lI.agical land where anilAh talk and behave like
humans. Such fantail}' does more than just entertain.
charlotte's Web and other books lilt. Antoine de saint
Elupery's The Little Prince are vehicles for uplaining
aspects of our existance. The little prince from a distant
planet visits Eltupery on earth when the author's plane was
9rounded with enljJine trouble in the dellert. The little
prince criticir.es the inflexibility of adults and our
reliance on thin9s practical and material, on "matters of
con!lequence". For students in Grad.s S-li, or even for
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students in Grade 12 who might read it years later, the
novel explains that what is essential in life - things like
love and friendship - are invisible to the eye. They learn
that to see and understand such things we have to begin to
look with the heart. They learn, as well, that mankind
comes to love those things and those people in which it has
invested some time and care. charlotte's Web also speaks of
such friendship and love. fortunately, children like: ~ern
are able to recognize what is truly important: Grown-ups
always seem too busy, too inflexible. Such enjoyment, such
experiences is the fare of the Romantic stage.
During November, when schools conduct assemblies
on the themes of "Remembrance", "War" and "Peace". a book
like Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes by Eleanor Coen
would most likely engender student expression and response.
Sadako Sasaki was only twelve years old when she died. She
was two when an atom bomb was dropped on the city of
Hi roshima. Japan, where she lived with her fami I y. Ten
years later she had leukemia as a result of radiation from
the bomb. Today Sadako is a heroine to the children of
Japan, who visit her memorial in the Hiroshima Peace Park to
leave the paper crones they make in her honor. In such a
case, Britton (1966) 5u9gests, "there are certainly
situations in the classroom (or at assemblies) where
receptive listenin9 and a following silence are more
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eloquent testimony of satisfaction than any comment could
be," (p. 5)
Around christmas time a book like~
~. written and illustrated by Chris Van Allsbur9.
could be encouraged as "related reading". It captures the
enchantment and wonderment of Christmas, The boy's
imaginary journey to the Horth Pole is captivating in
detail. He is Cliven a bell from the reindeer harness which
he loses on the journey back. But Christmas morning he
finds the bell under the tree. The parents can't hear it
right but all the children can.
At one time most of my friends could
hear the bell, but as years passed. it
fell silent for all of them. Even Sarah
found one Christmas that she could no
lon;er hear its sweet sound. ThoU9h
I've IjIrown old, the bell l!ltill rings for
me as it does for all who truly believe.
(p. 29)
Children from seven to ninety-seven m\:i.··t read such
literature because it keeps them young, creative, more
believing in the possibilities of magic. George Bernard
shaw said, "Some men see things as they are and say why? I
dream things that never were and say why not?"
children in this Romantic stage should be exposed
to all kinds of stories. They find mythology, folk-tales
and legends fascinating'. The Mountain Goats of Temlaham
illustrated by Elhabeth cleaver is a good example. This
legend shows both child and adult the sin of wastefulness
"
and greed. When the hunters slaughtered the goats for sport,
the other mountain ~oats take revenlJe on the hunters. The
only survivor is young' Raven Peather who had been kind to a
small mountain kid. The richly colorful pictures of totems
and majestic mountain scenery add a measure of excitement to
the 1egend and exci tement to the 11Yes of YOUn1~ readers.
There is much wisdom from which chi Idren can benefit in such
legends. These literary works introduced during the Romantic
stage provide not only reading pleasure and enjoyment but
also self-understanding and the basis for personal values.
Max Van Horen (1985). in an article "Phenomenology of the
Novel or How Do Novels Teach?". reminds us that ooco!! students
have lost. the "innocence of orality", once they have learned
how to read and "'rite, it is almout impossible not to
actively participate in the romantic enchantment of some
text.
Just as the sandy beach invites play, so
a text everywhere invites us to read.
Books ask to be read.... No matter how
trivial, they conjure up imalJes of
worlds for us .... The novel enchants us
reading is magical. engrossing,
incantative. The novel stakes a claim
and in that moment it may teach us,
trllnsformin9 us in a special way. What
is revealed in the experience of
fictional literature is not fact or
incidence, news Ot controve('sy, but the
reality of possibility: the reality of
imaginable human experience. (p. 177)
Transactional theory returns the responsibility for learning
to the student. Knowledge - eapecially knowledge of
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literature - is not something to be found, not something the
teacher can Qive to the student - rather it is to be created
by the individual through exchanges wi th texts and other
readers.
Intermediate School Grades 7 and 8
Rosenblatt (1968) posits that the public
whole (junior high school students included) is composed of
various 9rouPS whose cry to writers, in the words of de
Haupassant, is:
comfort me.
amuse me.
make me dream.
make me laugh.
make me weep.
make me think. (p. 36)
How do teachers that the literary
"saturation" begun in eIl!mentary school is continued in
Junior High? How do teachers guarantee that the
@xhilaraticn and enthusiasm for reading stimulated in Grades
4 to 6 is continued in Grades 7 and 81
Consider the following scenario of a boy in junior
high as an illustration of how the extensive reading of the
Romantic stage can stir or excite one's appreciation and in
short get a student in Fader and McNeil's phrase (1966)
"Hooked on Books". The scenario is based on a conversation
this writer had with a Grade 7 boy about his novel readings
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during Sustained Silent Reading periods and his responses to
the seven novels he had read for his teacher:
It was 2:00 p.m. Friday, Day 5 Period 7 and Peter
rushed from science class to Hiss Rowe's English class. He
liked his Grade 7 teacher this year. His "favourite subject
was science"; he loved collecting the various samples and
making the apparatus wi th his dad to measure atmospheric
pressure. But this year he enjoyed En91ish class as well.
"Miss Rowe has given us interesting things to write. She
has read us funny poems and even played some songs in cl<lss.
She told the class in September that she would expect us to
read twenty novels throughout the year. That seemed like a
lot of books at the time, but now in November, I have
already read seven and I especially enjoy Day 5 Period 7,
which Hiss Rowe calls a Sustained Silent ReadinQ period."
Peter enjoyed this quiet time; he enjoyed relaxinQ with the
book; he enjoyed it when Hiss Rowe read them interesting
excerpts. In fact, it was Miss Rowe ",ho got Peter "cauQht"
onto Bridge to Terabithia by Katherine Paterson. She had
read the pages from chapter eleven to the class when they
were studying poems about losing friends.
"They found the Burke qirl this morning
down in the creek."
"No," he said, findinq his voice.
"Leslie wouldn't drown. She could swim
real Qood."
"That old rope you kids have been
swinginq on broke." His father went
qllietly and relentlessly on. "They
think she musta hit her head on
something when she fell."
"No." He shook his head. "No."
(Bridge to Terabithia, p. 103)
Peter had borrowed the book from the class-set
shelves that day and started to read it when he got home.
He enjoyed the story of Jess and Leslie. Like Jess, Peter
liked to dt"aw; he liked to run as well. He and his friend
Shannon had an imaginary kingdom like Terabithia where they
shared ideas and secrets. He pitied Jess who seemed so poor
and he felt bad that Jess and his dad were not that close.
Peter had tried to finish the book during the night but the
math and the religion questions had taken longer than he
thought.
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So now he rushed toward Miss Rowe's class. He was
ready ,,"0 begin chapter eleven. He read the familiar words
he had hear:d in class the week before.
"Leslie - dead - girl friend - rope -
broke - fell - you - you - you. (P.
104)
Silently Peter moved from page to page reading- about the
death of Leslie in the freak accident while s\dnging over a
flooded creek to the ma9ic king-dam of Terabit'nia. He read
how Jess's dad:
picked Jess up in his arms as though he
were a baby. For the first few seconds
Jess kicked and struggled against the
strong arms. Then Jess gave himself
over to the numbness that was buzzing to
be let out from a corner of his brain.
(p. 104)
Peter finished the book in class. When Hiss Rowe asked if
anybody wanted to report on their latest books, Peter just
sat quietly. Maybe Monday he would pick up the book Sounder
by William H. Armstrong which Shannon had been telling him
about on the bus. "The story of the mighty coon dog and his
loyalty to the poor Negro family sounds interesting.
Shannon said he couldn't find the boy's name in the story,
but he felt the boy was really brave to live without his dad
who had been taken away to the chain gangs for stealing a
ham for his hungry fami ly."
But ~would have to wait. Peter didn't feel
1ike telling Hiss Rowe about Jess today. The bell to end
the period rang.
Now it was time for him to move out.
She wasn't there, :so he must go for both
of them. It was up to him to pay back
to the world in beauty and caring what
Leslie had loaned him in vision and
strength.
As for the terrors ahead - for he did
not fool himself that they were all
behind him - well you just have to stand
up to your fear and not let it squeeze
you white. Right, Leslie? Right.
(Bridge to TerabHbia, p. 126)
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Maybe. Peter thought, as he walked down the corridor to his
locker. "maybe I will read~ or~ neJ:t,
sOllleth!nljl 1 i9hter before I try~. One thing for sure
I won't be reading- Are You There Cod" It' s Me Huguet by
Judy Blume. Devon Richards and Jennifer Stone gave an oral
report on that book in class. Gary Best had started the
book and said it was about a flat chested girl named
Margaret Simon who wanted bras llnd stuff. Devon and
Jennifu called Cary childish." They said the book was
about womanhood and growing-up and personal things. In
their report, they had discussed Margaret's fears and
uncertainty about her religion. Peter liked girls like
Jess's friend, Leslie Burke. who could run fast and liked
dogs like Prince Terrier. "I like books like~ by
Fred Gipson. That was the first book I chose in September.
I designed a cover for that book and Hiss Rowe laminated it
and placed it on the classroom door." (~is a
story of courage, love and friendship. It ill a tale of
Travis' struggle to become a man and accept the
responsibilities and pains that accompany growing up.)
Peter liked the drawings which complement the action and
exci tement of the te:rt. Peter had drawn two pictures. "One
with Travis with a gun about to shoot the brave old Yell er
who had contracted rabies in his battle with a rabid wolf;
a battle where the dog had protected Travis' mama and
sister." Peter's second picture "was a happier drawing of
Travis findinq Old Yeller's sons who quickly begin to take
Old Yeller's place".
There were so many eKci ling books, 50 many
ezciting adventures on the shelves of Hiss Rowe's class.
The Grinl!, Shadow of a Bull. The Call of the Wild, IM..
Helen Keller Ston, The Witch of Blackbird Pond. Peter wu
lookinq forward to choosing and reporting on his other books
throughout the year. Day 5 Period 7 was "like a free
period" - a time to read, a time to think, a time to dream,
and today finishing Bridge to Terabitbia. it had been a time
to weep. He hadn't shown anybody but he felt funny inside.
"sad like the time I told dad the lie about 105ino; my lunch
money" .
Transactional theory demands attention to: who
the reader is, what he brings to the te:rt. the expectations
he has of texts, and the choices he makes as he reads. Of
those, the choice of "stance" may be most crucial. What
stance was Peter taking as he read Bridge to Terabithia?
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Rosenblatt (1978) distinquishes between "efferent" and
"aesthetic" stances. Efferent (from the Latin eff.!U..t.!-, to
carry away) refers to the type of reading: Peter enqages in
when he seeks information, the stance he takes when he reads
his health text. his science laboratory manual, a word
problem in his mathematics teltt, his social studies text.
It is the reading he does when he looks something up in a
telephone directory, a catalogue, or a television guide.
His primary concern at those times is what he will carry
away from the readinq. "As the reader responds to the
pdnted words as symbols." Rosenblatt contends, "his
attention is directed outward, so to speak. toward concepts
to be retained, ideas to be tested, actions to be performed
after the reading." (p. 24) Efferent reading is easy to
recognize - the reader wants to finish it a5 quickly as
possible and would be quite happy to get the information in
some other way (by being told, for example).
However, when Peter read "aesthetically"~
~b.i.1.h.iil and~ and the other novels in Miss
Rowe's class, his primary concern was with "what happens
during the actual reading event". (p. 24) He is not
seeking particular information but rather the emotional,
aesthetic and intellectual experience offered. He is
reading for the pleasure of the activity. Smith (1988). in
his discussion of the aesthetic reading, makes the following
observation:
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With aesthetic reading we do not want
other people to save us the trouble by
telling us what is 901no to happen. We
may even slow down as we near the end so
that we can extend the satisfaction we
are getting. Aesthetic reading, in
other words, is done for experience, not
for information. Experience may provide
information as a by-product. but
informal! on can never provide
experience. (P. 96)
Rosenblatt (1978) reiterates that in aesthetic reading, the
reader's attention is centered directly on what he i.
"living through" during his relationship with that
particular text. To produce a literary work (aesthetically)
the reader must:
--- pay attention to the broader gamut
of what these particular words in this
particular order were c&11in9 forth
within him. Attention to the sound and
rhythm of the words in the inner ear,
attention to the imprints of past
encounters wi th these words and thei r
referents in differing life and literary
contexts, attention to the overtones of
feeling, the chimin9 of sound, sense,
idea, and association. (po 26)
In the aesthetic transaction, the text possesses an especial
importance. In the efferent stance, a paraphrase or SUJmlary
restatement, in short, another text, may be as useful as the
ori91n&1 text. A teacher, anyone, can read the scientific
manual or heal th text chapter for Peter and paraphrase it
quite acceptably. But no one can read the novel for him.
Rosenblatt contends that accepting an account of someone
else's reading or experience of a novel is anal090us to
"seeking nourishment throu9h havin9 someone else eat your
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dinner for you and recite the menu". (p, 86) The swrmary
of the social studies text may serve the purpose but only
the relationship between the reader and the actual text, his
attending to and synthesizing his own response to the
particular words in their particular order, can produce the
novel for him. Nolfe (1989), in an unpublished lecture
handout, contrasts the efferent stance of science and
aesthetic stances of the humanities this way:
Kat only "What does this lanQuage mean?"
but also "How can this lan9uage be
mesned?" "How many ways can this be
mesned?" For Science. 1an!1u&ge comes
.Af1.!.l. and can only reflect a~
~, measurable M.ID.in.5L; for the
humanities language comes~ the
potential multiplicity of meanings.
Heaning doesn't exist; it's assioned.
Assioned via internal consistency
(coherence) or via "dynamic"
correspondence (context).
Probst (1988) makes the point as well that literature is not
knowledge ready made, but rather the material from which
each individual must shape his or her own knowledge.
"Literary knowledoe is not somethino 1.2..l.m..!i in a text, not
something concealed within like a pearl in an oyster, not
something to be fioured out, like a mystery or a riddle."
(p. 16) Rather it is something- to be created in the act of
reading. discussino wi th peers, and wri ting about (or
drawing') wha t has been read.
Smith (1988) refers to the work of Rosenblatt
(1980) in which she satirhes the tragic situation in some
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classes wheee reading that should be "aesthetic" is
transformed into the "efferent" variety. When the teacher's
prime concern is assigning grades and scores, the
pleil.surable aesthetic experience is distorted into a
somewhat miserable information-acquisition activity. Smith
asks: "How can experience be scored as correct or
incorrect?" (p. 96) To look upon infor:mation acquisition
as the sale or even the most important function of reading,
Smith contends. is to employ an inappropdate image and he
adds that writing suffers in the same way. "Two of the most
valuable and satisfying uses of writing at"e the creation and
sharing of experiences with other people and the exploration
of ideas. not met"ely the transmission of information," (p,
96) Teachers of the novel during the Romantic stage should
promote aesthetic reading for experiencp., not efferent
reading for information. Likewise, the writing activities
(outlined later in this Chapter) should be understood not as
wri ting to transmit information but writing basically as
interesting conversation about a novel students have read
together. The intention of student writinqs (see Appendix
0) was not to transmit information to the teacher or other
pupils about the novels but rather to construct a network of
concepts that teachers and students could jointly explore.
The writings this writer assigned to junior high school
students were meant as a sharing of insights and
understandings. The r~aders got as much from such a writing
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nef'cise as their audience. Such wdtings Wl!Irl!l chiefly
writings to explore their own ideas and to generate new ones
dudn; class discussions. If just one aspect of reading and
writing can be highlighted during the Romantic stage of
nove! study. then perhaps it should be what Smith (1988)
calls "the creation and sharing- of experienc,", - the
generation of possibilities of knowing and feeling", (p.
97) The authors of the novels prescribed, and the student
writers in theit." reaction to the texts, create landscapes of
ideas and experience through which they and other students
can explore. Smith adds that. such reading and writing "are
creative enterprises, not the mere shuntin9 of information".
(p. 97)
Teachers during this stage not just
transmittet"s of content, infot"ITultion, facts, and instt"uction
about novels which can be mat"ked d9ht ot" wt"on9. Rathet"
teachet"s now and indeed at all the stages at"e facilitatot"s,
"call abot"ati ve 9uides" of I earning. Learning is campI ex and
subtle with a vat"iety of characteristics including
imagination, hypothesis-testing, discrimination, estimating,
purpose and reflection. Smith adds:
Learning is creative, inseparable from
experience (the very word has the same
root as "experiment"), and teaching has
to be the provision of experience from
which the desired I earning can
creatively take place. (P. 99)
..
In recent years the Department of Education through its
junior novel policy has provided more texts for the
province's students to "experience". 115 caD be seen
(Appendices A, B. E, 0). the situation in terms of resources
is bellet" than it was in the past. As well. teachet"s now
have the opportunity through a "Novel Recommendation Form"
(see Appendix C) to have a definite role in the selecting
process. Gambell (1986) refers to a pamphlet. The Student's
Right to Read, published in 1982 by the National Council of
Teachers of Engl ish. The pamphlet states that:
In selecting books for reading by young
peopl e, Eng! ish teachers consider the
contributions which each work may make
to the education of the reader. its
aesthetic value, its honesty, its
readability for a particular group of
students, and its appeal to adolescents.
English teachers, however, may use
different works for different purposes.
The cri teria for choosing a work to be
read by an entire class are somewhat
different from the criteria for choosing
works to be read by small groups.
(Quoted in Gambell, p. 99)
There has been much discussion in Newfoundland of late
concerning text selection and censorship. Gambell (1986)
makes the point that it is surely more important to choose
books that positively have qualities that will provide for
development (emotional, moral, conceptual) rather than those
which simply lack objectionable features. "Our judgements
as teachers are always likely to be called into question,
because one of the marks of true literature is that it is
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frequently subversive: it undermines our accepted ide.s."
(p. 101) Protherough (1983) lists some questions (see
Appendix R) which a teacher might consider when contemplatin9
the use of a particular novel with a class.
If Pehr (tile Grade 7 student introduced above) had
attended school in Newfoundland in his dad's day, it is
unlikely he would have experienced a Sustained Silent Readinljl'
period. D.W.S. Ryan (1965) wrote a paper on "The Use of the
Novel Across Canada wi th Spec! fie Rei evanee to Newfoundland".
Ryan complained that there was "no extensive readin'l lisb
for pupils of Grade 7 to 9 in our schools. A me_goer reading
fare or none at all is offered. In short, we are not
interesting pupils in reading'," (p. 1) In junior high
school grades, no novels were prescribed by the Provincial
Department of Education for intensive or extensive study.
By way of contrast Ryan demonstrated that other provinces
call ed for good supplementary reading programs. In Hani toba
teachers were encouraged to lead pupils to read outside of
school.
The junior high school period is the
time when the ha.bit of wide reading
shaul d be formed. To do this it is most
important that students have
opportunities to read books of their own
choosin9, but this individual reading
should grow out of appreciation and
enthusiasm developed in class. Class
work which does not lead to further
reading is futile. (D.H.S. Ryan, p. 8)
Ryan (1965) also cited a study by Brett (1964) of Grade 9
leisure readin9 in Newfoundland central Hi9h Schools. The
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resul ts of the Brett study showed that the state of readinCil
in the Province's schools was anything but enoour8g1n9. Ryan
(pp. 19-20) focused on the £0110'1109 findin98 of the Brett
study:
Only 14 of the 50 schools in her survey
reported some attempt at a leisure
readinlJ prOCilram and what is done is done
indirectly through formal proqrammin9.
In 37 of the 50 schools the students had
no tree time to read during- achool
hours. In the 13 schools that had
1eisure reading proQrams. proqrams for
reading ranged from 30 minutes to 2
hours.
The factors that hinder leisure reading,
Brett found. were lack of interesting
books and too little time to read. Both
boys and girl s reported a 1aok of
interestinll' readin9 material in the
school. the home, and the conmuni ty.
Hore books of interest, more time to
spend in the library, and more
discussion of books were suggestions
students Qave for increasing interest
in leisure reading __ ._
Brett recommended classroom libraries
. .. since prodmi ty or avai l.bi I i ty of
reading materials influence the quantity
of reading more than any other
factor .. __ Students need to be 9uided
in their leisure xeadin9 and one way to
do this is to make available te:w:ts of
titles suitable for supplementary
reading. (summary of Brett (1964) in
Ryan 1965)
LeCJge (1984), in an unpubl ished master' s thesis,
studied the effectiveness of an Uninterrupted sustained
Silent Reading! pro9ram in a Newfoundland school settinCJ.
After a year of sustained Silent ReadinCJ periods, the
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.students I attitudes towards re.dinljJ were me.surect. The
findings confirmed that positive attitude change had
occurred.
Purves and Beach (1972), in a sWlIl'Iary of research
in t"f1sponse to literature, conclude also that studies
indicate that close to peer recommendations, the teacher's
enthusiasm tor literature can be an important facto!:" in the
development of readin; interests (p. 106). Rosenblatt
(1968) reiterated that viewpoint.
Research in reading. no matter what else
it has demonstrated, bas found the
teacher to be a most important factor in
the educational process (p. lid).
The Proposed Curriculum Guide, English: The
Intermediate School (1988), addresses some of the concerns
for junior novel study whioh were raised by Brett and Ryan
in the mid shtles. Lists of titles (see APpendh B) are
now being provided in Newfoundland. The Guide also outlines
teaching strate9ies and stresses the importance of teacher
enthusiasm and imagination in the development of leisure
reading interests.
The Proposed curriculum Guide begins with a
definition:
The junior novel is not a unique novel.
It is, however, different from the adult
novel in that it is written for a junior
audience - for teenagers. It usually
concerns a youn; person in his teens or
preteens or adolescence. And quite
often the main character is confronted
with a problem or situation typical of
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his "'life. The story may also be about
animal characters. (p. 71)
The Guide generalizes that the junior novel is
shorter than the adult novel and the style is usually
simpler. The content is vaded. It may be adventure,
mystery, historical, sport. nature, humour,
psychological, sociololJical or symbolical. The kinds are as
varied as the adul t novel.
It may be a light story with no
significant undertones or it may have a
sub-literal meaning. Apart from the
surface story, there may be an
interpretative level where a specific
theme or themes can be inferred. The
interpretative novel is best suited for
class study; the former for free
independent reading. Some junior novels
are more literary in scope than others.
(p. 71)
The junior novel is described in the Curriculum
Guide as a transition novel, leading- to the adult novel.
Starting young people with the junior novel during the
"Romantic stage" is probably the best way to get them
involved in novel reading on a wide level.
The novels provided ea.ch year by the Department of
Education for Grades 7 and 8 are meant to be part of a core
saturation proqram designed to get junior high school
students "hooked on books." Hooked on Boqks by Fader and
McNeil is a book outlining a philosophy to ;et even our
weaker students to read, read, read. Fader and McNeil
(1966) believed that the poorest man in the world is the man
..
limited to his own experience, the milD who does not read,
Pader and McNeil in their study of various En'iJlish classes
saw teachers addeeasin\} thei r lectures to three or four
students (usually 9irls) in a class of forty empty faces
with vacant eyes which testified to the irrelevance of what
was happenin9 in Enolish class. For those students who
weren't bound for college. school was dying: and Enolhh
classes were dead. Fader and McNeil (1966) saw the
seriousness of the situation.
And eVllryon~ must also know that a child
wi thout a functioning and wi I ling:
literacy - the minimal rUl'onsibility of
the English teacher cannot
successfully be taught any other subject
in the academic curriculum. (p. 11)
Rosenblatt (1968) looks at the value of readinq
900d literature from a broader standpoint. She looks beyond
the more practical literacy. she contends:
Our 1i Yes mill.Y be so monotonous, so
limited in scope, so concentrated on
practical s1.lrvival. that the experience
of profound llnd varied emotions, the
contact with warm subtle personalities,
the understanding of the wide range of
human capacities and human problems, may
be denied us except through the medium
of lituatura. (p. 39)
Fader and McNeil's SU9gested program was based on
the principle of saturation, meanin; the replacement
whenever possible of customary textbooks, and workbooks with
newspapers, magazines. and paperbound books. Fader fel t
thilt the student is impoverished if he does not read with
9.
pleasure. because if he does not read with pleasure. then he
is unlikely to read at all. rader's approach called for
Eng-lillh in every classroom.
Whertlas saturation refers to tbe
materials used in every classroom, to
induce the child to enter the doorway of
literacy. diffusion refers to the
rellponsibility of .very teacher in every
classroom to make the house of literacy
attractive.... In order that the
student may come to view writing as a
means to all ands. all ends which he
pursues in a ~choli\stic context must
insist upon wr1t1n; as a means through
which they can be approached. In short.
every teacher becomes a teacher of
English and Eoglish is taught in every
classroom. (p. 26)
The Report of the Junior High ReorganintioD
~ (1986) has similar implications tor Enqlish
teaching in Hewfoundl and. The commit tee recognized that the
good habits of convnuniclltion is the responsibility of the
whole school.
The committee recommends that the
development of qood habits of
conmunication be recognized as the
responsibi 1 i ty of the whol e school. as
an acceptance of the reality that
lan;uaqe is the means by which most
education is accomplished. {a> The
Division of Instruction include in each
subject area teachinliJ quide statements
identifyinliJ the unique aspects of
language use and the ways in whicb
language can be used to enbance learning
in that subject area. (Recommendation
"')
Pader and McNeil (1966) contend that no student is
likely to learn to write if he believes that ,:rit!nliJ is
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affliction visited upon defen.elen students solely by
English teachers; nor is he likely to learn to read unless
readin9 is made a part of his entire curriculum environment.
Therefore. Pader and HcNeil '. pr09ram requires that all
teachers base a significant part of their course content and
• portion of their written eKercises upon teatbooks designed
to invite reading_ Fader and McNeil stressed that literature
chosen for the Eng'lish class should be selected by the prime
criteda of ilT'l1\odiate interost and particular relevance to
the students' situation. Hontoff (1967), in an article
"Piction for Teenagers", makes a similar point:
Is it possible, then. to reach these
chi Idren of HcLuban in that old time
medium, the novel? I believe it is.
because thei r- pr"imar-y concerns are onl y
partially explored in the mesuges they
9'et fr-om their- music and ar-e diver-ted
rather than pr-obed on television. If a
book is r-elevant to those concer-ns, not
didactically but in cr-eatin9 textur-es of
experience which teenager-s can r-ecognize
as germane to their- own, it can mer-it
their attention. (p. 401)
The novels prescribed for the Romantic stage,
Grades 7 and 8, are not meant to be stlldied intensively.
Rather the teacher is to encourage wide independent reading.
The teacher becomes what Maurice saxby (1983) of New South
Wales calls that "trusted other".
This is where the role of parents,
teachers and librarians is crucial. Not
the formal classroom analysis of a poem
or a novel. Not a demonstration in
vivisection. But rather to become a
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mediator. a soundinljl board, a trusted
other. (p. 11)
A classroom where teacher and chi Idren 'Unashamedl Y
shed tears tOljlether over Katherine Paterson' 5~
~ is the "texture of experience" of the Romantic
stage towards which teachers should strive. Such books give
students imaljles of family, of school. of friends, of love,
of tragedy, carefully crafted in harmonious prose. Such
books give both teachers and students revelation of the gems
(like friendship) we get from life. Jess grows in the novel
Bddge to Terabitbia and so will any student or adult who
reads the novel. The si9nificance for young' readers is that
some adolescent fiction poses questions and situations they
need to consider while growing up, without pretending to
offer easy solutions. Iser (1978) discusses the direct
exchange between reader and text. The text takes its reader
beyond the confines of his own prior experience, and it does
so, not by giving him new information but by providing him
with material and experience from which to formulate the
new. That material is new; it is something other than the
reader, and thus by contrast with it the reader may define
himself. The knowledge he gains is not somethinq that the
literary work alone has given him; it is somethinq of his
own that the work has enabled him to create, Iser describes
the loss of self in readinq. The reader thinks, for a time,
the thouqhts of another, abandoninq his own perspectives,
"
attitudes, and ideas. It is in that temporary lollS of self
that the Individual profits from readin; for through it he
is able to reformulate and eee freshly.
-~- there occurs a kind of artificial
division as the reader brinV8 into his
own foreground aomething which he is
not. Thill does not mean, though. that
his own orientationa disappear
completely. However much ther may
recede into the p ••t, they .till form
the background a9ainst which the
preva! 1Ino thouC]hts of the author take
on thematic significance. In reading,
then, there are always two levels. and
despite the mul tifarious vays in which
they may be related theY can never be
totally kept apart. Indeed, we can only
bring another person' s thoughts into our
foreQround if they are in aome way
related to the virtual background of our
own orientationa (for otherwise they
would be totally incomprehensible). (p.
155)
Por a teenager who has experienced cruel ty. and who has
escaped it. it may be comforting to see these experiences
treated in literature and to see some of the victims mature
and grow and survive. S.!. Hinton in The OutsiderS writes
about the violence eruptinQ' between teenage gan9S. Ponyboy
curtis, a member of the lower class Greasers. tells of the
hatred that leads to violent 9ang conflicts with the wealthy
socials. Neglected and rejected by their parents. the
hoodlWl'lS band together in self-defense against the socials,
the rich set from the Nest Side of New York. Ponyboy'. low
self-image places him on the defensive when he is around his
peers at school even though he's ill good student. Ponyboy
..
twice becomes the victim of near deadly beatings by the Socs
because he is associated with a label. Not till his best
friend Johnny dies after rescuing children from .. fire does
Ponyboy 9row in compassion and understandinliJ. Through his
encounter with death Panyhor Cut"tis reali~es there is a place
for him in the world; he does not have to remain an outsider.
The confrontation with the new. in the form of the
literary text, allows the reader to see aspects of himself
that were previously hidden. Thus, much of tbe learning that
results from a junior novel like The Outsider!!. in her's
(1978) vision, is learning about self:
--- a layer of the reader'. personality
is brought to light which had hitherto
remained hidden in the shadows. --- The
!I1gnificllnce of the work, then, do~s not
lie in the meaning sealed within the
text. but in the fact that meaning
brings out what had previously been
sealed within us. (p. 157)
The process of reading, for lser, is not simply the task of
tracking down the thoughts and perceptions underlyinq the
text. It is instead an exploration: a process of
discovering the self by introducing into it the alien
thouqhts and perceptions offered by the literary work.
Rosenblatt (1978) suggests that literary texts provide the
reader with a widely broadened "other" through which to
define himself and his world. "Reflection on our meshing
with the text can foster the process of self-definition in
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a variety of ways," (p. 145) Rosenblatt (l976) contends
that literature foster the interplay between
intellectual perception and emotional drive that ill
essenti.1 to any vital l.arning proce... Ro••nblatt'.
rationale is best ••pressed in her own words:
Literary works may help him to
understand himself and his probleN more
completely and may liberate him from hi.
secret sel t-doubting and personal
anxieties. Literature '!II revel etion of
the diverse elements of our camplell
cuI tural herita9. may fre. him from the
provincialism of his own necessarily
limi ted environment. Books may c-i't;en
provide him with an 1m_;e of the kin":' '.If
personality and way of life that be will
seek to achieve. (p. 273)
There are many books in the junior hi9h liet which
teenagers can recognh:e as "germane to their own eKPerience"
and many others can be added. The list should be constantly
eKpanded. Very Par Away Prom Anywhere Else by Ursula Le
Guin certainly speaks of the search for identity and
individuality. Owen Griffiths is a high school senior. He
is intelligent and does not want to be the normal car-loving
American teenager. He wants to attend a 900d university
like M.I.T. rather than the nearby state university. He
meets a ;il:'l Natalie Field who is as individualistic as he
is. she is an accomplished violinist and pianist who hopes
to become a composer. Their friendship is warm and thrives
at first but it reaches a rather. emotional climu: which
fri'Jhtens them both. Months after their "break-up," Owen
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qoes to a concert where Natalie's songs are performed. At
the concert he realizes he loves her: in his own words it
"was like seeing the stars". They both realize that they
have important things to do with their lives right now which
must be done individually and not be complicated by matters
sexual. Neither wishes to conform to the American norm.
Both want to attempt things which will be intellectually
challenlj'ling. They see a future for each other that differs
from conventional expectations. For now, they would have to
settle for being good friends. This short concise book may
appeal only to the most mature in junior high. High school
students would certainly find much to concern them in this
novel. However, it is difficult to predict. exactly what.
young people will get from the books they read. Rosenblatt
(1968) suggests the text brings into the readers'
consciousness certain concepts, certain sen!!uous experi ences,
certain images of things, people, actions, scenes.
The special meanings and mor~
part.icularly, the submerged associations
that these words and ilT!.ageS have for the
indi vidual reader wi 11 1argel y determine
what the work communicates to him. The
reader brings to the work personality
traits, memories of past events, present
needs and preoccupations, a particular
mood of the moment, and a particular
phYsical condition. These and many
other elementa in a never-to-be
dupl icated combination determine his
response to the peculiar contribution of
the text. For the adolescent reader,
the experience of the work is further
"
specialized by the fact that he has
probably not yet arrived at a consistent
view of life or achieved a fully
integrated personality. (pp. 30-31)
Many of the novels on the prescribed list for
junior high fit into what Huck (1961) calls realistic
fiction. Realistic fiction gives insights into human
behaviour and helps the reader build his own values and
concept of self. A book like lik!u..lA by Edith Lambert sharp
is the story of an Indian boy's search for personal identity
as he seeks his place in tribal life. As his Indian family
help Nkwala find courage and peace with himself, they begin
to understand the boy's impatience to 9row up.
The Curric."ulum Guide, .&M!.i.i.h: The Intermediate
School Grades 7 8 9 (1988). encourages a wide reading of
the books mentioned above and indeed all the titles on the
prescribed list. The purposes to be aimed for are the
toll owing':
1. The junior novel providu much
enjoyment; and more so than the short
story, drama, poetry or the essay it can
best hook young people unto books. If
reading is to be a leisure activity both
in school and after school. then it is
the novel that is most likely to be
read. It provides students with
opportunities to develop personal tastes
and a love of reading.
2. The junior novel is important for
illuminating the present for young
people. It offers a variety of
experiences which students may never
encompass personall y. Through
identification with the characters in a
novel students can bring into cleap!.L
..
focus their 8.1 f-image. maintaining at
the sal'll' time. a detachment which allows
them to take an objective view rarely
possible in real life unti 1 long after
events have taken place. Thus the novel
provides many students with a chance to
"tryon" different roles which may help
them to clarify their own.
3. The N!"Jvel offers a sustained reading
experience and provides an environment
which becomes part of the students'
experience in a wa.y that shorter
selections do not, simply because they
are shorter and the readers don't live
in them so 10Dg. (p. 11)
The purpose, then, is to get students to read
through inexpensive book clUbs, through libraries, throuqh
paperbacks in the classroom, through whatever means a
teacher can find to establish a reading climate. such
novels enable the adolescent in search of an emerqinCjJ,
becoming sel f to uplore possibilities beyond the
confinements of the everyday world. Fortunately the junior
high teacher is not faced with the pressure of public
examinations which can often determine a school literature
curriculum. The junior high teacher must read widely if she
is to generate that interest in readinCjJ which the Romantic
staCjJe dem.nds. The Curriculum Guide makes the following
SU9gestions teachers can use to generate interest in
reading:
Use the budget book service sponsored by
Scholastic MaCjJazines.
Nork cooperatively with teachers of
other subjects to encourage readin9.
Many teachers of Physical Education
"
encourage students to read stories about
sports or well-known athletes.
Prepare attractive book displays.
Provide class time for reading.
Bring five or six books to class, and do
a frank selling job.
That extra five minutes at the end of
some peri cd can usua 11 y be empl eyed by
asking formally, "Well, is anybody
reading any especiall y good book right
now?"
Occasionally read aloud to your
students. Sometimes have students read
passages oral 1y.
Try Uninterrupted Sustained Silent
Reading (USSR). also known as sustained
Silent Reading (SSR) .. ,. Begoin with a
short session of five to ten minutes
gradually increasing it. Insist that
the reading' be uninterrupted and silent.
Have individual conferences and talks
with pupils.
Allow for some false starts and for a
student to stop reading a book he
doesn't like and get another. Remember.
however. that some enjoyable books start
slowly,
Provide for small group work and study.
Encourage groups of three to five people
to talk about their reading of a
particular book.
Allow and encourage students to take
books home. (pp, n-72)
In Grades 7 and 8 a student shoul d not be expected
to complete a literary critique or "book report" on each
novel. The important thing is that the young readers should
become "caught" up in the language, the story of the novel
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50 that they can hear- the writer's voice in their ears and
that they in return can upre55 the learning experience in
an oral or written mode that bears the sound of their
words.
Rosenblatt (1968) sU9gests that there is no
fot"mula for giving students the assurance to speak out. One
teacher might find that his students "are encouraged by
mention of comments made by other students in past
discussions", (Remember Peter was encouraged by his friend.
Shannon, to read William H. Armstronq's ~.) Another
might find that classes that are "accustomed to the
traditional recitation pattern may be reluctant to engage in
spontaneous discussion but will welcome the chance to write
brief anonymous comments" (po 10) on a text in their reading
or writing journal. Some of these comments selected at
random wi 11 serve to el ici t further frank reactions and
interchange. 'rhe teacher needs to maintain "the conviction
that it is important to place the discussion of the text in
this ml.trix of personal response". He wi 11 also need "to
develop the security to permit a rather free-flowin;
discussion" to begin with. before the ;roup can be helped to
focus on problems and skills of interpretation relevant to
them. (P. 71)
The Tucker!' Resource Book C Grade 6 provides a
study guide for the prescribed novels. It stresses that
there should be opportunities for students to interact with
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each other and wi th the book again - and. of course. with
the teacher - and then with the book! There should be
OPPol:"tunities after interaction and discussion tor the young
peopl e to 90 back to the text again. They may indeed revise
some of their initial impressions. Such closer study would
be beneficial with some novels in Grades 7 and 8 as well.
It is true that students play the tune on the instrument of
their own minds, as Rosenblatt (1968) suggests. but there
may be many "variations on that musical theme" as they
discuss, re-read, grow, develop ideas.
The junior novel should be more "caUtJht" than
"taught". But if there is no teacher in there constantly
encouraging. probing, pushing, delighting. and challenging
kids to read widely and deepl:" within and ~eyond their
immediately perceived horizon, who will do it? Benton and
Fox (1985) enoourage teaohers to display a positive,
enthusiastic attitude towards reading. They must, in short,
"exude enthusiasm". (p. 97) For the thirteen-rear-old who
feels orphaned in his world - cut off from his own childhood
past, realigning his feelings about himself and others,
running scared of the shadows wi thin - the comfort and
terror of books like Tom Sawyer (Twain),~
Springstein (Hajor) mean more than he oan say. Gutteridge
(1983) assigns to the teacher in the Intermediate school a
great responsibil i ty.
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To brinq him (the student) into touch
with the comfort and the terror. to
mediate that contiquity ~/ith concern,
understanding and a sense of proportion
is the awesome responsibility of the
intermediate teacher. .\t no other
period in a student's life is he likely
to be so vulnerable to and needful of
the best words we can bring before him
or entice from him. (p. 4)
Gutteridqe contends that this period of a student's lite can
be "the bravest seasons of all" and students need the
courage that only a teacher in tune wi th the language can
inspire. The home has a responsibility during this staqe as
well, Even in the age of video culture and rapidly changint;l
patterns of family life, home is still where young people
are most likely to find the spare time and the most
conducive place in which to read for pleasure. Both
teachet."s and parents should exemplify the t."eading habit.
Thet."e is wisdom for both groups found in the following
I imerick from The National Society for the Study of
Education (1976):
There once was a person named Beecher
Successful. effective, great teachet."
I'll tell you the key
What I teach them is me
I serve as a model, not preacher.
In a classroom and home where literature lives, plenty of
chi ldren' s books wi 11 be found - a smorgasbord from which
children freely select. There should be a rich mix of
different authors (Scott O'Dell. Mollie Hunter, Jean Little,
E.B. White) different genres {realistic fiction, biography,
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fantasy, historical fiction, hWllorous stories, adventure
stories). There is, part~cularl'1 as far as the novel is
concerned, a weal th of British. North Alllerie.n. and
Australian books from which to choose: Betsy Byar's lli
Eighteenth EmeruDcy, Ivan Southall's Let tbe Ba1\oon Go,
Rosemary Sutcliff's Dragon Slayer, Leon Garfield's ~.
Robert O'Brien's Z for Zachadah, H.E. Kerr's The Sons of
Someone Famous, If some members of the class are such poor
readers that the teacher has to read much of the book .loud,
Watson (1989) suggests this hardly matters; "there is
increasing evidence that pupils of all ages benefit from
frequently hearing good readings of prose". (p. 21)
In a classroom where literature lives, there will
be frequent opportunities to read and ample time for
reading. fhe most handsome collection of books is useless
if it lin unread. to repeat. "browsing" and "sustained
reading" must be encouraged during the Romantic stage; the
British label is DEAR (Drop Everything and Read). As Fader
and McNeil (1966) suggest. not only the EnQ'lish teacher is
responsible for encouraging this reading. Social studies
can use biography to provide students with a deeper insight
into social history, diffennt personalities and cultures.
Science teachers can encourage students to read biographies
of famous scientists. The same idea appLies to physical
education and music classes.
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watson (1989) posits that the value of sustained
readinq periods is being increasingly supported by research.
He refers to the work of Trelease (1984) who cites some
American studies of younq readets. and Itefford (1982) who,
in a two-year study, found clear evidence of improvement in
[eadin; ability. Watson also refers to a program at the
Swinburne Technical School in Melbourne. Australia and the
work of Goodman (1982). That school has gone a step further
in encoura91nq reading at home thl:ouqh its proqram RIB-IT
(Read in Bed - It's Terrific).
The reading habit is more easily "caught" from a
teacher who has read the books that he or she recommends.
Teachers should read aloud otten carefully chosen selections
for emotional impact, strength of characterir.ation,
suspenseful narration. Teachers must also provide
comfortable, quiet and inviting places for reading. Teachers
must design activities that students may choose from after
reading a particular book. Nicoll (1983). in an article
"Classrooms Where Literature Lives", suggests that all such
activities must be judged by one criterion only - "Do they
deepen the reader's insight into or enjoyment of the book?"
If activities fail to meet this
condi tion, if they do not put the book
first, they run the danger of at worst
distracting the reader from internally~
formed understandinljlB, and at best of
occupying valuable readinq time with
'busywork'. While such activities offer
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tempting opportuni ties for integrating
literature with other curriculum areas,
they may incline both child and teacher
to view books only as startinl,l points
for thematic projects which are
peripheral to the books themselves. (p.
17)
In Grades 7 and 8 discussion wi 11 be a major means
of expressing felt response. Students at this Romantic
stage will want to retell whole stories. In Grade 9 and
later in senior h1gb judicious questions caD lead students
into thinking more deeply and more critically about their
reading. In Grades 7 and 8 readin9" is fun; teachers should
encourage book "news sheets". book "show and tell". book
displays of paintings, individually or group produced. that
illustrate the novel.
English: The Intermediate School (1988) sugge"ts
a number of activities for fun and enrichment. This writer
has tested these activi ties in junior high school classrooms
(see Appendix D). In a large measure these activities
subscribe to the principles of instruction implicit in
transactional theory discussed in Chapter One.
Specifically, these activities invite student response to
texts read; encourage students to reflect upon those
responses, before hearing the respon"e" of others; these
activities provide an opportunity for students to li"ten to
various points of view on different novels, allowinq
students the freedom to change their minds seeking insight
rather than victory; the following activities, as well, are
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.speciali y intended to encourage .tudents to read llIore and
vrite more and talk more about. vide selection of texts.
Aa mentioned earlier, Probst (1988) states that ~h.
epistem910l1yat the base of transactional theory returns the
responsibility for lennin; to the student. (p. 381)
ttnowledgoe about the prescribed junior novels is not 8omethin;
the tucher gives to the student; rather it is to be created
by the student throUlIh ezchanges with telllts and other
readers.
NrHe the title in a vertical position
and then acrOlls write words th. t are
related to the book. (See Appe>ldix D-
I.)
Make a poster to advertise the book.
(See Appendix D- I I for a copy of 1arge
poster designed by Darlene, a Grade 8
student. This poster wu displayed on
the clus bulletin board, Darlene, as
w~ll. qave a three-minute talk to het'
class expl aining the relevance of het'
illustntion to the novel's settinq and
action. The junior novel which Darlene
t'ead was William sleator's~
(Scholastic Inc.).)
Design an attnctive book jacket.
Hake a map of the uea told about in the
story.
Design a movie poster, cast the rnajot'
chuacter in the book with real actors
or actresses or class students.
Prepa.re a publisher's 'blurb' to sell
the book. (see Appendix D-III.)
Write, tell or read the most humorous
part.
Write, ,tell or read the most exciting
put. (See Appendix D-IV.)
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Write, tell or read about the nddeat
put. (See Appendi:ll: D-V. )
Pretend you are one of the characters in
the book. Tape a monololJue of that
character telling of his or her
experience,
Make a time line of the major events in
the book. (See APpendix D-VI.)
Make a list of at 1east ten proverbs or
familiar .ayinlJs. Decide which
characters in the book: should have
followed the suggestions in the familiar
sayings and wby. (Here are some
proverba: He who hesitates is lost.
The early bird catches the worm. All's
fair in love and w.. r.)
Complete each of these eilJht ideas with
malerials qrowinq out of the book. This
book made me wish that, realize that,
decide that, wonder. about, see th.t.
believe that. hel i:.hat and hope that.
Write a variety of types of questions
which others should be able to answer
after readin9 the book.
Describe a crucial scene as a tel evisi on
reporter migoht do for an "on-the-spot"
report. (See APpendix D-VIt.)
Compose a 15 word televram or a 100 word
overni9ht letter giving the essence of
the book.
Hake a crossword puzzle from the
characters in the book.
Dramatize an incident or an important
character. The student may relate an
incident in the first person. (pp. 72-
73)
There are many other activities teachers
durinll the Romantic at_lie to invite", diversity of
and responSeS. Teachers can allow each student to have an
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occasional conference with his teacher several times
throughout the year. The student expresses his feeling-s
about the book; the teacher alIk. questions that gently
prompt the student to 90 a bit deeper than his first
impressions. Teachers' connents are important. They must
shOll the students that they .te really listeninq, "That
sounds really special. I think I'll read it myself and let
),ou know how it affects me.·· Teachera must be well read
enough to maintain the momentum. They must always have
another book to make available as the student leaves the
conference.
Another activity could b~ to have a student write
a letter to a friend tellin!l him or her about. book he has
read. Teachera should encouragoe students to write to an
author. (5ee Appendix D-VIII.) This would obviouslY
involve drafting, revising, rewriting, or more poetically,
prevision, vision, revi~ion. students could write to other
classes. to other schools, to librarians giving reasons why
the book is worthy for class use. In short, teachers must
try to have the books touch every child; even the
utlenthusiastic readers must be made vocal.
Denis Ryan (1983), in an article "Reading Aloud
... A Brief HOIl To", suggests reading aloud is of the utmost
importance in any Reading/Literature program whether in
primary, elementary or secondary schools.
10'
It should be a daily activity. It is a
magnet that attracts children to books.
It extends their lan9U&98, develops
taste for qUlli ty li terature and
prepares young- minds for written
expression by its rendition of the
sounds of words on paper. Above all it
provides a pleasurable experience - it's
fun. (p, 49)
Some novels just cry out to be read aloud. Even
in high school it's difficult to imavine tn,ching some of
the novels without reading aloud large fascinating chunks.
All the activities discussed above encourage a
close reading (and even re-reading) of the text. With oon-
readers in junior high one often gets the convnent "What
would I want to read that for?" The job of teachers at the
Romantic stage is to move students to make convnents like
"I've finished that book; when can I get another one like
it?" Chambers (1983) in "Introducing Books to Children"
reiterates that point:
They have realized, these teacher.s, that
what matters is not that children should
read anI y those books adul ts have
decided will be 'good for them' but that
adults and children together should
share all that chi Idren can read, do
read. and should read, looking for the
"good" in it not only the moral 'good'
or the didactic 'good' but the 'good'
that is entertaining and revealing, re-
creative, re-enactive and engaging. (p.
72)
Literature teaching in junior high school must not
operate on too abstract a level. It is not proper to
introduce the categories of literary criticism before
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students have cOIllllHted themselves to readin; at the initial
ata;ell.
The Junior novel (Orades 7 and 8), then, even with
the movement from n.tensive to intensive study in Grade 9.
ill re.lly an eapedence to be "cauqht" not "laug'ht". In the
vords of Rosenblatt (1968). 1m.9in.tive literature and
certainly the novel is !lomething- "lived through" by the
reader. Petter on Day 5 Period 7 does not learn about Jess;
he "shares", he "participates" in Jess's lOllS of a true
friend, Leslie Burke. Peter does not learn!.hsu.l1. the son in
~; he lives with the boy. He sees the poverty,
prejudice and injustice of the times through the boy's eyes
and personality, The junior novel is not simply a mirror of
or a report on life; Rosenblatt (1968) says "it is a mode of
living ... an extension, an amplification of life itself.
The reader's primary purpose is to add this kind of
experience to the other kinds of desirable experiences that
li fe may offer." (p. 278)
This. then, 18 the: transactional reality:
else, no matter how much more competent, more informed,
nearer the ideal (whatever that might be), can read, "live
through" Bridge to Terabitbia for Peter. Rosenblatt (1978)
uses an analogy between aesthetic reading and a musical
performance:
The amateur violinist who imagines
himself a Menuhin ill fatuous, of course.
And the ordinary reader who thinks his
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interpretation of The Temp"t a. ";ood"
all C.W. kniQbt'. is probably equally
f.tuous. Yet there is • sen.e in which
his r ••ding is indeed a. "good":
drawing on the reservoir of his own past
life and readin;, he has lived throuvb
the eKperience bimaelf, he has .~ru99led
to or9anir.e it, fel tit on his ovn
pulses. It is now part of the 1 ife
ellPerience with which b. encounters the
future. (PP, 141-142)
That. ia why he needs a Su.tained Silent aeading
period, indeed periods, in school. He need! the time,
Rosenblatt (1968) lIu9lilests. "to respond to tho little black
marks on the pag'e or the sounds of the worda in his ear as
he makes something of them" (p. 278) and the words give him
a unique ezperience, They even, at times, make him cry. As
Peter moves into Orade 9 and then hiC}h school, the aim of
teachers should be to improve the quality of his actual
literary experiences. That always means givinC} him a book
to which he ill capable of responding.
students Ifill never fully leave the Romantic stave
behind. The Romantic stage has aerved as a magnet to
attract them to books. It "extended" their taste for
quality literature and prepared their minds for the more
"intensive study" of the Precision staCIe of hiVh school. In
high school, teachers and students must probe novels more
deeply, it is true, but without losing the fun and enjoyment
and viqor of the Romantic staqe. Rosenblatt (1968) reminds
teilchers to keep the work as an aesthetic upedence always
in their minds.
'12
Our assiqnments, our ways <')f testinq,
our questions about the work, our
techniques of analysis should direct
attention to, not away from. the work as
an aesthetic experience. In applying
the accepted treatments to the work, we
must remember that all the reader has to
deal with is whatever he himself lives
throuqh in his interchange with the
text. (po 285)
The process of reading, as Whitmar.'s conunent introducing
this Chapter indicates, is not a "half-sleep" but "an
exercise" in which "the reader is to do something for
himself". The activities of the Romantic stage are meant to
"exercise" the student in the process of reading. meant to
facilitate the transaction between the reader and the
1 i terary text.
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PUCISIOlf MAGE - IIOVEL 8'I'UD1'. ORADIS 9-11
"And wbat are you re.din9, Hiss ---1"
"oh! it is only. novel!" replies the
youog lady; while she lays down her book
with affected indifference, or momentary
shame. --- "It i. only Cecilia. or
Camilla, or Belinda;" or, in short, only
some work in which the ;reatest powers
of the mind are displayed, in which the
most thorough knowled98 of human natun,
the happiest delinl!lation of its
varieU"s, tbe liveliest effusions of
wit and humour are conveyed to the world
in the best chosen lan;uaqe.
- From North.naer Abbey by
Jane Austen
The PrOCl!lU of Haki 09 Meanina
During' the Precision stage student... are encouraged
to open the text ".91110", open the possibility of a
refl eel!ve experience. As the reader tries to make
something of this particular experience of reading, then,
"the best chosen language" the metaphors. the
juxtaposition of words, the peculiaritie8 of phrase and
tonal qualities - are not pieces of disembodied langua;e, a
textual object. but rather an encounter with words that the
student has already lived through in a precritical response.
The Precision stage encourages rereading; it is the stage of
helping students find that list of secret things that all
accomplished readers honour yet seldom talk about. If the
key words of the Romantic stage of novel study
11'
"recreational", "extensive", "wide" read!n;, then the key
term of the Precision stage is "core-intensive". The novels
selected for the Pl:"C!lcision stage have a certain rhetorical
and thematic richness. During this stage students will
discover that novels afford more than narrative pleasure;
that is not to SU9gest enjoyable reoreational reading ends
at this level. Even though the novel is studied more
intensively now, teachers aU 11 have a responsibi 1i ty to
promote and extend the extensive, wide reading promoted
during the Romantic stage. In other words, wide reading
exists side by side with close resdi-nO'. The various
activities outlined in Chapler Two here, such as sustained
silent reading pedods, book talks, publisher's blurbs, and
frequent visits to the library .should be part of the
supplementary reading component tht"oughout high school.
DurinCl the Precision stage, the student will read both
"extensively" on his own with less teachet" direction and
"intensively" in novel closely monitored and
controlled by the teacher. ....N. Whitehead (1950) points
out:
If the staCIe of romance has been
propet"ly managed, the dhcipline of the
second stage is much less apparent, that
the childt"en know how to go about their
work, want to make a good job of it, and
can be :Jafely trusted with the details.
Furthermore, I hold that the only
discipl ine important for its own sake is
self-discipline and that this can only
be acquirl!!d by a wide use of freedom.
(p. 55)
llS
To keep the eKcitement of the Romantic stage aUve
in pupils is an immense task at the senior high school
level. Even A.N. Whitehead (1950) admits that. it· is Mt
fully possiLle "to take a wbole class very far along the
road of precision without some dull!n; of the interest".
(p. 55) This is wby effective teaching strateCiJies will be
so important at this staqe. Assigned activities must
promote both interest and insight. the Precision stage is
not merely an aimless accumulation of precise definitions
and knowledge (inert, uncivilized) about plot. suspenae,
conflict, character, theme. Rosenblatt (1968) and other
proponents of transactional theory suggest that passive
acceptance of the teacher's interpretation can bring onl y
pseudo understandin9, verba1id~, rather than
experience of, the work. Even the skills and knowledge to
be imparted so easily become substitute ends in
themselves. The definition of the nature of irony, the
statement of the theme - these are not the ends or the
justi fication of the teacher I s job. These are means by
which the reader can handle or describe his response to the
clues offered by the text. But their value u means lies
always in their helping the reader to enter more fully into
the total experience by which he org-anizes, re-crntes the
work for himself. In Rosenblatt's worda:
when we are helping students to better
techniques of readin9 throu9h
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sensitivitJ to diction. tone, structure,
imave, symbol. narrative movement, we
are also helpinv them to make the more
refined responses that ftre ultimately
the source of human understanding: and
sensitivity to human values. (po 291)
The Precision stage is more an active freedom of applyin;
certain literary element. and devices to specific novels.
The aim of novel study in Grades 9 throU9h 11 irl neceasarily
• dual one. On the one hand, there is the need to develop
strong' endudng inter.sts in readint; - motives for reading
which will persist after the boyar girl leaves school; on
the other hand, there is the need to improve the efficiency.
"the precision" of the reading process itself, to foster the
reader's ability to take what is thele and to recreate, as
fully and as sensitively as possible, the experience which
lies behind the words on the page. Frank Whitehead (1966)
cautions that teachers should not assume that such abilities
are bound to develop of their own accord as an inevitable
by-product of wide reading.
Ih:perience and experiments on both sides
of the Atlantic have shown that even the
most practised and hig-hly educated
readers often misunderstand what they
read to a surprising extent. We must
reco9nize that to realize and live again
an author's experience is .. difficult
feat. (p. 69)
The Curriculum Guide, ~nq1ish - The Intermediate
~ (1988), sU9gests that students should by Grade 9
achieve the fo11owin9 objectives in addition to the
objectives outlined in Grades 7-8:
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to respond to the novel emotionally,
reflectively, and creatively, and share
these respon••• with others;
to understand aettin;, plot. character
and theme, the enential elements of
fiction. (p. 13)
The literature courses and the prescribed novels for each
course for Newfoundland and Labrador. Grades 9 to 11, are
outlined in Appendix E. A minimum of .t..l:m novels for each
course are t'equir.ed for intensive study. Frequent reterence
will be made to these specific courses and novels throughout
this chapter. Furthermore. since the novel 1ends i tllel f
quite well to ellsay writing, reference will be made to the
various prescribed lang-uag-e courses as well. Major wdtin;
activities might be planned in light of the wdtin9 proceu
- PrewritinQl. Writin;, Postwritinq - as outlined in the
~ language text in Grade 9 and the lan9uage teats
prescribed for Grades 10 and II, especially Lan9uaqe 2101
which focuses on the research essay. Such essaya offer
students an opportunity to expreaa a point of view in
connected discourae, aupported by • knowled9fl of the novel.
students at this Precision stage should be provided with a
choice of topics, be able to reter to their text if they
wish, and be able to plan, outline, and write a multi-
paragraph essay either in one class period a. a unit te.t or
longer time period a. a formal aaai9ntnent.
However, such longer response papers are not the
only response options open to students in Grades 9-11.
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Transactional theorY suggests that good t'nding ia a matter
of responding to the text and of thinking careful 1 'J about
both the response and the precise words on the pa9f1 in order
to understand both oneself and the work better.
Transactional theory implies that students will read novels
differently, but such different responses are valid starting
points for further group discuSlIion and writing of different
kinds. During the Precision stage, students move from
initial response ("tranlllllction" as Rosenblatt calls it) to
analysis of the text; often responses of students during a
first t"eading. in a reading journal for example, compel them
to look closely at the words in the text for answers.
Once students are beyond the school' s reach, their
reading is likelY to be not only private, but also
independent and unassisted by any other reader. While in
school, however, students have the opportunity to invite
other:\ into the private exchan;e between work and self.
Other readers can help tremendously by calling attention to
different readings, alternatives that mi;ht not othervise
have been noticed. I t is vi th the opportunity to ref! ect on
the novel and to share those reflections 'lith others that
the Precision stage is concerned.
Probst (1988) suv;eats that response-based
teaching is ;rounded in the student response to the text.
The ideas tau;ht in the literature classroom do not have
identity and substance independent of the students. rather
11'
they are produced by the student as they interact with the
text. (po 38) 'l'he questions (both from teacher and
students themselves) and the various "riHn9 exercises
sU9gested in this Chapter are all based on the premise of
transactional theory which implies that unless students r.ad
and respond, there is no novel to teach. Probst (1988)
contends that the student of the novel who mere I y "panols
the thinking of classmates", learns the "critical judgements
of scholars". or "memorizes peripheral information about
authors' lives and historical periods" has not begun to
learn literature. Such parroted observations and memorized
judgements "reflect not learning", but "no learnin9
whatsoever". They indicate that the student has failed to
confront the novel and "test herself agoainat it". (p. 38)
The exercises outlined in this Chapter are meant to promote
students dealing with their responses. There is an emphasis
here, as well, to have students share their responses as
often as possible. Reading without anyone else to talk to,
without anyone else to write for, a student too easily puts
the novel aside without articulatingo her thougohts and thus
without fully digesting it. Without the talking and/or the
writing that mie,ht follow reading, the student's reaction to
the work remains undefined, unspecified. Probst (1988)
quotes Henry (1974):
we read at our own pace, finish with an
inchoate lump of meaning unformed by
I anguae,e, and then go on to other
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readin9 or nonre.ding acti vi ty. Onl y
when we try to cOlNllunicate the ideas of
the paua\l1Ul to ourset Yes and to others
or to rehte it to another work or
p...aliJtl do we determine what me.nin; is
really ours. --- In short, we must
ccnceptualile it - join it to somethin9.
That is, ve must synthesise it, which
81waY8 entails brin9ing somethinv of
ourselves to it. The conclusion for
t.achin9. it would seem, is that rea,Hng
is inextricably tied up with both oral
and written composition. with
lIaperi ence, wi th other concepts inside
us. and with other reading.
The individual and 9roup response ~alled for in the various
exercises in this Chapler are meant to help students sense
their uniqueness, meant to help them see more precisely
where theY stand in relationship to the response of their
peers and teacher. When students recognize that al ternath:e
readings are possible, they are encouraged to clarify their
responses and thus to understand themselves.
Transactional theorY calls for a..l atmosphere in the
classroom which stimulates "thought and talk". The student
should feel her answer is significant and worth further
inVel!!t:!9ation. Specific questions are given at this stage
to encourage concrete discussion buil t specific
observation and inferences that can be traced to the text.
Sometimes the students' responses after a first or second
readin9 may not be as thorough as the English teacher would
have hoped for. The classroom should, as often as possible,
demonstrate the process of thinking as well as its results.
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The reading: journal is emphasised both in this Chapter and
Chapter Four to ensure that students discover their
routes into the literature. Such writing- directs the
students to look inside themselves. A variety of writing's
are encourag:ed in response to novels read. ,,!:itin;1I which
Britton (1975) refers to as "transactional", ....pre.slve..
and "poetic" in nature.
The value of teaching the novel with attention to
students' responses is that it allows thia latitude and
variety. The teacher can look tor patterns in the students'
responses and encourage them to try new thin9s, not 0110;109
to one proven method or the other. Transactional theory aGes
reading' as an act of creation rather than a search for the
one true meaning:. The teacher relinquiahea aomewhat the
traditional authority of the pedagogue and is seen mare a.
a participant in the same processes of responding and
thinkinlJ, able to contribute as another learner. Probat
(1988) e.plaina:
In other worda, the demflnd that the
teacher respect student r.apen•• ia not
a demand that ahe ignore her awn. She
should refn~.n from imposing her
perception on the atudente, but if the
class ha. matured enoulJh to accept her
view. without holding them ..cred, it
may be useful to present them. The, may
broaclen the diacusa1on. shodng the
cla.s how an older person, with more
e.parience of the world and of book.,
reacts to the work. (p. 54)
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The student should receive the teacher's opinions. not as
the final word, but. as the reflection of ,an experienced
reader.
Development in reading and respI,nse to liter-ature
in this Precision stage is what 'l'hornson (1987) calls "the
process of getting better and bettl!r at making a teJ:t have
meanin.." of becoming more intellectuall'l and emotionally
active while reading". (p. 86) As the student moves
through Orades 9, 10 and 11, h. aholl1d be helped to read and
respond with greater autonomy. power and control. The
tran3action that takes place between reader, text and novel
is the important element in the experience of literature.
Therefore one of the marks of quality literature for
students, Prothet"ough (1983) suggests, is that the literary
experience leaves them !lufficient latitude
--- to remake the book as they read it,
brin9ing to it their own experiences of
life and of other books, giving
characters and incidents a concrete
form, filling in what is implied rather
than stated, speculating and
questioninljl, judgin9 and sympathi,..in9.
Trivial, undemandinljl books spell out
everything: they leave nothing for the
reader to do; stack formula stories
eliminate all sense of the unexpected.
(pp. 28-29)
Students' evaluation or judgement of literature at this
ste;e is characterized, Protherou9h su;gests, by "judgement
of credibility"; a concern for the "rightness" of the story
is narrowed to concentrate on how far the experiences seem
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"real" or "true", "I like the story because it is something
tbat can happen in everyday life." stUdents at this stage
also attempt "technical judgements". "There were a lot of
descriptive words and I like the characters." As students
grow older. the difference betw.en liking and judging
becomes cl ••rer. students learn that value jud91!!rnents have
to be substantiated by pointing to features in the text.
Protherough explains that "at this key stage of development
(age 13 onward), students learn (or fail to learn) that
reading in a certain way, conc~ntratin9 on certain elements
in the story, is to become a critic. By "try!nc;r to move
students too quickly, however • .:JY pre"ent1ng texts that are
too difficult. by demanding over-sophisticated responSl!l5 and
making them feel that their own are inadequate, or by
presentin9' novels as work rather than a source of enjoyment"
(pp. 41-42), teachers may hamper rather than assist their
development. In the Precision stage, as teachers analyze
the novels under headings like theme, meaning, tone.
imagery, diction, etc .• it is important to lead students not
to see the ski lis and concepts as ends in themsel ves but as
helpful strategies for explaining and articulating meanings.
Consider this in terms of characterization. A student is
concerned at the Romantic stage about whether a character
succeeds or fails in his/her quest. Now durinv the
Precision stage, the student is fully concerned about !f.h.z. •
character succeeds or fails. By the Generalization IIt.ge
12.
(Chapter Four) of this thesis, students will consider "hat
vi ... of the world a character's success or failure implies.
ThOll\Son (1987), in a developmental ..odel of nading
str.leglie•• refers to one stage of "analoglalo;" and another
stage of "reflection" (pP. 360-361). which coincides rather
closely with "hat A.". Whitehead (USO) and thh writer are
callino the Precision stage. At the ata;_ of "&nal09151no",
readers' satisfaction include not only an interest in
characters like t,helTl5elves but II. conaideraUQD of the
implications of characters' behavior for their own lives,
and so conscious connections are made between what happens
in fiction and personal experience. By Thomson's (1987)
stagll of "reflection" tbe process of "decentdnv" from "me"
to "outside me" is well underway and the "growing capacity
for detachment" with "no loss of involvement" leads to
deeper underntanding of other people, their motives and
aspirations in the human condition. (P. 179) The reading
strate9ies assoeiated with evaluatin9 charaeters and
interpretin9 themes
incl ude recond ling increasin;ly compl ex
textual perspectives, fillin; in larger
textual ;apa and entertaining a range of
alternative possible long-term
outcomes .... readers have entered fullY
into ... the onlooker role of making
detnched evaluative responses. (p. 179)
Students will now read carefully for a sense of accumulating
patterns of character interaction, plot development, and
emer9ing themes. They wi 11 now focus upon order and form
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and the way language is used to create desired effects.
Rosenblatt (1978) SU99ests that for the reader to read
aesthetically, he must focus his attention on the preche
responses generated by the particular pattern of words. The
reader, on the one hand, respects the limitations set by the
verbal cues, and on the other, draws on his resources to
fill in the gaps to realize the blueprint provided by the
text. The reader recognizes the essential role of the text
as the stimulus to the reader's creativity. He also
recognizes both the openness of the text and its
constraininq function as a guide or check. Rosenblatt
form as the mark of II ~ork of art.. Porm is to be found in
the text, in its arrangement of sounds, its syntax. its
figures of speecb. its confi9uration of ideas; in short. in
the way the words have been patterned. Rosenblatt cautions:
when the transaction between reader and
text is thus i9nored, the formal aspects
of the text come to be viewed as
essentially static. Rhetorical and
critical terlM become mainly
classiHcatory and anatomidng, .. namin9
of static eomponents. Such terlM
should, on the contrary, b. conceived
dynamically, as the names of cues for
the reader to carry out certain
operations. (p. 89)
The distinction between efferent and aesthetic reading is
crucial to this Jynamic approach. The student reading
ill~ does not read the text as a work of art, but
reads it to make a systematic clall5ificaUon of elements.
In an~ transaction wi th the text, however. the
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reader has to use whatever he bring's to the text and build
out of his responses to the patterned verbal cues a unifying
pdnciple. Students will now realize that every incident,
every detail hM It reason for being' included - realize that
It novelist is guided by certain principles, which Ryan (1963)
5u9gests guide all writers: principles like those of
"relevancy and economy" and the "principle of continuity".
During the Precision stage, studenls will begin to ask, "lrfhy
this episode?" "Why this description?" I'Thia scene advances
the action, but does it do more?" "Does it foreshadow?"
Does it reveal character? How is this passage related to an
earlier sel ecHon? "Hhy does the author re-emphasize this
point?" (pp. 42-43)
One of the teacher's goals during the Precision
stage must be to encourage a second reading, to encoua:-age
reflection on the novel as an art form so that students come
to realize that it is a vision of reality and not reality
itsel f. The teacher must encourage students to test their
own visions against that of the work. Students will quite
likely respond to questions about the logic of events (plot)
and the nature of the participants (characters). Probst
(1988) suggests the students will now begin to ask questions
like the following which, when phrased appr:opr.iately for the
novel and the class, lead almost inevitably to discussion of
the form of the novel:
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Do people behave as these characters
behave?
Would lOU, in similar circumstances, act
that way'?
Do events really follow one another as
these do'?
Are the events coincidental or are there
cause·.nd~.ffect relationships among
them? (p. 107)
Gutteddqle (1986) called for a seoond readinljj' with
"focused questions as advance orqanir.ers and follow-up aids
to synthesis" and also "lots of opportunity for students to
talk out their responses in groups and under the guidance of
the teachers". (p. 6) The readin9 durin9 the Precision
stage is more than stock forms of analysis like writing
character sketches. drawing plot graphs. naming three
examples of iron]'. Students should now see what Gutteridge
(1986) calls "the interplay of character and event, the
connotation and evocation of the lanquage &5 it helps the
reader rupond deeply to a character's values and I\lOtive.,
and to the story's setting (i.e., !m.ages, descriptions,
sentence rhythllls, tone of voice, authorial viewpoint et
al)". (pp. 6-7)
In the Precision stave, as in the Romantic sta';!e,
the teacher's enthusiasm for the novel, her shared readin;
skills, her ability to relah the novel to other literature
or personal e.perienee ia crucial. By tbe Pt'ecision ataqe,
one can usual 1y reI y upon the children's wi 11 ingness to look
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forward. Part of the teacher' 5 function now is to temper
the students' headlong pursuit of plot with the
encouragement to pause and reflect upon what has happened
and so increase their enjoyment of what they have read.
Introducino; a novel to Grade 9 students is always enhanced
by a good oral readinq of the opening chapters ei ther by the
teacher or by advanced fluent ['eader!!. A teacher at any
stag'e who cannot read aloud well is seriously handicapped.
Benton and P'ox (1985) stress that reading aloud well is not
essentially a matter of technique - "a teacher's reading is
an index of the kinds of confidence he has available to him
and his relationship with the class. A willingness to b"!
experimental - playful even, with his voice, to hold a
pause, to characterize anyone from a goose to an
Archbishop." (p. 111) Ultimately, Benton and Fox (1985)
posit, a good reading grows from a sense of personal freedom
and security whose discovery and rediscovery are at the
heart of good teaching.
The teacher, as well, would have handy oral
questions focusing on initial response to character. and
potential conflicts. If setting (time and ph,ce of Thomas
Hardy's The Hoodlanders, for example) is remot ... ':.0 students,
some background information, pictures, articles might be
useful. During the Precision stage, SSR periods are still
important to provide students with the opportunity to enjoy
the novel and "put it t0gethet"" for themselves. During such
12.
Sustained silent Reading periods the teacher may sometimes
engage in one to one "interview", conference. or small group
instruction, giving help to students experiencing particular
problems, listening to student response to • recent readin9
experience or introducing an individual or small group to •
different complementary/supplementary novel. It is important
that such interviews or sub-group teaching not interrupt the
silent reading of the rest of the class, and teacherl! may
well find thelll5elves using the adjacent hallway as an
extension of their teaching space. Such conversinQ, such
interviewing 15 in fact a valuable teaching strategy, for it
provides the space which readers need for reflection so that
response can grow in that middle 9'round where book and reader
meet. One of the principles of instruction implicit in
transactional theory is providing students time to
crystallize their idua. The theory calla for encoura9'ingl
students to reflect upon their responses, preferably before
hearing the interpretations of others. Probst (198B)
stressea that the reader should be active and responsive.
He should not be simply rl!ceptive, waiting to be provided
with interpretations, to have significances pointed out and
implications developed for him.
To do JlO 1s to accept aomaone elae' s
readinG uncri ticall y, adopting another' s
feelings and thoughts as one' 8 own.
Encouraging that doci Ii ty makes for
placid, malleable, lazy students and
places the English teacher in an
untenable position, diminishing his role
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from that of teacher to that of
spiritual leader, charged with the
unethical task of \Il.oldin; bis students.
(p. 24)
In a conference, the teacher must demonstrate respect for
both the perception of the student and the words of the
text. The teacher must convey somehow that she is not the
source of meanln9; meaning is created through the subtle
process of re.80ning about one's own responses to the words.
Tt:"ansactlonal theol:Y promotes such conterencinq as a
cooperative venture in which younger student and more
experienced teacher reason tog-ether. In private conferences
the teacher may be frank, asking 1l.10re penetrating questions,
encouraging students to take responsibility for self-
examination.
Longu RespoDU P'pen
Durin9 the Precision stage, stud.nt assi9nments on
the novel will require more detail and or9anil:ation ;J.nd will
involve a variety of activities .such as making coll&goes,
writing poems and stories, creatin9 lett.ers and expressive
opinion pieces, compiling reading journals, or engaging' in
role-playing', class debates and g'roup seminars. Por the
better student this is the stagoe, as well, for expository,
research-oriented essays. One of the prescribed novels for
Grade 9 is Schaefer's Shane. After students have read tbe
U1
novel, there are many vritin9 activities which t.achera can
encourage:
In your writin; journal, write a
paraljJraph in which you state your ideas
about "hat it means to be buoie.
List 1i..n. characteristics which Shane
possesses which could be classed as
heroic.
Tell what you learned about "growing up"
in the novel J.hAn.t... You must refer to
characters and events in the novel to
support your views. You may as well
attempt to relate the events in the
novel to your own experiences.
What does ~ show us about the
dangers and values of hero worshipping?
Appendix F provides a sample assignment this writer has used
with an average Grade 13 class on the novel ~.
Gutteridge (1986) encourages such related language
activities.
If a student does very badly on the
independent writinq assignment, the
teacher is in a better posi tion to
decide whether the student's reading
skills (interpreting the text).
synthesizing powers (putting small
insights garnered in group talk into a
personal order) or expository!
argumentative writinq ability is at
fault. (p. 27)
The historical novel first Spring on the Orand
B.i.D.I:ul. by Bill Freeman (Grade 9), lends itself well to
resource-based learning and writing. In a guide to this
novel, Sparkes (1981) provides an extensive list of
suggestions to elltend the students' appreciation of the
Newfoundland fishery of the past.
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Sparkes Buq;ests
interviewing :,,;;'me older fishermen of the cOTlll\unity if
possible. He provides, as well, list where
lltudents mill'bt find information on topics 'dke the
fol10winq:
The merchant versus the fisherman in the
Newfoundland fishery.
The history of the cod fishery on the
Grand Banks.
Offshore and inshore fishery.
Gear and supplies of the fishing
industry.
Hap drawings of southeastern
Newfoundland and the waters surrounding
it complete with names of bays,
harbours, banks. (p. 38)
There many other interoslin; writing
assignments teachers encouraqe with this novel.
students can study the photographs provided in the novel or
find other books containing pictures of Newfoundland around
1874. students can make a collage or write a descriptive
essay to describe the clothing, f_~shing gear, houses, boats;
in short, give a sense of what it must have been like to
live in a Newfoundland Qutport at that time. The Language
course in Grade 9 encourages students to follow the writing
process when they write. As a prewriting activity on f1£.a..t.
spring on the Grand Banks, this writer divided the class
into seven groups of five students each to discuss the
elements of the novel. Group one was asked to "brainstorm",
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to create a "thou9ht web", a wall chart, a map to reflect
the~ of the novel. Group two was asked for a wall
chart listing the major events of the R.l.2i.. Group three
deal t with the .t..hJmu... while the remainiM: qroups were ..ked
to sketch the various characters in the novel. Later each
qroup of students would use its thought web as a bade
outline for a fully developed group presentation to the
class. The reader can see in capsule form (Appendix 0) two
thought webs students created on the character Cani!lo and the
themes of first spring on the Grand Banks.
Benton and Fox (1985) encourage students to use
such wall charts along with short quotations from the text
which capture the essence of character, settin; or theme.
Each group collects apt quotations and observations which
support the sketch or theme they are developing:. In each
class students keep track of developments by adding to their
wall charts while reporting their additional findings to the
rest of the class. The teacher serves as the pupils'
"scribe", not only to ensure clarity of writin9 but to
promote discussions about why a choice has been made before
it is written on the chart. (p. 123)
Reading a novel is neither a search for the
meaning of the work, as in the New critical approaches, nor
a self-contained journey into one's own mind, as Bleich's
subjective criticism would suggest. Reading, Probst (1988)
suggests, is really an opportunity to ell.plore and create.
'"
The question becom•• not so much. "What doe. the work m.an?"
as "What can we do with the work?" Transactional theory
(Rosenblatt and ISlIr) sees the potential richness of the
1i tenty work ezeeeding its contents, because the work
ini thte. emotional and intellectual responses that cannot
be predicted from the test. and cannot be said to reside in
the tnt.. but are not purely and simply within the readers.
Probst sU9gests that such an iIl9proillch forces the te.chuB to
consider the perspecti ves of the! r students and look on them
as "potentiallY active. thinking creative individuals". (p,
244) Furthermore, Probst adds. it broadens the
possibilities for teaching because it respects the potential
of the work to generate thouljJht that goes beyond the wot"k
itself. Students need not be confined "to interprehtion,
to discussing meaning ot" the author's techniques and
intentions. Rather, they may explore the possibilities of
transforming the work of fiction into a poem", or they may
find II wot"k "stimulates them to introspection". (p. 245)
Probst r-efer-s to the work of Iser- (1918) whose view implies
respect for all such possible directions. The field in
which the reader lila}' play is larger, in her-'s conception of
literatun'. than it ie in the Mew Cdtica. and the range of
poaeihi li ties for- the classroom is l~us dvni fic_nt 1y
broadened. Yet, deapi te theae possibi 1 i ties, the reader is
not outside the control of the telt. ", her (1918) is
careful to point out, the worle structures and directs. and
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it is this fact that 'lives the work its si;nificance. It
provides a "structure that enables the reader to break out
of his accustomed tramework of conventions, so allowinv him
to formulate that which has been unleashed by the text".
(p. 50)
This writer has endeavoured to broaden the range
of possibilities for the literature classroom by encouragin9
students to respond to specific novels by writing cinquains
(pronounced sanq-kane), a short poem of five lines.
Cinquains are written to a pattern. The writer's aim in a
cinquain, according to~, the prescribed language
series for Grade 9, "is to capture the essence or the heart
of a subject in only five lines". (pp. 101-104) Such a
response encourages the student to reflect upon the
characte~s he is meeting: in a novel. students often read
their cinquains to the class where Whole claslI re<letion is
encouraged. Such open discussion provide! good
springboard for a more precise exploration of emotional and
intellectual responses.
The following is a sampl&- of a cinquain assignment
this wri1:.er has used with the various novels prescribed in
Grades 9 through 11.
Writing~
As you read your novels this year look
closely at the characters and the
motives for thei r actions. Then try
writing a cinquain, a five line poem
which basically adherea to the followin;
format:
Title: "arne of character
Line I: A descriptive noun for the
character
Line II: Two adjectivu that describe
the character
Line I I I: Three words that describe an
action of the character
Line IV; Pour words that npreu an
attitude or fee lin; about the
character
Line V: On. word that sums up line 1-
IV
The following are three nample!l of
cinquain. this "riter attempted when he
was preparing some 1 esson plans on Jack
Schaefer's novel, ~ and Bill
Preeman's point Spring on tb. Grand
b!lk!. (Orade 9).
11 llIwlt.
cowbo,"
mysterious, heroic
defeated the stump,
coura;eous a-gainst Pletcher's bullies,
knight.
'2 llIwlt.hero
alert, watchful
fi9htin; for justice.
"self-sufficient as the mountains",
solid.
'3 l:AnI.ll.fisherman
courageous, humane
stole "The Newfoundlander"
anxious to avenge Hunter
winner.
After you have written your cinquain,
read it to the class as • buill for some
claas diacusaion on the various
character' and their development.
Before you begin, let's look at some
more examples. Paul Zinda I 'a novel,.ttl!.
~ (Level I, Thematic Literature
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l200) haa tht"ee main charact.et"s John
Conlon, Lot"raine Jensen and Mr. Ang-elo
?iqnati. Eull\ine the followlnq
cinquains:
I .. ~~
Widower,
lonely, del1;htful
shrouds wife's death.
a great bill kid.
tt"espassed.
15~
teenager
handsome, ima;in_tiv,
elected bathroom bomber,
qrows to know I Dve,
matures.
'6 Lorrain. J'nsen
friend
sensitive, sensible
lonqs for companionship,
thinks they murdered Pigman.
punished.
The llII.in character in Ernest Hemingway's
short novel, The Old Man and the Sea is
Santiaqo (Level II, Literary Heritag-e
2201).
t7 ~
fisherman
humble, proud
qoes too far,
shows 9race under pressure,
indomitable.
In the space provided try to write your
own cinquain about either a major at"
minor character in a novel you are
presently t"eadinlJ. Be prer,.dred to
explain and justify before the class why
y?U chose the Nards you did to describe
the character.
Title: ~~~~~~~~~~Line I:Line II:Line !II,Line IV:
Line V:
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13.
R..ad the nov. I carefully; have fun with
the writing.
When students are encouraged to wd te (Britton' s
poetic: function) poems or stories, they become better
readen of poems and stories (spectator role) and thus
better able to analyze the way stories and poems operate on
them (participant role).
The Importanc, of Te:l5t Selection
The choice of quality novels may be the most
tel1i01;l decision taken by language arts teachers duriog this
staglll if they want to "hook" students on more detailed
wri tteo and oral responses. The maturing student now wants
texts that are linguistically rich but accessible.
psycholoCiJically engrossing and capable of holding attention
over a sustained period. Thomson (l987) refers (PP. 31-32)
to the English Schools council stud'· of Frank whitehead
(1977). whitehead and his colleagues found that teachers
were imposinv adult literary works on children before they
were ready for them. 'l'his practice WillS most evident in the
fourteen to fifteen year av. group in which Brontes.
Dickens, Wells, shute and Golding were far more frequently
mentioned than Leon Garfield or Rosemary sutcliff who have
contributed to makin9 the past thi rty years I. volden age of
children's and adolescent fiction. The right book brought
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forward at the right time can make all the di ffuence to •
student's readint; development. It also affects the quality
and scope of the student's respons.. Thomson (1987)
5u9'gests that many teachers at junior and h19h school are
obviously not so familiar with children's and adole:scent
Ii tenture as they should be:
It would appear the t a8 stUdents
progreS5 through secondary school. the
gap between what they choose to read and
what the school provides and reconmends
becomes increuin91y wide. The fact
that most studenti!l are not well
acquainted with outstanding contemporary
children I 5 and adol escents • authors
indicahs that teachers are not
generally succeeding in the task of
rnatchinq pupils and books. and may
justifiably be seen as widening the gap
rather than bridging it. (pp. 32-33)
By the Preci15ion 15tage, the 5tudent. now hopefully
expanding reader, is focusing on fiction with a fil:'mer
sen15e of it as a genre to be preferred over other competing
genres. Students ·will now accept teacher-directed re-
reading and wi 11 be more conscious of the richer use of
language and form (connotation, point of view, tutual
descriptiveness). In short, this stage calls for a certain
"I i terarr competence".
During the Precision stage, the student is asking
more questions as he/she attempts to comprehend a novel.
Gutteridge (1983) quotes Frank Smith:
CC'mprehension is getting one's questions
answered. 'l'he twin foundations of
reading are to be able to ask specific
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questions (make predictions) L"l the
first ph..ce. and to know how and whl!!re
to look at pt"int. so that there is at
least a chance of getting these
questions answered. (p. 31)
1'be word "question" comes from the Latin root
meaning "to inquire". Hunkins (1976) makes the point. that
effective materials and potentially stimulating situations
and assignments will be of no value if the teacher lacks
skills in formulatin; questions and using various
questioning strategies. Ouestions must. serve as guides by
which students develop more in-depth perceptions. The
teacher can and must .sk questions that enable student.,s to
use him/her as a soundinq board. Hunkins (1976) states:
The teacher can formulate questions in
various avenues of search. Of course,
the teacher can use questions as lesson
motivaters; questions can supply the
focus for investigation. (P. 29)
If teachers use questions in such ways and encourage
students to formulate their own questions about a text as
they read, students will discover that questions ~re a most
valuable tool.
By Grade 9, more refle:llive second readin9 or
"reprocessin9 or thinking through the text" becomes normal,
where sustained discussion of text(s) is commonplace. The
student as well be;ins to s~e the function of literary
devices (imagery, sYlftbolhm, irony) and form (structure and
style). However, as Margaret Ryan (1963) quite rightly
cautions:
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No segment. laroe or small. is in an)'
sense discrete.... One cannot speak of
pi at without at the same time speakino
of structure; nor of iIMoer1 without
implying: stfle.... Everything: in the
novel is there to illuminate some aspect
of this central core. (p. 43)
Students will beoin to see the relationship between the
vadous elements more cleady. They w111 bl!!oin to realite
how each pertinent incident can llccompl1sh II dual purpose,
revealing character and advllncin9 plot, how each succeedin;
incident in the sequence contains both II reminder of a past
event and a new element intensifying the conflict. Readers
will now understand not only how incidents relate to each
other. but begin to appreciate the author's ot"der and the
amount of suspense it can generate.
In Thematic Literature 1200 (Grade 10) there is
much discussion concerning- the "theme" or central iLsight: of
a work. It is important to help students realin that
themes are often implied rather than directly stated. that
identifrinq the central insight of a novel can be rather
difficult and cannot easily be reduced to some ready-made
statement which students perceive as either riqht or wronq.
Debates can be very valuable techniques to use at thia
level. By 9i"ir.~ the studll!ntl!l three or four statements or
"rll!sol utions". they are expected to test and measure them
aqa1nst the elements that actually appear in the specific
novel. Those studl'!nts ~ho arque aqainst the statement or
resolution mUl!It prove not only why it is not really the
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theme but, a. well, present. a counter plan which supports.
different view. Some students in a class of Literary
Heritage 2201 (Grade 11) could discuss the th.",. of enduranee
- man' s capaci ty to endure the inea:orabl e ways of an
impersonal nature ~ in Hemin9"ay's novel The Old Man and the
kA. Others would focus on the line:
II man ia not made for defeat
A man can be destroyed but not defeated.
(p. 103)
However, any such statements become mere platitudes
truisms when divorced from the context in whicb theY are
presented. A student debater would have to discuss plot,
the stru99les of Santiago with the marlin. with the sha['ks.
with the townspeople, with himself, to really test and
measure and prove whether such a statement of theme would be
appropriate.
During the Precision stage, the student is
engaging in more questions and responses, more discussion
and debate, more interaction with his peers in small groups.
Through the give and take of these discussions, learning
takes place for all parties. Throug-h Grades 9, 10 and 11
(Gutteridge (1983) suggests as early as Grade 7). teachers
will attempt to lead II reader to ask questions that the
writer or te~cher would consider appropriate: What is the
novel saYin97 What do you think of what the novel is
saying? Questions which Gutteridoge (1983) calls "Morlll-
Thematic" become part of the re-reading process. Students
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draw on literal interpretations of the tOJ[t in order to
deepen their responses to themes and moral issues. "Deepen"
in Outteridge's (1983) terms means "extending the themes out
to the social milieu as well as pullino them inward.
Students are movin; away from basic "what is 90!no; on?" to
come to a more reflective re-evaluation of "W'hat is being
said?" (p. 39) Rosenblatt (1978) sees the reader as
"active". He is not a blank tape registering ready-made
meaning'S. "He is actively involved in build!n.; up • novel
for himself out of his responses to the text." (p. 10) He
has to draw on his past experience with the verbal symbols.
He has "to select from the various alternative referents
that occurred to him". (p. 10) He sometimes has to
reinterpret earlier parts of the text in the 1ight of later
parts. He pays attention, not only to what the words point
to in the external world, but also to the images, feelings,
attitudes, associaHons, and ideas the words and their
referents evoke in him. Furthermore, the text may 1ead the
reader to be critical of prior assutllptions and associations.
The student may discover that he has projected on text
elements of his past experience not relevant to it, and
"which are not susceptible of coherent incorporation into
it". Or he may have failed for various reasons to respond
to all of the stimuli offered by the text. Rosenblatt
posits that the reader's creation of a novel out of • text
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must be "an active, self-ordering. and self-corrective
process". (P. 11)
Gutteridge (1993) adds that the teacher has the
particular responsibility "of raising the students'
consciousness of fresh perspectives on literature", (p. 39)
Questions of ". new order". at a level of "greater
ellplicitness". must be formulated for students with varied
bilckqrounds, ahi 11 ties and tol erances.
During the Precision stage, two types of questions
concerning~ is presented (factual) and~ and h2Jt. it is
presented (interpretation) are usual ones. Students in
Grades 9 and 10 would have little trouble with a factual
question like. "What took place at Shane's first meeting
with Chris?" The interpretation type question, "How does
the author show Shane is under tension?", requires
discussion in small groups, more support of opinions,
debate in front of the entire class,
It was illustrated in Chapter Two of this t~esis
that the Romantic stage is a stage of free readinq, reading
for enjoyment and basic comprehension of "what' s
happening?", "who did it?", "where did it happen?", with
little re-reading, No,", in the Precision stage such basic
questions at'e still important as a first step to advancing
to questions of a more rhetorical nature, D,M. Harding
(1961) analyzes the psycholoQicll1 prOCBSses involved in the
readinq of fiction, He SUll'gests that once readers have
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passed the elementary stage (Whitehead's Romantic stag-e) of
becomin9 interested in a novel and understandino it on at
least a rudimentary level. they take up the role of the
onlooker and can be described as serious readers:
When we think of t"eadin; fiction
seriously. we assume that three main
processes will be occurring': first,
empathisin!il' wi th the characters;
secondly, evaluating what they do and
sUffer; thirdly, in some measure
accepting or rejectin; the values the
author implies by his interest and
attitude. (po 14)
Gutteridqe (1983) suggests three readings of a
novel. Phase one or first reading would be reserved for
basic questions for comprehension. Phase two calls for
questions of a more rhetorical nature. [Por example, on a
novel like Jack Shaeffer's ~, Grade 9, Gutteridge (1983)
sugqests these rhetorical questions:
To what extent is Shane's character
responsible for that action?
Considerin9 shane's behavior in these
chapters and the mood created by the
description of the setting, what is
likely to happen?
What does the description of Shane's
clothing tell us? (pp. 42-43)
Such rhetorical comprehension is very much a matter of
having an awareness of the elements of story tellinq, tone,
setting, suspense, foreshadowing, range of ch.s.racteril.lltion,
and effective use of diction to establish mood and
atmosphere. For young readers thill second phase of
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comprehenlllion requires a second more subtle reading
requiring special attention to the deaignitted elements and
verbal CUel!l and to reinterpretation of initial responses
made during- the first more basic readinv. Likewise
Rosenblatt (1978), in her discussion of response to texts,
distinguishes between the reader's initial unarHaulated
responses. the web of feel in98, sensations. images, ideas
that he weaves between him and the text, and what she calls
the "second lltream of response", which ir.:::ludes setting up
hypothetical frameworks, entertaining expectations.
selecting from alternative responses, revisinQ' what has been
read in relation to what follows - a kind of self-criticism.
Rosenblatt sUg'gests that for this second stream of response.
the reader resorts to words as the medium of interpretation,
an activity which involves introspection and recollection so
that the reader looks back to restructure the text, "The
evocation of even the simplest work is tremendously subtle
and campi e., wi_II its blending and balancing of overtones,
attitudes, feelings and ideas, --- Reflection on the
literary e.perience becomes a re-experiencing, a
enacting, of the work-as-evoked, and an ordering and
elaborating of our responses to it," (p, 134)
As well, Gutteridge (1983) suggests a third
readin9 or at least a third "re-thinking" is necessary. He
calls thi!l "moral-thematic" comprehension, For a novel like
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fuM. Gutterid;e SU9gests questions like the follow1n9
during this third phase:
What do JOU think of Shane's actions?
What other heroes does he remind you of?
would JOU have followed Shane to town as
Bob did? (p. 44)
Such order or phases of questions is important.
Gutteridv_ warns against introducing "what do you think of?"
questions before "what happened?" questions. As students
mature they should do more readin9. more thinkin.;. and a
more campI ex appl rlng of theme:J. Out teridge provides a
model lesson on a short story to demonstrate how a student
should move through. first. aedtmd and third re.ding: of
various works of literature. This wdler has attempted to
use Gutter·"dge's model to fonnulate a series ot questions on
John Steinbeck's novel~ which is prescribed in
Newfoundland for Grade 9.
The teacher could introduce~ by creatin;
a context for the storr. This writer suggests calling upon
the students' prior knowledge to get them to react (personal
response) to some questions like the folloWing:
Do you know of a father who tried very
hard to give his family everything, but
in the process loses everything?
Have you ever hurt someone close to you
wi thout taeaning to do so?
Would winning the lottery bring you
total happiness? Why? Why not?
"8
Do you f •• l such luck would cause
jealous, and greed M10ng those around
you?
Can 1'••1 peace and happiness be
purchased?
After students have been given an opportunity in SSR periods
to read the novel. the teacher 1'l'Ii9ht read a chapter or tva
aloud. At the end of each chapter, • few questions
presented orally will assess initial student com.prehension.
Oral reading, like silent reading. is essentially a
rethinking of the ideas on the printed pa;_; the ani y
difference is that the oral readel has the additional
responsibility to IIlxpress what he is thinking in such •
manner that those who are 1istenin; vi 11 think vi th him.
The teacher himself may reild aloud while the students follow
in their books. Frank Whitehead (1966) sU99ests that such
reading is • particularly valuable "lead in" when embarkinIJ
on a new novel. It may also be the only satisfactory way of
dealinlJ with the occasional passaIJe or chapter wbich for one
reason or another is really above the class's capabilities.
Quite apart from its beneficial effect on interest. however.
this procedure does more for the pupils than is sometimes
realir.ed. Frank Whitehead (1966) points out that if
students follow the lines of print with the eye while
simultaneously listening" to the voice, a IJood ruder
conv.rtinlJ the print to meaningful sound, they are
participatinIJ in the act of ce.dinIJ at only one remove:
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The readet" II ;roupin'l of words, phralles,
claus•• , the instinctive moduhtion of
his voice, the patterns of intonation,
strUB and rhythm which she imposed on
the words all provide a Quid. and a
model for that interpretation of the
thought behind tbe print which the pup! 1
has to learn to accomplish for himself;
thus, the "re-thinkin9" \lhich is
indicated by the sound of tbe voice
readin; aloud beg-ins gradually to be
transferred to the pupil's silent
readinv of the printed page. (p. 33)
Whitehead then refers to those sections of • novel
containing- dialogue. such sections, he contends, can be
given a "dramatised or semi-dram.tilled" readin9 in which
different pupils read the parts of the various chat'aclers
while yet another pupil acts liS narrator. The bits of
dialogue are usually fairly short and relatively simple anei
idiomatic in their construction so that they are likely to
be suitable material for the more ineKperienced reader.s to
try their skill on.
Thomson (1987) discussed a study by Gordon Wells
(1982) which suggested that reading stories aloud and
discussing them with children in a way which encourages them
to relate their own experience of the world to the imagined
world of the story, and to reflect on both, "is a productive
way of helping them to direct and control their own thinkin9
and language processes". (p. 80) This relationship between
storyin9 and the growth of literacy and reasoning is
apparent at all stages of human development. Thomson
reminds us that it is just as important for En9lish teachers
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to spend time readingo stories to secondary students as it is
tor parents to read stories to pre~sehool children. Thom5on
continues:
Our sense of story continues to develop
a. our 18n91.1898 and our reasonin.; power
develop. These processes of ;rowth are
interactive and mutually supportive.
The better we read literature the better
we think and the better we use lan9ua9.
ad infinitum. (p. 80)
Basic QuestioDs After first 8udin9
Gutteddge (1983) sU9ge.ts that every activity the
teacher plans during phase one (first reading) is mll!!ant to
promote interest and involvement in the 009010; features of
the story - conflict. suspense, characters and their
actions. There will often be more que.stions than answers on
such. first read109. The objective now ioS simply to
present the novel in a dynamic way to students acrooSs a
ran;e of ability. Probst (1989) recomnends (p. 9) a
strate;y of Bleich (1975) which he used to invite students
to respond to the text. Bleich aU9gests that students be
asked to identi fy "the most important 'ford, the most
important passage, and then the most important feature" in
& text they have read. From any novel a 9roup of students
will choose a collection .of words, pas~ageB, features
diverse enou;h to stimulate conversation about why a
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particular word ...... important to one student and not t.o
another. and about what constitut•• importance.
10 ensure that the 5tudent is tuUliar with "what
happens", a series of que.tions like the fol1owin9 that this
writet' haa d.eveloped on~ should help. Such
questions are 1'••11, a qluide or tuchinql _tr8t891 intended
not only to t •• t. the student's knowled9& but also to prod
his think!n; so that he may underat.nd more fully what he
reads. Such questions are really aida to underatandinCJ.
desl;ned to draw attention to important aspecta of meanin;
which may have been overlooked or misunderstood. Such
questions help pupils build up for thelMelvea a fuller and
more vivid 1m891n_tive re-creation of the writer's
experience. Responses are such that they can be referred to
as the literal aspect of a story or as its content. I f a
question about tbe story can be resol ved by facts or (fraup.
of facts and without reference to special terminolo'lY or
eatrinsic e.p~ri.nce. then it probably belon'ls to the basic
comprehension phaae.
Pb..e I: Pint Reading
lI..ie QUIIUQns
The text in this case is tbt......f.u.I. by
John steinbeck. Page reference. are to
Bantam edition (Bantam Books Inc .• Hew
York. 1914).
(a) What hints are there in this
chapter that ttino and hh famil y
are not rich?
(b) what is the threat to the baby
coyotito's life? How did ttino and
Juana react to the danger?
Ce) The people of the village predicted
that the doctor would not come to
treat Coyotito. Why wouldn't the
doctor come?
(d) The doctor is described on page 11.
What sort of man is he? What
evidence is revealed through the
rest of the chapter that the doctor
is rich? is cruel?
Ce) How doe. ttino feel about the
doctor?
Ca) "hy, in your view, did Kino's canoe
hold so much val ue for him?
(b) In this chapter ttbo tlOes in search
of pearls. What i. a pearl? How
is it formed? How do ve know these
pearls are of great value?
(c) Why was it so important for ttino to
find a p.arl at this particular
time?
(a) 1Ihen the town'. people heard about
ttino'. good luck certain thoughts
came in their heads. Nhat were the
thoughts of:
(1) the priest?
(ii) the shopkeepers?
(iii) the doctor?
(iv) the bevgara in front of the
church?
Cv) the pearl buYen?
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(b) List the benefits Kino thou9ht he
would 9ain from the pearl 'a wealth.
(c) Why does the doctor come to visit
Kino after having refused to help
coyotito that very mornin9? What
is your opinion of the doctor at
this point?
(d) How doe. the doctor convince Kino
to let him treat Coyotito for the
scorpion's bite? Do fOU think the
doctor can be trusted?
(e) What incident in this chapter
prompta Juana to encourage her
husband to throw the pearl away?
(a) what prevented Kino from bar9aining
wi th each pearl buyer to obtain the
highest price for his pearl?
(b) What indicationa are there that the
day Khl0 was to sell his pearl was
an event of ;reat importance for
all the town's residents?
(c) What do you learn about the first
pearl buyer to suggest he is not to
be trusted?
(d) What does each pearl buyer say
about the value of Kino's Pearl of
the world?
(e) HoW doea lUna react to the pearl
buyers' estimates of his pearl's
worth?
(a) Why did Juana wish "to throw the
pearl back in the .ea where it
belongs"?
(b) Why did Kino hit and kick his wife?
Have you ever reaorted to such
violent behaviour'? What make.
people behave like that?
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(c) Before Kino leaves his brother Juan
Tomas to travel north to sell his
pearl. three unfortunate incidents
occur which demonstrate man's evil
and greed. Wha t were those three
incidentl!l?
~
(a) Where did Juana and the baby hide
while Kino tried to wrestle the gun
from the enemies trackinlil his
family?
(b) Outline what happened in the battle
beside the small mountain pool.
what went terribly wrong there?
(c) Kino ~nd Juan return to La Paz with
the pearl. As Kino stands by the
edge of the sea he looks a t the
pearl in a different way. Who
actually throws the pearl in the
sea?
Brief overview of the novel (not for
indepth analysis or discussion of the
novel but an open-ended invitation for
students to comment on their initial
response to the ending of the l!ltorr and
its implic:ations).
(il) Why did Kino tllrow the pearl back
into the sea?
(b) Mould you have thrown the pearl
away? Or would you have gone on to
the city to obtain a better price?
Or would you have returned to La
Pn to sell the pearl for the 1500
pesos the pearl bl~yers offered
ori9io&1l y?
It is no longer a pearl of hope.
How does he llII!le the pearl at this
point?
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Rhetoric,l OUI.tiODP ,HI[ Slcond Rtldinq
Gutteridge (1983) S'rs that on the second reading.
students are .sked to "think through the novel once .gdn
with .. focus on those rhetorical elements that are I1kely to
have been only half-noticed or not noticed or not fully
integrated with the on-rushing: of the narr.tive", (p. 57)
The second, more precise ceadiDO involve. more careful
analysis of part. of the teKt without "tearin; it apart".
The goal here is to stimulate careful reading and to
illustrate its value by having a discussion that adds
richness to the novel whose basic meaning pupils
comprehended during: the first reading'. Hunsberger (1985).
in her discussion of the eltperience of "ce-reading".
sU9gests that sometimes it isn't until the end of a novel
that readers realize that there is another dimension to the
book that they haven't really picked up until then . .t.Q..JU.l.l.
a Mockingbird (Thematic Literature 1200, Grade lO) is a
story of a lawyer, AHicus Finch ana his children, Scout and
Jem, during the Depression in Haycomb, Alabama. But it is
also a story about life in the South and the problems of
race relations and prejudice everywhere. If a reader is
near the end before the second possibility occurs to him, a
re-reading can be a more illuminating way of explainin9 the
possibil i ties. The reader now hoI dB • d1 fferent, more
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thoughtful "conversation" with the test. Hunsber;er (1985)
credits such re-readin; as:
a way of moving ouraelv•• forward, of
deepeni!'.; our undustlndin;. When
shared conmunication occurs between teat
and reader. the rereading is 1ike
another conversation with a friend,
pursuin; a wish to become better
acquainted wi th the wri ter' II thoughts.
(p. 162)
Durin9 the first reading of a novel, the reader's
interpcetation is influenced by that part of the novel which
has gone before. But in a re-readin;. the interpretation is
influenced by both past and future text since the read~r
already knows what is yet to come. For example. if a reader
in Thematic Literature 1200, Grade 10 re-reads~ by
Paul Zinda!. his interpretation of John' s "bathroom bomber"
antics, the drinking at Masterson's tomb, and his battles
with "bore" is colored by the knowledge that John will
mature by the end of the novel when he loses a very close
friend, Hr. Pignati, that tragic day at the zoo. The
reader's impression of John in the earlier incidents is now
different since it is influenced by the knowledge of John's
compassion and maturity at the end when he realizes that his
life now would depend on what he does with it.
We had trespassed too - been where we
didn't helono;. and we were being
punished for it. Mr. Pignati had paid
with his li fe. But when he died
somethin9 in us had died ;;.c well.
There was no one else to blame any more.
No Bores or Old Ladies or Nox-tons .•••
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There vae no place to hide - no place
aaroaa any river for a be.tlMln to take
us.
Our life would be what Will made of it -
nothin; more, nothing' leas. (pp. 148-
149)
her (1978) would aU9geat that, even durin; a first readin;
of a novel, the student finds bimself chanljj'!n; pet"spectivea.
revising impressions, accumulating information and insights
and pusin9 throu;h • aeries of emotional states. In the
case of John Conlon, the character referred to above, the
reader's shift in perspective demand. some accorrmodaHon.
The reader is forced to examine the new evidence as he
reads. The effect of the novel is to arou.e an ••peetation
and then frustrate it; the reader is thus invited to
participate in the process of learning'. which 15 the process
of continually revisin9 one's perceptions and beliefs.
Re-readin9. Hunsber9u (1985) contends. 9ivell the
rellder a holistic view and a control of text which is not
possible in a fir:st readinq durin9 which the reader
trustinc;rly and somewhat blindly follows the author's lead.
"This knowinc;r what is ahead durinq the rereadinc;r seems to
enrich rather than spoil" (ii. 162) the story.
As the questions below illustrate. this second
:t'eadin9 is mort! than just "qoinv over it _9ain". The
questions this time should have a fresh anvle and
conf1vuration leadin9 to a hei9htened 01
character. descriptive detail (aettin9. atmosphere) and
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emer-qinq themes. Questions of purely aesthetic or literary
intent are excluded because they involve a very hiqh level
of influence as well as kno1fledqe beyond the text. This
wei ler formulated the following rhetoricill que:lt!ons to help
students consolidate their hold on the novel 7..h.L.f.nd:
Phase II: Second Reading
<a> Since~ is a parable. the
setting is not specific as to time
and place. What can you say about
the set linq of this novel?
(b) The protagooniat in this novel is
the family of lI:ino, a family who
seek physical, api t"i tual and
economic security as all families
do.
The anta90nists are the force. that
act as a threat to the fulfillment
of the family's needs; there are
really three forces - the doctor.
the church and the pearl buyers.
Conflict in~ is the battle
between Kino's family (protat;onist)
and the threatening forces
(antagonists) .
Can you find and 8Jl:plain ll.r.u.
specific 8Jl:ample:ll that illustrate
lI:ino':II battle &t;ainst these
threatenint; forces.
(e) Juana at one point in the novel
thinks "Kino would drive his
strength against a mountain and
plunge his atrength against the
sea". Ia Kino really fi;hting a
mountain or the sea? Why are the
mountains and the sea good
representations of and symbols for
the forces Kino is fighting?
Cd) One critic (Ryan, 1964) who wrote
about the novel~ sug;ested
that the following mig-ht be ita
theme or ba.ic idea:
"The use of force
strips of their
humanity both those
who use it and
those against whom
it is used." (p.
1')
List all the specific references
you can find in the novel when
Xino's enemies and Kino himelf are
descf"ibed, not as human beings but
as animals or machines. For
example on p. 80, when I':.ino learns
of the destruction of his canoe. he
"is now an animal fOf" hidinq. for
attacking" .
(e) steinbeck tells (p. 22) of the many
subjects of sonqs sung- by kino and
his people, a people who cannot
read or wd te. Why do you think
such S0098 would be impof"tant in
such. simple cultuf"e?
(f) There are many e:ll:amples of vivid
description in this novel which
appeal to the reader' s sense of
~ 1.2YIld, ~ and 1IHli..
Select one .umple of each
description and explain to your
small group what such 1mag-ery adds
to the novel.
(9) What does Juan Tomas, Kino's
brother. mean (p. 70) in say1nq
that Kino has defied not the pearl
buyef"s but "the whole way of life"?
(h) On p. 42 Steinbeck writ•• :
"Out in the estuary
a tililht woven
school of small
fishes glittued
and broke water to
escape a school of
IiIreat fishes that
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drove in to eat
them ..• the peop} e
cou} d heu the
swish of the .mall
one. &. the
slauQhter went on".
Why does Steinbeck incl ude this
de3.:ription of enimala between t.he
doctor's first treatment of
coyotito and hia second viait and
what does such a description of
animal life tell UI about the
doctor and his treatment of Kino'"
family?
Furthermore why does steinbeck
describe the ants on p. 92?
(i) Novelists often use contrast:
setting off two thin;s by opposinq
them to each other. Did you notice
how the neighbourhood where Kino
and Juana 11 ve is contrasted wi th
the city of stone and plaster where
the priest and doctor live? How
are the localities different? why
is such contrast important in this
novel?
(j) As a novel pro9ressell after the
opening situaUon. each new
incident increases the intensity of
the story. it. suspense. The
reader becomes ellcited and curioull
about the outcome of the story,
The suspense 11 high as Kino and
his family travel nortll pursued by
the trackers. Can you find an
incident. where your curiosity is
most high?
It. qood writer qives a number of
hints (foreshadows) along the way
through a novel about the outcome.
If a reader reads carefully he will
recoqni&e such hints. Often
Steinbeck hints that the possession
of the pearl might lead Kino to
some harm. Por eEMple on p. 56
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the nei9hbors hint "what. pity it
would be if the pearl should
destroy them all"; 8vain on p. 70
Juan Tomas speaks to lino "1 don' t
know .•• but I alll afraid for you.
It ill new ;round you are walking
on. you do not know the way". Can
you find 3 further hints that
Rino's hope and dre.IM may not be
fully realized?
Moral-Thematic Questions after Third Reading
It would now be appropriate, Gutteridge (1983)
suggests, for the teacher to assign large "moral-thematic
questions (with some mixture of the rhetorical on occilsion)
which relate the conclusion to the story-as-a-whole and £!ll
for students to bring their own experiences and views fully
..i..n.t2.....I... (p. 60) Such moral-thematic questions insist
on considered reflection about both the novel and the
individual's own experience in relation to it. The
profundity of a novelist' 5 moral vision cannot be
experienced without a recognition of the structure of the
text, without an understanding of the way lan9uIge is used
to control tone or without a realization of the methods used
to arouse the reader's curiosity or to delay its
satisfaction. GutteridQ'e (1993) posits:
Thus, this process is actually a third
readin9. perhaps not literally but
certainly in the sense that the story-
as-a-whole and its siQ'nificant detaill
are re-experienced in the mind and
recreated through the talk for which
these questions have been del iberately
'.2
formulated. Here, at last, the
pleasures and uses of literature are
fully redhed. (p. 61)
This writer formulated the following moral
themaUc questions on~ for a Grade 9 class. How
the world view of others (author. teacher, peers) is brought
to bear on each student in an atlnosph3re that encourages
independent, public speculation and private reflection:
Phne III: Third Reading
(a) In his brief foreword steinbeck
suglJests that~ is a
parable - a tale intended to convey
a moral or spiritual truth. '1'0
some readers the moral could be
"The 1eve of money is the root of
all evil"; to others it could be
"Money cannot buy happiness". In
the foreword, steinbeck writes
concerning the parable, "perhaps
everyone takes his own meaning- from
it Ilnd reads his own life into it",
What meaning do you take from the
novel? What evidence from the
story can rou ei te to show that
this is one of the meanings the
author intended? How do•• the idea
you have selected apply to your own
I if.? HOlf can we tell that
steinbeck intended the actions of
this poor pearl diver to b. a
source of more than mere
entertainment?
(b) lI:ino does not trust the doctor,
But IUno cannot be certain whether
Coyotito really needs medical
attention or if the poison is
actually 'iJone before the doctor
urives, IUno is forced by his
ignorance to accept the word of a
man he does not trust, Kino is
trapped and it is from such a trap
of i'iJnorance that he hopes his son
will someday release him and his
neighbors. Kino thinks of
_du.catioD as a 1iberatinv force.
"And these thing. w11 1 ..ke u.t
free" he say. on p. 33. "Our aon
must go to school. He mu.st break
out of the pot that holds ua in."
(p. 50) Mhy 13 education uauallr
considered an aid to both peraonal
and national fr..dom1 What fr.eda
mar your own education .ecure for
you1
(c) thI.-l.J..I.I.l tneets an enential
requirement of fiction - the
abilitr to evoke an emotional
response from the r.adar. The
novel arOuaes sympathy for human
beinvs pitted against forc.. so
powerful and ruthless that defeat
is inevitable. Show how Steinbeck
gets you. the reader. to sJtllpathhe
with Kino and his hmU y.
(d) John steinbeck 'fon a Puliher Prhe
for Literature in 1940 and the
Nobel Prhe for Literature in 1962.
The citation from the Swedish
Lit.rarr Academr announcing the
nobel award to Steinback read in
part:
His (Steinbeck's) sympathies
al"ay. vo out to tha
oppressed. the misfits. the
diatr••ud. B. liked to
contrast the simple jar of
11 f_ with the brutal and
cynical cravinq for 1Il0ney.
Do you ••e evidence of this concern
for "the oppre•• ed" and hia
controa.t of "'the simple joy of life
with the brutal and cynical cravin;
for money" in.thl...h.l.li.? hplain.
(e) By the end of the novel IUno haa
10.t • qreat dul but ha haa gained
soma thinqa •• veIl.
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what has he C}ained?
Kino doesn't bury the pearl. as an
animal miC}ht bury a tUnC} it
prizes.
Kino doesn't smash the pearl. all
some maehine would do.
1I:1no throwlI the pearl into the sea
where 1 t belongs.
why does 1I:1no choose to throw the
pearl baek into the aea?
1I:1no is a more mature individual at
tbe end of the novel. He haa
C}ained a certain knowled;e through
his aufferin;. How do you know
that he is more mature? What
events specifically helped him
mature?
In what ways is lI:ino a rebel?
In what ways is he a tragic
figure?
(f) steinbeck sayll (p. lIS) that the
return of Kino and Juana 15 "an
event that happened to everyone".
What, if anythinC}. did the return
teach the peopl e of La paz?
The return happened to you, the
reader, as well. What did Kino's
return teach you?
(9) Diacuss the follOWing question in
II small CJroup of five or si.
classmates.
Can you read your own 1ife into~
f..tAd? 1f, tomorrow. you wer-e to
find something like Xino's pearl,
what would you have learned from
readin; this nove~?
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Be l.ted Reading:
R••d the abort story tiThe Pli9ht" by
John steinbeck (found in Und'IIhndinq
~, edited by Edward J. Oordon
(Ginn and Company, Massachusetts, 1975).
[n that story Pep. Torr•• ' ruma .'y8 "&
boy gets to be a man when a man is
n••d.d." Do•• !tino, as w.ll, l.arn this
in lh.L.E.uIl.?
Read the poems "On the Way to the
Missioo" by D.C. Scott and "H.B.C. Post"
by Alfred Purdy found in~
1!.An..t...u..l. edi ted by Kenneth weber and
Homer H'98n (Metheun Publicationa,
Toronto. 1972).
Compare the 9reed and cruel ty of the
white men in the first poem with the
greed of the trackers in chapter 6 of
~.
Compare the relationship between the
Eskimo tr.apper and the man,ver at the
Hudson Bay Company Post in the second
poem and the relationship between Kino
and the pearl buyers in Steinbeck's
novel. Discuss the dreams and hopes and
disappointments which are evident in
both literary works.
Teacher questions 1 ike those on r.h..L.....f..u
important during the Precision staqe. In addition to
teacher questions. students can be helped to question and
argue with the text by bein", encouraged to f01. ..,ulate their
own questions arising from their own puulement. Thomson
(1987) warns that when students are reading to .nswer other
people's questions. they inevitably see the text in the
perspective of the New critics as an object and the reader'.
role as one of extractinljJ meaninljJ. They become "paaeive
ciphers" rather than the active and "reflective meaning'-
'.6
maker-II" which trannctional theory proposes. Thomson (1987)
further 8UgqestS that the kinds of questions listed below
are those that students can learn to ask of novels and can
find considerable enjoyment from the activity:
What is the sigDiU cance of this
particular detail, event. form of words?
How does it connect wi th other deta! 111,
episodes?
what is this preparing us for? What
kind of things might happen?
How does this event affect my
interpretation of what has 90ne before?
What am I 1earning about this person and
his/her relationships with others? why
was he/she included in the story at all?
Whose point of view i:I being presented
here? Why is the author offerinq this
character's point of view here? (p,
126)
Benton and Fox (1985) also suggest having students
make up their own thought-provoking questions on a text. It
is a way to get students to develop their thinking skill s
and it might provide the teachers a little extra time to
catch up on their own readin~. Students could be asked to
write two or three questions on a novel. The possible
answer could be ljI'iven in outline form on the other side of
the card. Students could then exchange questions and either
discuss answers orally or answer each other's questions
indiVidually in essay format. Such questions can give a
teacher an idea of wbat material students have mastered and
'.7
what areas may need additional emphasis. aenton and Pox
add:
In the process of preparing 8uch
questions, idiosyncratic perception and
plain misunderstanding. frequently
become evident. Pupi 1s become more
practiced in making eann.ctions - in
lookin; back in a text to make sense of
the present and the future. (p. 123)
Probst (1988) refera to a technique proposed by
Adler (1974) "answering the unanswered question". Adler
contends that for too Ion; teachers have tended to ask
questions. bypassing students' own questions. Adl er
suggests inv! tin9 students to identify the unanswered
questions in a work of literature and propose answers to
them. He points out:
As readers, all of us have found gaps in
stories wherein we wish the author had
supplied us with more information. Por
example, if we read in a story thet a
character did something after discussin9
a situation w1th a friend, we wonder
what the dialogue between them might
bave included, or how the two persons
':Qnducted tbe dialol)ue. (Adler (1974)
in Probst (1988), p. 47)
Probst contends that the student wbo seeks questions that
remain, for her, unanswered is looking c10llel'l at the text
and at hernI f. Such an assignment forces tbe student to
ask berself, "What 1s it that I do not understand, in this
work?" The student' s question is general enough to allow
the student's individuality to surface, and vet may inspire
a bit more confidence and sense of direction than the
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teacher's questions provide, Transactional Theory proposes
that teachers must ensure that students are discovering.
explodnQ. testing and developing their own values through
readin'~ literature, There are problems involved in asking
students to read novel guides and cdtical conmentarles and
judgements of the "master critics". students will not
l:"e811y develop discdmination and taste unless they are
encouraged to experience the harmony of the whole work on
thei r own. Sri t ton (1966) suggests that "acti ve response
involves an unspoken monologue of responses - a fabric of
comment, speculation, relevant autobiography". <p. 8)
Often leSSOns on the novel are exercises in looking for the
separable parts, the techniques, the literary devices they
think an author has deliberately chosen to get across some
theme. Students who just memorize critical information
about novels tor some test or examination are not really
deepening or strengthening: their enjoyment of literature or
improving their responsiveness. Although this chapter has
stressed that the Precillion stage calls for close reading:
and careful attention to the textual details, teachers must
be careful that young readers not draw the conclusio:. that
technical skill is more important than felt literary
experience. Demott (1961) points out that when teachers
assign novel s to parti cuI ar grades or age I ,'!-vel So, they
naturally must take into account the complexity of their
vocabulary and of their syntactic structure. Are there in
.6.
addition particular literary devices or stylistic features
which cannot be appreciated below a particular age or stage?
There's no easy answer here. At an early ag'e children
respond to repetition and although they don't know its
technical term, young students delivht in the dramatic irony
of the wolf's replies in Little Red Riding Hood. The
problem with metaphor at the high school level is often
reall y due to the limit of the students' store of
associations which young people have available to draw upon.
The rule to follow seems 1091081. As students advance from
the Romantic stage through the years of the Precision stage.
teachers should expect pupils to respond more sensitively to
the novels they read and to recreate for themselves with
greater accuracy and subtlety the "precise" patterning of
experience which the writer has embodied in the verbal
organization of his novel. certainly by the Precision stage
students should have discovered in Demott's (1967) words:
how rewarding it may be to look again at
an image, ill sentence, a paragraph, a
chapter; to correct and amplify an
inadequate or mistaken first
impression... . No doubt this
increasingly fine and delicate
responsiveness may be helped along in
its late stages by explicit discussion
of what is contributed to the total
meaning of a given work by some specific
technique. (pp. 61-62)
Teachers of literature must also ensure that
students nct rely solely on expert critical corranentary for
understanding; nor should teachers turn novel study into the
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dreary routine of device hunting'. Teachers must recogoni:u
the importance of the reader's life eaper!ence to literary
understanding' and thus expose the limitations of the
eaclusive focus of the New critics with their total focus on
"the words on the page". Forming connections between
personal life and teatual events throu9h anecdote is a
constructive I:"eadln; activity and can be developed as a
habit of mind in classroom discussion.
Thomson (1987) 5u9gests that generating
expectations and formulating and answering questions while
reading are important features of active reading and that
those students who don't do these things inevitably find
reading- boring.
"What will happen nellt?" and "What
significance has it 90t?" are the kinds
of questions thillt 900d readers keep
asking of texts wbi 1e they are readin9'
and a 9'rl!!at deal of their readin9
pleasure comes from askin9. speculating
about and sol vin9 them. Making
connections. drawin9 inferences and
formin9' and constantly modifyin9'
expectations as the text u.. lolds are
hermeneutic activities that 900d readers
have learned to perform automatically.
They are also teachable. (:;. 108)
The Bullock Report (1975) adds support to what Thorn' on
(1987) is sU9gesting. The report suggests that reading for
learning will be most effective when the reader becomes an
active interro9ator of the text rather than a passive
recei Ver of words.
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The Importance of Group Hork
To read a novel intensively for future 9roup
discussion is worthwhile as well. The more people who read
it. the better the reading will be, especially if they all
read it at the same time lind talk about what happens to them
while they read. They will classify what each one sees and
then will correct misreadings and misinterpretations for
each other. The best possible teacher for an interested
student is another responsive interested reader. This i~
why small group discusl!Iion is so vital at junior and senior
high. It is through the qive-and-take of conversation, the
free flow of ideas generated and expressed in their
language that students begin to understand concepts and
develop confidence in their abilitf to communicate.
English The Intermediate Scb.2.2l.. (1988) points out that
"during the natural give-and-take in a small group, students
absorb ideas because they are conununicated in terms they
understand. Sometimes when a teacher fails to reach a
student, other students can reach him/her." (p. 6)
Rosenblatt (1978) posits that learning what others have made
of a text can greatly increase a student' s insight into his
own relationship with it. A reader who has been moved or
disturbed by a text often manifests an urge to talk about
it, to clarify and crystallize his sense of the work. He
likes to hear others' views. "Through such interchange he
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can discover how people bringing different temperaments,
differ.ent literary and life experiences to the text have
engilqed in very different transactions with it." (p. 146)
Students may help one another attend to words. phrases,
images, scenes, that they have overlooked or s1i9hted. They
may be 1ed to reread the text and revise their own
interpretation. Sometimes a particular student may be
strengthened in his own sense of having "done justice to"
the text "without denyinq its potentialities for other
interpretations". (po 146) Sometimes the give and take may
lead to a general inc ["ease in insight and even to consensus.
As well, expressing ideas helps to crystalli:l:e them. The
interaction of minds produces stimulation that can be
provided in no other way. The tasks are unlimited: students
might role-play a scene from a novel, might make I~ group
collage that depicts a theme, might plan a research project
on the author or the history of the period. The teacher's
primary task is to show interest in students' opinions and
confidence in their abilities. English The Intermediate
~ (1988) argues that "a supportive atmosphere ensures
that students will develop confidence in themselves and
others". (p. 7) When small groups are set the task of
asking questions about the text that they don' t know the
answers to, and feel they need to know the answers to, they
not only find out something about the text (by discoverin;
some of the answers by way of formulating the questions) but
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they also discovet" somethinC) about readinq and 181.ro109
processes. This writer has had 9rOUPS of students discuss
the novel~ (Grade 9). For example, h. has asked the
group to consider the introduction of tbe novel in terms of
its effectiveness. As a means of starting discu5siun. the
following questions were presented to a qroup of five
students:
Does the introduction set tbe scene?
introduce the main character?
start the plot?
tell you what sort of novel it is 9'0109
to be?
introduce you to the style of the book?
interest you?
Some group member was first asked to read aloud the first
chapter before the qroup began to discuss and record how
well Schaeffer has achieved an effective introduction. It
is important to train students in such groups to take
corporate responsibility for their progress, to summarize,
synthesi&e the contributions of each member and to ask
themselves frequently, "Where are we so far?"
English teachero have been influenced by critics
like F.R. Leavis (1966) and have traditionally seen their
task as "transmitting" to their students the cultural
heritage of the world's great novels as the repositories of
eternal values. Transactional Theory suggests that what is
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needed is an at.titude that the curriculum is nellllotiable.
that the teacher ia not an e:r.pert transmitter of truth but
rather an experienced partner in the "joint" eJl:ploring for
meaning, not. final meaning but. variet)' of meaDings and
enveloping layers somewhat like the layers of an onion. The
Dartmouth Conference (see squire (1966» saw the readin9 of
literi\ture as operational, in that each reader must himself
recreate .,hat he reads. The Conferenc'l rejected the idea of
literature a9 a content which can be "handed over" to the
pupils, and emphasized instead the idea of literature as
contributing to the sensitivity and responsibility with
which individuals live throu9h lan9uage.
In Grad. 10 (level I) the literature course is
Thematic Literature 1200. In such a course the novel could
occur first, or last, or in the middle of a thematically
related series of tuts (part of a thematic unit).~
~ by Paul Gall1co hi one of the prescribed novels for
'!'hematic Literature 1200. There is "a web of possibilities"
Open to students of such a novel. ~,a publication
from the Co11ege of Education, ohio state University,
demonstrates varioos ways and approaches to novels in the
classroom. Using such a model, this writer compiled a
sample web (see Appendix H) using Tb. Snow Goose as the
subject. Such webs not only invite student response, it
also encourages students to look back to other texts. other
discussions, other experiences and connect this ne", reading
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with the other expedences. One type of t"esponse encout"aQled
by the web is creative writinCJ.
Many writers, stnltta and Dixon (1987), Britton
(1966). have demonstrated that, although literature is ODft
of the creati ve arts. yet it is an odd one out. In other
creative arts, even within the 8nminat1on tradition.
students are expected to submit a folio of paintin9s, for
instance. or to perform pieces of music. Yet traditional
literature examinations do not acknowledge that students may
wri te poetry, prose or drama thell\Sel vea. and. thou9h the
study of plays is obli9atory, their performance 1:!, in moat
cases ruled out. Too often students are limited to oritical
analysis and argument about texts.
When "creative writing" se:"'ions are assigned on
a particular novel, it is good sometimes for the teacher to
write some creative relllponse as well. This writer found
that students appreciated a teachcH" s wi!linqness to try a
writing task assi;ned. The poem "Por Leonard" (see AppendiJl
I) by this writer ;rew out of a thematic unit centred around
The Snow Goo,e and a unit on "the handicapped" theme. The
poem concerns a youn; boy in the school who suffered from
severe physical handicaps and was confined permanently to a
wheelchair. Like Philip Rhayader in The Snow Goose Leonard
possessed a certain radiance and ener;y, a certain inner
beauty which many individuals may lack.
11.
When the re.der eventually closes The Snow Ooose,
he is vaguely aware that what the novel hu given is a life
experience, ill living understanding of what it is like to be
deformed, what it is like to be rejected and lonely. "How
many people live this way?" "How 1s it that it .speaks so
stron9Iy to me?"
Max Horem (1985) asks whether the
phenomenolo9icll1 value of a great novel lies first of all,
not in II critical reading but in the living' knowledge of the
pl:8critical a:esponse which is always a unique and personal
response. When II book 1ike The Snow GOOS$! is read at the
Precision stag'e, when students open the book "aqain" for II
more intensive leek, van Horem (1985) suggests that the
reader opens
the possibility of a reflective
'ltperlence. And as I try to make
something' of this particular experience
of read1n9. then the metaphors, the
syntactic conjunCltion., the
juxtapositions of word, the
peculiarities of phrase and tonal
qualities, the 109ical paSS&geS, and the
poetic evocations are not pieces of
disembodied lang'uage, a textual object,
rather I encounter words that I have
already lived throu9h. (p. 180)
Three Principal Language Functioos
Another prescribed novel in Thematic Literature
1200 (Orade 10) is Harper Lee's To !till a Moekingbird. This
novel provides many opportunities for student response and
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creative writing. Jame. Britton (1975) and his eOlle&9UeS
in Hritin9-Across-the-Curriculum rnearch showed that
wdting. like talking. can be an instrument of learning;
that not only do we learn to write hJ writing but we can
learn by writing:. Beeause we can work on 'Idling: until we
are satisfied with it, the shapinliJ process in writing' can be
more sustained and rigorous than it 1s in talkin;. Writing
offers a better opportunity for more lIe.rching private
en9aQemenl with expetience, ideas and helln,.. than talk
does. Britton examined a clltell'ory system to specify the
ways children use language to order and or;an!ze their
world. Britton looked at three principal lan9U&ge
functions. The tnnsactional function (M.A.II:, Halliday
(1970) calls it the Instructional Hode) is language to get
things done. The second function Britton discusses is the
e,;pressive function. This is speech which is close to the
speaker reveal1n9 the speaker "verbalizin9 his
consciousness". Britton (1975) says that the expressive
function is our main means of eJ:changin9 opinions,
attitudes, beliefs in face to face situations. The third
function Britton (1975) describes is the "poetic function",
which includes any eumples of the verbal arts. This would
include poetry, short story, play or novel. HOre attention
is given here to the utterance as utterance. Attention to
the forms of the lan9uage is an essential part of a
listener's (reader's) response. Thomson (1987) ar9ues that
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by far the greatest bulk of the writing in all subjects and
all years is "transactional" and of that type, the vast
majority was to Q'ive information in the form of a report.
Thomson suggests that it has been rather unfortunate that
the stron9 impression was 'iIi_ined that
the unbroken diet of transactional
writing had led pupilll to believe that
their own thinking and their own
feelings were deemed to be irrelevant;
that what was required of them was the
re9ur9itation of someone else's thinking'
in 30meone e~s.·s lan9uage.,.. In the
subject, English. the main form of
writing was the literary critical essay,
set and marked as a test of pupil s'
undeutandinv of their reading and of
their mastery of the conventions of
form. (p. 298)
The Britton model serves as a guide and check to
the teacher that the wri tin; pro;ram should encompass the
whole range of functions along both arms of the continuum in
order to extend students' writin; repertoires and to develop
thei r proficiency in all modes of wri tin9. There will
always be a need for students to write answers to questions
on teste and in critical eseai's, especiallJ those students
workin9 on research essays in Lan9Ua'iJe 2101 (Grade 11). For
example, the following' question was the basis in this
writer's class for a critical essay on To Kill
Mockingbird.
Mri te a character sketch of At ticus
("inch that emphasizes one or two
qualities of bh personality. In the
openin9 paraqrapb identi fy the book and
the character and state the thesis of
your essay. Then using specific
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examples from the novel, write several
pZl.raljlraphs to support your thesia. Keep
in mind that your final product should
be II fluent description of AlUcus and
not !!limply II list of detaUs. P1nal1y,
use the concluding paragraph to sum up
your .5:!11ay.
Such questions call to": coherence, logic of orl}anization. II
certain explicitness and depth of analysi!l which are
characteristic of the highest levels of transactional,
informative, discursive writing. This is not to SU9gest
that there is a definitive "correct" answer. It is an
attempt to get the student to ima;lne the character for
themselves. Atticus is not an object. not II bundle of
traits in II text. If students have doubts or mixed teel1n'1s
about the char.cleor. they should hel free to express those
in tbeir essay. Most characters in literature are complex.
The above question is rea1l1 calling for the student to
construct the character of Attic:us for biNelf. Atticus is
a person in action, a person responding to other people's
probleTlUl, a father, a lawyer who has thoughts and feelings
on matters similar or dissimilar to those of the reader.
There is no definitive answer, no definitive knowledl;Je about
Atticus which the teacher is requestinv. Rather, the
question is seekin9 the student' IS reaction to the
personality they meet in the text. The reader's ideolovlcal
stance will affect his perception d AttlcUlS. Probably the
followinq exercise would constitute an
assiqnment:
hetter
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choose a section of the novel you tel t
was important tor the central
relationship between AtticU5 and the
tONn"s people. What do you notice about
AtticU5' behavior and attitude? What
explanation would you offer for it,
beadng in mind what you know about him
up to this point? Think what
sic;mificance, if any, this scene has for
what happens to Atticus later in the
novel.
Such 1an;uage invi tes a personal readin;, wi th II. movement
fr:om pel:ceptions to exploration and then - if the student
felt it - to any wider :Iignificance of th~ action.
Dixon and Shatta (1989) sug9eat that teachers
need to investi9ate alternative strate9ies for questions
assigned to students. They offer the fol10w109 sU9;ested
guidelines for further invesH;lltionl
DOelll the lan9uage of the assi9nment (or
ne90tiated topic) indicate that the
student is constructinq a personal,
imaginative experience, based on the
printed text? Does it encoura;e
IlItudents a.!ll they 1Iri te to continue such
iR'la9ina.tive work?
Does the topic or assignment allow the
student to trace character(s) in action,
to imagine people 1n relation to each
other moment by moment? Is room 1.ft
for narrative that corrments and
interprets from an imaginatively
involved point of view?
Is there also an invitation to stand
back and relate what happens in a
specific scene (possibly chosen by
students) to the way they now see that
character in the action as .. whole? Is
there encouraoement to keep any
generalizations that emerge close to
particularly tellin9 moments in the
action?
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Is there a further reC'ogni tion that
characters may be viewed as types
(within a construc:ted 50cial microcosm)
as well as unique in:\ividuals7 I8 there
room for an intelligent diseussion of
character as type? If so, are students
aware enou'1h of particulars to avoid
overstereotyping and stock response?
Are there any opportunities for students
who &1:8 at odds with the author and the
way a character has been conceived?
Are the forms of writing flexible enough
to encapsulate any and all of these
purposes, if necesaar~·?
Will the student have real readen as
well as you, the t.eacher? will they get
back interestin9. appreciative COTl'lllents
and positive criticism from their peers?
(p, 37)
But there should be opportun! ty for the
"expressive function" a.s well, spoken COlTI'n.ent in class or a
tentative jottino;r in a student readino;r journal. Thinkino;r
aloud in writino;r needs to be leo;r!timiud as a necessary part
of learnino;r. It gives the student an active learnino;r role
lind a sense of his own competence as meaninll-maker. The
example (outlined later in this Chapter) of the readinll
journal this writer kept on Ernest Heminllway'S Thl!l old Man
and the Sea (Literary Herita9'e 2201, Grade 11) illustratu
the "expressive function" of lanllualle.
Teachers have to provide means for studentll to use
the "poetic/ima9'inative" function also. Some of the
activities already outlined tor the Romantic stage promote
such writing. The possibilities are unlimited:
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Write a script or- present a radio
version of an incident. from a novel.
Write a newspaper report. of an event in
a novel.
Hdte a letter from one fictional
chat"acter to anot.her.
write an interior monologue to present
a character's intimate thouqhts and
feelings that are not represented in the
oriqinal text.
Benton and Folt (1985) provide many
suqqestions:
Create a puppet play to retell a short.
extract ft"om a novel. "Teacher-s who
work with puppets often corrment on the
increa~;ed fluency pupih find when
speaking throUQh a different physical
person". (p. 129)
Construct a phrasp. collage - Lookin9
back through a navel, pupils select
perhaps twelve to twenty phrases which
seem memorable to them. These can be
arranged on a class bulletin board,
accompanied by an appropriate graphic
design. (p, 127)
Wri te a news story (W5) reportin9 on the
incidents and characters from the plot.
with interviews, artist's sketches or
photographs, (p, 128)
This writer has assigned such recreative writing
on Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird. Such writing helps
students to qet inside the novel to experience imaginatively
what it might feel like to be in a character's predicament.
Adams (1989) hiqhli9hts some "Nondiseursive ways of Wri ting
in Response to Novels". He suggests when students write
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"poetically". they are able to articulate responses to
literature - perceptions, feelin;8. insights - wbich draw
upon intuitive or tacH levels of understandin; and which do
not readily lend therueIvea to formulation in discursive
modes of wdtin;. such as the literary critical essay. Adams
refers to an observation by Peter Abba (1984) ... British
educator and writer:
He have as .. eivilization tended to
confine intellectual meaning to
linguistic forll\5 and, furthermore, to
those linguistic fot"ll\S which are
discursive in nature. -~- Aa .. result of
this preconception, otber forma of
intellection. through dance. through
colour. through the sequendn9 of sound,
are seen as largely irrelevant. --- This
profound bia. eJlplains why the arts are
often tau.;ht discursively (and) why the
teachin.; of literature is conducted
throuvh endl ess discursive essays:
essays which explain, vive evidence and
rationally defend a set position with.
5,,("iea of a("vument5. --- The Monopoly in
educational p("actice of diacu("sive
("easoninv has led to a contraction a~d
disto("tion so comnonplace that it is
difficult to see, difficult to locate
all that has been ucluded. (Abbs
(1984) in Adams (1989). pp. 53-54)
Adams (1989) 8u9v"at. that poetic mocies of thought entaUs
an "effo("t of ("ealization", an effort that is "to im&.;ine
the given experience in all its vivid pa("ticuladty", and in
this effort of realization, of posseuion and creation, "all
the means by which we come to apprehend experience a("e
b("ought into play". This entails a use of lan;uage in which
"pe("ception and feeling and insight are embodied in wo("ds
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that speak for themselves". (p. 65) The mell.niog upon which
the writer is bent is not something that is pursued
abstractly or discursively. but in relation to experience
that has itself been felt in all ih fullness and
directness. Hhen a student writes an intedor monologue as
suggested in the exercise above, he ls prompted into
supplying what the nan.tor or the character has not. What
was 90ing through Tom Robinson's (To Kill. Mgckingbird)
head whil e awai Hog execution? As her (1980) puts it:
What is missing stimulates the reader
into filling: in the blanks with
projections. Such fillin9 in the blanks
eJlpands what is actually written in a
novel and 9ives it vreater significance.
(pp. 110-111)
Such writing in the "poetic" mode is meant to ~upplernent
rather than replace the variou~ forms of analytical,
cri tical wri tin; in response to literature usual I y assivned:
Creative Writing Asaignment: To Kill A
Mockingbi rd
Harper Lee
Thematic Literature 1200
(i) Itna;ine you are Tom Robinson
awaiting n:ecution. write a letter to
your wife telling' her how you feel and
describe the thinv~ that have been
happening to you. (Include roug'h copy
and final draft revised and edited.)
(ii) What is the sivnificance of
Atticus Fincb'e statement: "You never
know a man until you ~tand in his ahoes
and walk around in them. You never
really understand a person until you
consider thing'S from his point of view
... until you climb into his skin and
walk around in it." (p. 34)
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write a monolo<;ue Scout might deliver at
the end of the novel in whicb she
reflects on this advice Attfeus had
given her early in the novel after her
first day of school. Refer specifically
to experiences Scout has had in the
novel with AtHellS, Jem, 800 Radley,
Aunt Alexandria, Mr. Cunningham, Mrs.
Debose.
(iii) Scout realize.!! by the end of the
novel that if Boo Radley were arrested
it would be 1ir.~ "killing II
mocking-bird". (p. 279) To kill a
mockingbird comes to mean to harm
somethin9 or someone who does you no
harm.
write a .!Speech entitled To Kill a
Mockingbird in which you outline at
least four examples of "mockingbirds"
who have been bu'med needlessly. You
may use your own personal experiences or
events you have read about or viewed in
the media.
Gutteridge (1986) edits a series N!!!!W Approaches to
the Novel To Kill a Mgckingbird in which similar creative
language activities are recolMlend.d:
(iv) Write. letter~to-the-editor of
the M8YCOmb paper in which you express
your views of the Tom Robinson trial.
If you wish, you may select any of the
adul t mel'llbers of the cOlll1\uni ty and wri te
his or her letter. (p. 9)
(v) Conduct a mock radio interview with
Atticu. to determine his reasons for
defending Tom. Have different
town:lpeople called in to express their
views and/or to ask questions. (p. 9)
(vi) You are Boo Radl ey. Keep a diary
of your thoughts. hopes for the future,
and impressions of the town of Ma,comb,
its people and events. Be sure to write
your thouo;hts about Jem and Scout.
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particulart y remember the niQht you
sewed up Jam'.s pants. (p. 9)
other activities could include:
(vii) There ill a film of T.2.......Ai.1L
Hackinqbird in which On;orr Peck plays
AtUous Pinch. Rent the lIlovie and ask
th_ class to cOIlpare the effectiveness
of each medium in developing the theme.
Which is more effective? "hr?
(v11i) What 15 compassion? Is
compassion an important InQredient in
the story? Are there any characters in
the novel whom you feel displayed this
human trait? Write a short lyric poem
which vivifies the theme of compa••ion.
Such creative writin; llJll,si;nments are possible in Literary
HetitaljJe 2201 (Grade 11) and Canadian Literature 2203 (Orade
11) as well. For ellample, one of the pr.scribed novels ia
Oeorge Orwell's Animal Parm, L!tuary Huihge 2201 (Orade
11). Creative writin; aaai;nmenta like thoae outlined in
Append!:r: J work well with atudenh. Such writing activities
are not to be thou;ht of aa an end in theftlSelves but rather
aa a 1lIeans of aecuE'in; a cloaer and more sensitive readin;
of 30me part. of the book on whieh it is baaed. ror
example. a cla.s readin; Daniel Defoe's Robinson Cru.o.
(Literary Hecitagoe 2201 (Grad. 11» migoht be aaai9ned ..
question like:
construct the entry which Crusoe would
have wd Hen in his Journal (if he
hadn't run out of ink by then) on the
day which h. first encounhnd Pciday.
Many students studyinq LiterarJ H.rihge 2201
would be concurrently completing Lanquaqe 2101 (th. rese.rch
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essay). There are many possibilities (see Appendix It) tor
resource-based learning in a novel like Animal Parm. As
well a teacher could follow the model of autterldgoe (1983)
which this writoer used earlier to develop the questi ons on
~ to complete a similar study guide on Animal Farm.
I\.ppendix L provides a sample study guide developed by this
writer on orwell's text.
The Course Description (1981) for Literary
Heritag'tI: 2201 requires that a minimum of two novels should
be selected for indepth study - one from Section A(~
~. Oliyer Twist, The Hoodlanden, novels up to thll!l
twentieth centut"y) and one from Section B (The Old Han and
~, Animal Farm, The RS!d Peathers, The Cruel Sea,
twentieth century novels)", (pp. 6-7)
The pre-twentieth century novels to
introduce students to "siqnificant" works of their literary
heritaO'e that can provide readinO' pleasure lind enjoyment for
life enrichment and fulfillment. Such novels serve to help
studente see how literature reflects different and chanO'ing
cultural values, historical chanqe, ling:uilltic chanO'Il,
chanO'ing writinO' styles and forma, literary references and
allusions. Such "classics" will need to be introduced to
thee class by some study 9uide which in turn "compele" the
student to read with precision. The pre-reading
discussions, the attention to a study 9uide, like the one
this writer compiled for Thomas Hardy's The Woodland.ra (see
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Appendix M}, provides the students with backvround
information and ir.sights and helps develop the confidence
that they have something to aay, especially about the
techniques that Hardy uses to affect the reaction of his
readers. Books like The Woodlanden or Oliyer Tw15t ofter
students continuing dialoque th·' moral and
philosophical questions central to the culture. students
study such novels not merely because they are pl"e-twentieth
century, but rather because such texta are ezchangea with
other minds about issues of si9nificance. The individual
work. then. is not an end i tael f, but part of • lon;er
process of building one's own picture of the "'odd, a
process that involves many books and many other ellperiences.
There won't be a need for ertensive quel!ltionl!l on ever)' novel
on the prescribed list. Sometimes it will be sufficient
jUl!lt to qet students to keep a "reading' journal" as the)'
read a novel. students are familiar with keepin9 a "writin9
journal". Such journals provide arenaa in which to gather
their ideas to use later in their writin9 or discussion
9roups. A journal is a private place in which students can
write their personal thou9hts and reflections (Britton's
(1975) "expressive function"). Some students keep a readinc;r
journal as well. Benton and Pox (1985) sU9gest that such a
journal offers a framework within which they can nflect in
writinlil on what the]' have read. TholNlon (1987, pp. 254-262)
posits that the purpose of tbia type of journal ia to
1 ••
document their pro;reSlI and response through a story
novel.
Reading- journals are occil!lional jottinl)8 of
immediate responses to chaptera students have l"ead. These
notes can be used later a•• atarting point for small-group
discussions to help studentlll sort out their
interpretation in a more fully coherent and 1091c&11:r
organized fOrmal a:uJ!g'Mlent.
Reading journals are written conversations about
a novel with their teachers &s well aa with thetMelvu. In
their journals etudents can address directly the teachers &s
• "trusted adult" with questions they think up as they read.
Students mi9}),t request the titles of other novels similar to
the one they are presently readinQ. They mig-ht ask the
teacher for specific help with ;I pusag-e/incident
character they find confWlino.
Readino journals are recordinos of responses to
situationa that arise spontaneously in class when the
teacher or other students are makino coll'l'tlents on tbe novel.
Readino jout'nals are like diaries in which
atudenta respond to the text and write the date above each
entry.
Reading journals are wa,.s of checking details.
Sometime••a students read novels they are able to see
connections. Zither the noveliat haa gone wrong or they,
the reader". have failed by not makino the connections that
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the writer has implied. sometimes students get bored or loae
interest in a book when this happens; however, mature r ••dl!lrs
go back and forward throug'h the book 89ain checking data! Is.
tracing events and characters in order to find the point of
connection. Such close scrutiny, such interrogation of •
1i terary text. such connecting. such fi 11 in;-in-the-Qaps can
be very rewarding because they vain a deeper insi;ht into the
author's intention. Evans (1987) refers to the work of her
(1978). who suggests that is the nature of lit.ruy texts,
that they are deliberately riddled with gaps which Iaer calls
"blanks", Some of the gaps are in obvious places - between
chapters. or 10nger sections of novels. Some Iluthors require
the reader to ["ead between the lines, between those gaps.
Evans concludes:
Novels are presented to us in segments -
sentences, passages of description or
dialoll'ue, chapters. In each aell'ment,
while we are actually readinll' it, lies
the theme of our readin9. From each
theme we try to predict the tutur@
course of the narrative, and to build up
horizons for our view. Then we move on
to the next sell'ment, and the one we have
just read beCOmes part of the receding
back9round. We correct our reading as
we move on, and so 9radually build up
the whole imaginative experience which
comes frc.m the meeting between our own
11ves, includin9 our lives as readers,
and the text in front of us. (p. 3~)
Readin; journals jot tings, doodl lnos,
drawings, graffiti, poems and specific questions students
want to have discussed in class.
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Read!n.; journals lire texts in which the first and
most important audience is the students themselves. Their
read!n; journals will reflect their individualities. Host
important 1y, perhaps, the journal wi 11 present not onl 'I
their ideas about their readino;s and activities but their
feelin';l's and attitudell toward the events in the novel.
The intention is not that students write hundreds
of PllCiJ8S. ThoTl\lJon (1987) sU9gests some speculative
questions readers should reflect upon as they read,
"interrol;Jate" II novel.
What sorts of thin9s could happen in the
short and long term (Predictil'l.9 or
Generating Expectations)?
What puules or problema are you
formulatin9 at various readingo moments?
What 9aps are you fillin9 in in the
te:d?
What connection between events are IOU
makinl}?
What connections are you making between
events in your own experience and events
in the novel?
wbat mental imaoes are you formin; of
people, places and events in the novel?
What impression is the book ;ivln; 'OU
of the kind of pel."aon who wrote it?
What are you learnin'1 about yourael f aa
a person? (pp. 257-258)
Appendh: N provide. a .ampl. readino journal this writer
kept durin'1 a rereadin; of Hemingway's The old M'n and the
.§.n. The various entries were shared with different small
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groups of students durin; class tiR'.E1. Sometimes. student's
respense and questions, even after • first readinjJ,
demonstrated that he had gained ltD insight that even the
teacher during .. rereading he.d missed. There is not. talae
assumption here that the younger reader is as experienced a.
the teacher. As Corcoran (1982) sU99esta, the pupil meets
"new text"; the teacher rereads "known text". Their
responses extend each other's seeing. The teacher ne"de a
reflexive awareness of the youn;er reader's stage of
development and of his own. It h a worthwhile exercise for
students to try keepln9 a reading journal on each of the
novels ther read each 'lear. The kind of inform~l,
comfortable "expressiv,," writing that 'l'hoTl\Son (1987)
SUllllests is appropriate for the journal, is like "written-
down speech, and reflects the ebb and flow of the writer's
thoullhts and feelinlls". It is the kind of ••ploratory
lanllualle most people use when they are "tentatively
Ilrapplinll with new ideas for the first time and are not yet
ready to produce the fully cohuent and lOQicdly ordered
interpretation that they make at later stalles in vritinll
formal essays". (pp. 258-259) The readinv journal could
really be the first st.ve of a much lonller writing procesa.
As well, the students' journal reapon_es may serve
as the basis for a variety of patterns of discussion.
Probst (1988) sUllllests that students' journal entries can be
read aloud, by the teacher with praise, for discussion when
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one of the entries provokes a reaction. Volunteers can b.
asked to present their statements to the class; statements
can be lusted on wall charts. The teacher may wish to pair
students initially asking them to read one another's journal
statements and react to them. The pairin') for this activity
could be puro>osf'ful; "two studenta whose views on a novel
are radically different might b. placed tog-ether so that
under the teacher's watchful eye they could learn to listen
more attentively and tactfully to opposing viewpoints", (p,
H) The teacher mi/ilht even prescribe that students might
first find something in their partner'. statement to U'9ue
wi th or corrmend.
:ialson (1989) describes another t ••ching idea of
ProtherOu9h (1983) which has potential for promoting: student
reflection and response. "Instant Book". Watson feels, is
particularly useful in g:iving pup.l. in mixed-ability
classes a sense of the novel as a whole. At the end of a
unit on the novel. the teacher (or a group of pupils) makes
a selection of twenty or so passages which. when r~ad in
sequence (perhaps with a f'!v links from a narrator) gives an
overview of the story. Each pupil is given a passag:e to
prepare ovea=nlg:ht; "a dramatic reading is then presented
with the class seated in a circle. The method has the added
advantag:" of provoking vigorous discussion concerning:
~hether the most important sections of the book have been
included". (pp. 21-22)
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What then ciln be concluded about the study of the
novel during "The Precision stag:e" (Grades 9 to 11)1 In
sho['t. the purpose is first to promote students' enjoyment
of the tut, secondly, to help them gain an appreciation of
the novel as a literary form, thirdly, to permit stUdents to
devl!lop insights into their own lives and the world around
them. By Grade 11 the students should show inoreasinljl
ahi Ii ty to detect moti yes for the actions of the various
characters theY meet. The students, by now, should have
grown in ability to see the relationships amon9 characters;
should be able to connect events and cha['acters in the novel
to those in real life.
The Precision stage like the Romantic stage
emphasi zes a concern for the 1earner. the reader. The
teacher provides questions and discussion topics on the
various prescribed texts drawing on his knowledO'e of
literature but he also invites student questions and
encourages student response. In Il classroom where the
transactional model is operating, the student is seen as Il
resource. The teacher is not the~SP~llking to the
~. The teacher is the more expui enc,d Bud wiU
speaking to the somewhat less uperi,nced and wiu. The
student is not subnissive at this stage, bending to the
author's will or the teacher's authority; rather the student
is creative, making meaning rather than finding it. The
teacher can share his own journal entries on a novel, but he
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cannot ':Jive the student reader the final authoritative
"correct" reading. The student must keep his own journal
and share his responses with his teacher and peers. making-
what adjustments in response his own reading
accommodate.
The transaction between reader and text during the
Precision stage may take vadous shapes. Sometimes the
students' responses will resist any connection with the work
read. Probst (1988) suggests that, althou;h that sort of
response is clearly not a reading of the text, "it too is
I 89i timate. It is one of th@ possible satisfactions to be
derived from reading," (p. 214) At other times the
students' response may be an act of interpretation and
inference. The reader may grow curious about the intentions
of the author and want to speculate about his meaning and
assumptions. Then again. the reader may become intrigued by
the technical workin9s of a te:Jtt, "the best chosen
lan9uage", and want to discuss how the author achieved his
effects. At the Precision stage teachers must be aware of
these range of responses and work to continually e:lpand
them.
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CHAPTER POOR
aEffERALIZA't'IOIf S'fACE - IfOVEL S'l'UOT, ORAD! 12
Hait for the dust of readinljJ to settle;
tor the conflict and quelltioning to die
down; ... then suddenly without our
willin; it. for it is thus that Nature
undertakes these transi tioDs, the book
will return. but differently. It will
float to the top of the mind as a whole.
And the book as .. whole is diffuent
from the book received currently in
separate phrases. Details now fit
themsel Yes into the! r pI aces. We see
the shape from start to finish; it is a
barn, a pi9-sty, or a cathedral. Now
then we can compare book wi th book as we
compare building with buildinlll.
- Vi r9101& Wool f in "How
Should One Read. Book"
~ll Autonomous Responder
The essence of the stag-. of GeneraUnHoD is the
emergence from the comparative passivity of being trained
(Pr~cision stage) into the "active freedom of application".
(Whitehead, 1950, p. 59) Of course durin9 the
Generalization stage of novel study, "precise" knowledge
will continue to expand (for example, hiOh school students
in Literary Heritage 3202 will study the concept of literary
"mode"). The student will now se~ the novel as a whole, its
unifying generalization about life, its central insight; ..
well, the student will see this text in relation to all the
books he has ever read, will see the book as part of a rich
reservoir of insight into the human condition. By this
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stage. students should have integ-rated more ohallsn;in;
books intl' their lives (see Appendix 0). Students should be
reading extensively and often tor a variety of purposes. By
Grade 12, students have begun to use literature and the
ideas from books as part of the way they see and think about
the world. The questions and order of questions presented
in the Precision stllqe should serve a dual purpose: to help
the student make his own evaluation of a particular novel,
as well as to help him increase his sleill in precise orded)"
thinking. By the Generalization stage, students will
endeavour to transfer such skills to the analysis of other
fictional works.
Applebee (1918) found that the last stage to
emerge when adolescents are asked their reasons for liking
or not likin9 stories or poems involves "a generalization
about the meaning: or theme of a work. rather than an
analysis of its pa"ts". (PP. 112-113) Applebee reports
that though both analysis and generalization seem to require
the resources of formal operational thought. "analysis
"merges sooner and more fully in these samples. It may, in
fact. have a facilitating role. helpin9 to heighten the
reader's sense of the work as consciously structured, and
leading toward a consideration of !fh.L that particular
structure was chosen." (p. 113) Applebee found that
"anal ysis occurs alone. but general i zation rarel y does,
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usualh natin; OD and elaboratin; on aceoapanyin; analrUe
ban". (po 113)
1'he reader at this atage, a. "onlooker" or
spectator, is, in the act of reading. both eaotionally
involved and coolly detached. empathisin; with characters
and reflectivelJ .valustin; their behaviors at the sa",e
time. The reader's position is continually shifting (Iser's
"wanderinv") between being inside the story (lost in the
book) and standing back to evaluate characters and the
author's values and methods. The reader is acting more in
the role of critic and this has certain advanhges. ae.ders
now take what Early (1960) calls "conscious del1qht" in
1i tarary works. They now more and more choose wi th
discdmination, and rely on tht!lr own judgemencs; they are
aware of the potential narrowness of their own perspective
and strive for a more universal view. They understand t.he
need to willingly suspend disbelief and postpone critical
judgements; t.hey participate as equals in the dialogue of
response that t.he universe of printed criticism offers.
Early (1960) describes t.his st.age as the aqe of mat.urity:
~ sign of maturity as • human being and
as a reader in that. a deep feeling for
mankind replaces narrow concern for
oneself. The mature reader no long-er
seeks only self-knowledge in lit.erature
but., wit.h t.he artist, digs at the well
springs of life. (P. 167)
This mature reader should have reached what Bogdon (1984)
calls "Postcritical level" where response is informed, based
"9
on feelinv and understanding. and the "autonomous response
level" where full, undirected literary response i~
occurring. The aim for the literature teacher is to develop
"autonomous relIPonderll", At both the "post-critical" and
"autonomous" levels, Bogdon states, response can be
dialectical or stasis:
Literature re.$ponlle as dialectic
presupposes the kind of detachment that
builds upon the emotional involvement of
the precritical response in such a way
that response can be deepened, refined.
and enriched by aesthetic distance. ---
By re9&rdin9 response to literature as
dialectic, literature teachers gain the
best of both worlds of en9&gement and
detachment ---. (Boqdon (1984) in
Gambell (1986), p. 123)
Stash is the ideal stage of imaginative identity witb the
literary object, typified by the fusion of ihtellect and
emotion, one wbich literature tIlachers always aim at but
only rarely succeed in achieving.
By the stag-It of Generalization, students
taking- more responsibility for tbeir own le8rnin9. The
process of educatin9 during the Romantic and Precision
stages haa brought students through a curriculum to the
point where they can be learnin; more on their own,
autonomoual y. Gowin (1981) aU9g-eah that the end of
education, meanin; a stopping- place, ia alvays subject
matter specific. Schools stop further educating in, say,
reading, when studen\.lI come into paver over vords,
sentences, text, prose, fiction and ao forth. students may
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continue to learn to read all through life. but they no
longer need to be educated in bsu!. to read. By the
Generalization sh;e, the learner will hopefully come into
the possession of more power over e4uc:ative events. To use
the words of Gowin:
The learner now has knowledge about
knowledge, has learned about l.arnin;,
can see when a teacber is and is not
needed, and can. put all the pieces
tOllh!ther under his or her own power,
the perl!lon has come into poasesaion of
power over educative events. Prom this
point on, the person becomes self-
educating. (p. 197)
Readers at this stage are what Protherou;h (1987) calls
"active" or "conscious" readers, demonstrating an awareness
of themselves as readers conscious of the kind of reflective
enactment which they practice in the act of reading. They
are ac:tive in constructing meaning, bringing to the text
their knowledge of the world, of lan9uage, and of literary
conventions. Students refl ect upon the text liS they read
it, anticipating and ret rospecting, querying why the
narrative works IllJ it does, relatin9 parts to th~ whole.
Active readers are more likely to think in terms of cause
and effect, of consistency of character, and of expectations
aroused by particul ar conventions or story gratnmars and
purpose and fulfillment. (p. 82) By Grade 12, the student
will experience the various strands of response, will
experience what Rosenblatt (1978) calls a hei9htened
awareness of word or phrase or action, an admiring
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ucognition of the author's strategy. The dynamics of the
literarY expedence include:
first the dialoliJue of the reader with
the text as he creates the world of the
work. --- responding to cues, adopt in;
• predominantly efferent or aesthetic
stance. developing anticipatory
frameworks, sensing, sJnthesi ~ing,
orq.ni~inCJ and reorliJanizin;. Second,
there is the concurrent stream of
reactions to the work being brought
forth: approval, disapproval, pleasure.
shock. acceptance or rejection of the
world that is being imaged; the
supplying of rationales for what is
being lived through. 'J'h4!!re may also be
awareness, pleasant or unpleasant, of
the technical traits of the text.
Characters are often created tOl:" purposes of
invesU\iJation into human personality, but this is not the
only purpose. students by Orade 12 will reali£e that
authors use ~ for a range of di fferent
purposes: Characters are used to tell a story, to exemplify
• belief, to contribute to a symbolic pattern (think of
Goldinq's Lord of the Flies) or merely to facilitate a
particular plot development. DiKon and Shatta (1989) in an
article "Developing Response to Chancter in Literature".
refer to the work of a Cambridge group who are exploring an
alternative approach to character questions. The following
eKamin.tion questions may seem rather difficul t for high
school students; however. the idea of exploring such
possibilities first in classroom discussion, then in
writinq, seems to be a necessary extention if the aim is for
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the student to look at new pO,$sibil i ties for character
studies. One example of a question assigned by this
Cambridge group involved a reference to Chapter 3 of .L..2I..4.....2
~ (Ooldint;r):
Golding tells us how Ralph and Jack
walked along. "two continents of
eJlperience and feeling. unable to
cOlllllunicate" . !Iplore the
differences between these '"two
continents". (Quoted in Dixon and
Stutt. (1989), p. 33)
Dixon and stratta sU;\Jest that class assignment.! and
examination questions should leave room for students to
articulate their responses. They sUCJgest some gUidelines.
outlined in Chapter Three here, for teachers to consider
when developing questions on character.
Similarly, students will that u!..ti.n.Sl.
functions in the total organization of the novel: to
indicate tim. and place, but alao to indicate the pl:evailing
atmosphere (notice the stal:k blukne88 and stol:m at
Nuthering Heights in contrast to the tranquillity of
Thrusbcross Grange). Setting also provides clues to
charactel: and helps delineate theme.
Different teachers take different approaches to
novel study in Senior hiqh. Some take what Hawthorn (1995)
calls a "textual approach" (p. 73) •• concentration on the
actual words of the novel, an analYsis in terms of its
imagery and diction as much as in terma of itl plot and
characters. Other teachers. Hawthorn contends, take ~
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"goenerio approach" which insists that the reader (!annot
bellin to read or understand a novel unti 1 he is 01 ear 85 to
what sort of novel it is (unle5s he understands the
picaresque. the epistolary, the historical. the regional.
the satirical. the gothic, realistic fiction. modern novel
tndition of labelling novels). still other teachers stress
the need to undet"stand "the context" of the author's own
society and bis or her position in it. P'or nample, what
aspects of Orwell's own society had a d·.!terminin9 effect on
hiB writin; Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty Four? Some
teachers place great importance on supplying- biographical
information about writers to enable a reader to respond more
fully to a particular novel. What influence, for example,
did Goldin;'s personal experience in World War II have on
his writin; Lord of the p'lhs1
The understanding: of the work can be nourished
through study of what is sometimes called back'lround
materials. However, as Rosenblatt (1968) posits, the
movement here "should be from interpretation of the text to
author's life". 'l'his is diametrically opposed to the usual
procedure in textbooks and many classrooms. "To derive an
interpretation of a text from the author's life or stated
intention is of course critically indefensible." (p.117)
A specific classroom situation may serve as
illustration. Once when this writer introduced students to
"Melancholy Hussar of the German Le;ion", • short story by
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Thomas Hardy. one student attacked the story 5ay109 that
"Phyllis Grove was a coward not to have eloped with Halthaus
Tina. the German soldier; she was too dependent on the
wishes of her father". Other students objected that phyllis
could do nothing else. You couldn't judge Phyllis, they
pointed out. as you would a woman of today. Her
relationship with her father and Humphrey CJould reflected
the position of women at that time. Yet even those who
recognized the historical background of the story could give
very little accurate information about the statulli of women
in the early nineteenth century. The students then tried to
find out what were women's legal and political rights then
as contrasted with the present. These insighta deepened the
studtlnts' sense of the story's significance. 'rhey no longer
tended to reqard Phyllis as an individual solving an
individual problem. They considered her to a largle extent
the victim of a Vallt complex of conditions. It was the
first student's initial critical reactions which prompted
the class to put the story into some historical conteJ:t and
thereby gain a broader perspective.
Which of these approaches which Hawthorne surveys
is best? It is not thia writer'a purpose to offer one
streamlined approach to novel study. All approaches have
merit at di f ferent times. I t is a good idea, Hawthorn
writes. to try "to allow students to read and respond to a
novel independently of such information in the first
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analysis". (p. 79) The teacher might find it very
beneficial to introduce such informaUon in small discussion
g:roups for individual consideration and r.action. Sometimes
.. teacher can provide such generic and/or conte.tual
information to clear up certain puu::les raised in the
students' reading journal or to confirm that an individual
reader'. interpretation has val:t.dity.
The Double-Entry Journal in Literature Classes
Nugent and Nugent (1989), wd tin,;, in the E.n..sI.l.i.lh.
~, take the idea of keeping a reading journal (which
this writer proposed in Chapter Three) one step further and
discuss "the double-entry journal in literature class".
This approach require. students to write affective first
response statements to primary texts, to compal:e such
entl:ies with those of their classmates, to listen to the
teachel:'s pl:esentation of appropriate critical approaches,
And to write a~ journal entry unthuizipll. insiqht
9ained trom readin9, discullsi on. anlll Y5i8 and wri ting. Such
a sequence, the Kuqents add. encouraqes the creating and
discovering of new information through the use of three
processes:
1. "Activating prior knowl edge and prl!scnt
(p. 258) Referring to the theory which
underlies their approach, the Nuqents quote Bleich (1975),
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who says ".11 biographies of those who achieved the most and
best in civiliution show that not only doe, teelinv precede
knowled;e. but that knowledge it acbieved only because of
the passion to know and discover. The passion precedes the
knowled;e - not vice versa." (Quoted in "ugent and Nugent,
p. 259) Feelings lead to knowledge. As students reflect on
their tel!11nQs. they recall prior knowledge. The Nuqenls
quote Prank Smith (1973), who observes that "nothin9 is
comprehended if it does not reflect or elaborate on what the
reader already knows", (p. 259) Rosenblatt (1978) argues
convincingl y as 'Wet 1 that a poem (novel) can onl y be created
when there is a "coming-together •• ccmpenelration" of
reader and text. The reader. she continues, "bring-s to the
tnt his past esperience and present personality". (p. 12)
With both feelings and knowledg-e activated, the reader can
more perceptively interact with the test. This is not to
negate the value of the test. This approach instead is one
that supports Rosenblatt's proposition that "the finding- of
meaning-s involves both the author's text and what the reader
brings to it". (p. H) In order to activate prior
knowl edg-e and present teel1ngs, students make their £lut
entry in the reading journal.
2. "Learning Collaboratiycl y" is the second
process in the sequence that the Nugenta sU9ge:st encourag-es
the creating and discovering: of new information. They quote
Ken Bruffe. (1983) whose view is corrmon to Kuhn and Vygot.ky
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that knowledq8, thauqht. and lenning are involved with
"".y. of seeiog, tested and shared by • community of
knowledgeable peers", (Quoted in Nugent and HUg'ent. p. 260)
Wha.t is special about laoVua/le. they cont.inue, is that it
lets the student!! enter a c01ll't\unity whose members nchanq_
justification of assumptions and other actions llith one
another. Nugent. llnd Nugent. SU99Ut. that placing ttle small
group work between lhe two journal entries provides a
corrmunity in which readers and writers can test and share
their knowledlile and feelings. In such group situations each
3tudent. wi thout. teacher intervention. can recog-ni ze variou,
levels of respon,e as well as any serious misre.dings or
oversimplifications of the literature in II non-threateninq
atmosphere. The cottWllunity of =eaders can intervene with
such questions to the reader as "why do you ".hink you saw
the novel in just this waf? Is there anything you know
about yoursel f that. milJht npla1n this particular kind of
perception?" Reader responses. Nugent and Nugent sU9gest,
"become the object of objeetivi ty, creating further
discussion and insi;hts. Reflection on the affective
response of the first journal entries leads not only to
self-discovery. but aho to an awareness of writing as a way
of harnin;. As well, such student-centered, novel·based
discussions can lead to analysis of imagerJ. symbolism,
motifs. feachen can introduce auch terma tlhen students
need to name the concept they have discovered. Such
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evolving- concepts are enriched as a result of the reading.
",dtin,;. speaking .snd listening invtllved.
3. Attn students read the novel, write afhctive
responses in their rt."ding journal, after they share their
response in small groups, the Nugents SU9gest that the
students are readY "to synthesize" their findings in a
second journal entry. Such aynthesh:ing provides the full
exploration of the subject and nthe coming to know" that
only "integration" of all four skills can achieve. Students
are provided the opportunity to reflect on the eh.Mea in
their thinking. When writing' the second journal entry that
requires synthesizing, students return to the affectlve
response statements for clarification and fo[" information,
often resulting in iI new examination of the literature.
These wri ters/readers notfl how their responses have changed
and look for clues to such changes. Such discoveries are
whnt Rosenblatt (1918) states is necessary for a reader's
creation of a novel from a text: "-~- an active, sel f-
ordering' and self-corrective process". (p. 11) Here the
discovery and the .subsequent change in the reader does not
come from an authoritative f1qure. the teacher, full of
critical canon, but rather from a highly activated sense of
the worth of the students' own experience. Nugent and
Nugent (1989) conclude their discussion on the double-entry
journal approach by suggesting' it
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has the potential to contribute to the
ere.tint;! of a work of literature from a
text, to the negoUatinq of new l'leanin9.
and to the discoverin9 of new insights
in both readinq and lite. (p. 262)
When teaching students at this stage a novel like
The Adventures of Huckl.ebern Pinn, the teacher will
concentrate less on 9ivin9 the student an "interpretation"
but will want students instead to develop their own response
from their examination of the text. stl.:.dents in Grade 12
should be 1 'ttter able to recognize the social criticism and
satire and the movements toward and away from society which
lire at the heart of that novel. Students on their own and
in collaboration with peers might reco9nize in the
charllcters at both Huck and Jim the impulse towards freedom.
In this novel, the student doek not learn about
conditions in the pre-Civil War South; he.li.nL..in. them, he
sees t.hem throu9h t.he eyes and penanality of Huck. Even
while the reader chuckles at Huck's adventures and his
idiom, he grows into awareness of the moral dimensions
ilppropriate for viewin9 that world. Even at this stage the
teacher should not place the analytical categori.es (setting.
character, viewpoint, symbolism) ahead of students'
experience of the novel. The story must always be kept
first: "Did you like it?" "Why?" "Why not?" "What did it
make you think of?" "What was it about?" Only after
students have responded to these questions and discussed
their first response with their fellow classmates should
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teachers move to questions of & more amllrtle.l nature and
even then the questions ilDd activities should provide for a
variety of possible response. Questions qivem at this stage
should encourage students to reflect upon ideas men and
women bave found important. For e.ample, students studying
Golding's Lord of tbe Flin might find the following
questions worthwhile as a pre-reading activity:
15 the use of physical force in settling
disputes ever jusUtiabl e'? I t so. under
what clrcWII5tances'? If not, why not?
What are Dome of the requirements that
must be met if disputes are to be
settled with fairness to all concerned?
Have you ever been away from parentsl
grown-ups for two or three days?
How did you behave? Did you clean up
before JOU left.?
Mere there any disavreements dur inv your
e:lpedition?
Have you ever "wept for the end of
innocence"?
Have you ever hurt someone by some sin
of omission but tried to rationalize
your inaction in some manner?
The Speculative and Imaginatiye Punctions of Languagt
The achievement of novels at this stave 1.s to vive
formed substance to the human (!.Hort to comprehend what at
times, in fact, is beyond comprehension. The novel A.
Separate Peace (Knowles). Literary Heritage 3202. is .. cue
in point.
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Sometimes the class wouldn't precisely be
"taught" the novel in the traditional sense. Some classes
at this stage will mel:'ely consist of a converl!lation about
the themes such as "understanding" or "blindness" where the
best voice in the conversation w111 be the novel's voice.
The students take in that voice and relate it each to
his/her own inner voice. When Hagar Shipley in~
An..sI£1. (Laurence), Li terary Red tagfl 3202, 1earns of the
death of her favorite son, John, she is tragic in the
Aristotelian sense. The reader, in a sense. has become the
parent as well and cannot help bu"t experience the pain. the
numbness, and the punishment that befalls the mother. The
reilder is soaked with the guilt as well. Such scenes lend
themaelves well to dramatization.
Benton and Fox (1985) discuss the use of movies to
accompany novel study. Some previewing questions like the
following- are sug-g-ested:
Hould the book make a g-ood film?
Has it box office appeal and for what
kind of audience?
H111 the dialogue as it stands in the
text sound like "real" speech or wi 11 it
have to be rewritten?
What actor or actress would be good for
the part? Why?
After students have seen the movie, .. student or group of
students could be asked to compare their ideas with the
approach taken by the movie producer. On a few occasions
'"
this vri tet' ha. used. an idea aU9v..ted bJ Prank whit.h..d
(1966, p. 73). students are viven .. ole•• period to rer.ad
the relevant paves or chapter of .. particular novel. During
• subsequent cla•• period." the student. are called upon to
give their own iden of enetly what would be seen upon the
screen in .. film adaptation which did its beat to be
faithful to the original. One acene w1th which this
activity worked utremely well waa Chapter 8 of LQrd of tbe
lli.IA. when Simon stumbles upon and talk. with tbe p19's head
on the stick. Besides providing occ••ion for. cheek upon
the accuracy of diffednq interpretations of the aeene, the
subsequent discussion proved to lead to a heiVlhtened
awarenen of the d1ftednll potentialities of the tvo
different media.
Readers during the Romantic .tage prefer that all
questions raised by a novel should be answered; however, by
the Generalization stage, students should have experience
with fiction that creates doubts and presents problems that
refuse to yield to brnediate and llimple and easily found
solutions. Dhon and stratta (1985) suggest that the
traditional question may have engrained in the minds of
generations of t.achers the assumption that, in fact,
students have nothing of importance to offer:
The hidden message (to students) is tr.
be passive recipients of the text: 'it'
will "create your imptession.", "rev.al
the character" and "show" what X is
like, without theft active
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participation. Thus they can only offer
consensual - not personal - knowledge.
"pointing out what ill revealed". "our
feelings toward X" and what "we (all)
learn about the effect on the reader".
These are typical words taken from
actual papers. (p. 191)
There is no admission in such traditional questioning that
students must actively construct an imaqinary experience
from the text. Dixon and Stratt. sU9gest that two stages
are called for in chan9ing this tradition of questioning as
a whole: First, teachers have to learn to analyze and
challenge the assumptions carried by the wording of
questions they have all been brought up with. and second,
they have both to change the ways that questions are raised
and to discover new forms. Consider this approach to point
of view. Students at this sta;. will reali:;e the importance
of point of view and that who tells a story and how it is
told makes a sig-nificant difference to the narrat:!.ve.
Source and medium affect the selection, the .,uthority and
the attitude toward what is recounted of the narrative and
thus, of course, the effect on the reader. P'or example, in
Bronte's Muthering Heights, Hr. Lockwood is involved in the
present time events in the novel. He i:'! really an observer
of the key events in the work which are narrated to him by
the housekeeper Nellie Dean. Transposin\l such a novel (in
onll!'. imagination) from one narrative perspll!ctive to another
can be an interesting- exercise for students at this stage.
Imag-ine Muthering Heights told in first person point of view
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by Heathcliff or the older Catherine. It could b...I:r...l,.
reveaUng for a student to take. brief pas••ge from this or
another novel and rewri te it in this manner. "homson (1987)
SUGgests that to invite students to dhcusa point of vie.. in
such a manner or "dte about an incident in a novel from the
point of view of • character whose viewpoint 1e not presented
in the text it••U, 1s • productive strategy of t".adin; in
that it requires readers "to explore the text more d.eply"
tor impl ieations as to how such • character miqht
consistently see the events narrated and a productive me.ns
"of developing competence in speculative and 1ma91n.Uv.
functions of language". Thomson adds:
The speculative function of language,
considering: what l'/light happen or what
miqht have happened under certain given
circWll5tances. is most important in the
development of conceptual thinking. aa
is shown by the research of Yygotsky on
the relationship between lanQ'uage and
thinking, and of Britton, Halliday and
Bernstein on the development of language
abilities. (p. 86)
This writer has tried many activities with senior
students to get them to explore the text more deeply and as
a means of developing competence in the speculative and
imaginative functions of language.
As a small group project, create a
dramatization of an interview ai tuation
involvinQ' character(s) you have chosen
from any of the novels you are presently
reading. Par example, interview Ralph
as he steps from the naval cutter in
England after hia rescue with the other
boys from the iahnd. The interviewer
wi 11 be eval uated on hh/hu abi li ty to
elici t comprehensi ve responses. "Ral ph"
will be judged on his indepth knowledge
of hill experience on the bland. Both
students will be eval uated on their
abi 1i ty to present plau6ibl e characters.
Form a 9roup to create a courtroom scene
in the classroom where a certain
character is placed "on trial" for deeds
comni t ted in the novel. For exampl e.
place Gene Forrester. A Separate Peace
(Knowles), on trial for the injury which
resulted in the eventual death of Finny.
The prosecution and the defense lawyers
wi 11 be eva I uated on thei r indepth
knowledge of events in the novel. The
various "witnesses" will be judged on
their realistic portrayal of the
character involved. A jury of students
wi 11 be asked for a verdict and the
student judge will have to provide a
rationale for the sentence handed down.
Wri te a 1et ter Piggy of Lord of the
.tl.i.u. (Golding) would have written to
his "auntie". The letter is obviouslY
never delivered; however, it should
convey Piggy' s concerns about the way
things are "falling apart" on the
island. A senior student would need to
understand the character of the letter
writer and be able to deduce not only
the general import of his letter but
also the time and spirit in which it wu
written. One atudent who wrote auch a
letter for this writer seemed to
understand the a90nies of embarrassment
that boys like Pi99y suffer because of
deviations in si~e and appearance from
what others consider normal. The letter
showed Pi99y'!1 eaqerneu and lon9iog5 to
impress others and gain their friendship
and to be admi Hed into the 9roup of his
peers. In short, the letter
demonstrated that the student knew what
it tel t I ike to be that type of person.
Write a letter to True Son in~
in the Forelt (Richter) sympathizing
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with his dileJmla at t.he end of that
novel.
Write an interior monoloQ!ue for a
character: foE'" example. • monoloQue
Finny in A Separate reac, (Knowles)
would have spoken after he learned that
Gene had actually pushed him from the
tree that day at Devon school.
S.I eet tealllS and~ a contentloull
issue in any teat read. ror ,.amp!"
students IItudyin9 the text Lure of tb.
Labrador Wild (Wallac') could debate the
following resolution:
Be it resol v,d that Leonid.s Hubbard' II
npedition (1903) into the Labrador wild
was evidence of • noble character,
courage, bravery, an indomi tabl e wi 11
and self-sacrific.. T.ams will b,
judged on the nature of the spec! fic
evidence ulled to support or refute the
resolution. The opposin9 team would
obviously hav, to prove that Hubbard wu
not "brave" but "fool ~hardy". a man who
plunged blindly into an unknown
wi Iderne15s without proper preparation.
such exercises justify themselves if they act
incentive for students to look a9ain at the teJ:t and to seek
out and notice the significance of the details which paned
them by at a first r ••din9. Adams (1989) refers to a
section of Robert Witkin' a The Intelligence of reeling
(1974) where he advocates &110l/in;: studenta to make "an
'artistic' relllponlle to the 'artistic' work of others":
Analyses and criticism [of literature]
doe. have an important part to play in
!tn9Ush studies, but it is in no way a
substi tute for. nor i. it synonymous
with. creative appreciation. The latter
requires that realized form be related
to the pupil' s creative expresslon and
that he express his feelino response in
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• direct and personal way. It require.
that he make an 'artistic' responae to
the 'artistic' work of others. (Witkin
(1914). quoted in Adams (1989). pp. 72-
73)
Just one further example of an actual "creative writing"
assi9nment Cliven to level III students by this "dter should
suffice.
Write a sequel to • novel.
We have all wondered at the end of the
movies, plays and nov~18 whatever
happened to the characters after the
story ends. Hany movie producers
arrange one or several sequels to their
movies i~ and B..2.£kL movies come to
mind. Have you ever wondered what Creon
did after he buried his wUe and son in
Sophocles' play~? One "riter,
Edwin R. Procunier, wondered wbat became
of the Duke of l"ert"ara in Robert
BrownlnlJ' 8 dramatic monologue "My La.t
Ducheas". Specifically, he ¥>')ndered how
the Duke's new marrialiJe with the
daughter of the Count would work out.
Would the jealous Duke of Ferrara have
his second wife killed as well?
Procunier wrote a sequel to Browning's
poem which he entitled "The second
Duchess", a one-act play which is
prescribed for Li terary Hed tage 2201,
Level II.
Have you ever wondered what happened to
the boys at the end of William Golding's
novel, Lord of the rlies (Thematic
Literature 3201)? Was Jack put on trial
for murder when he returned home to
England? Did Ralph continue "to weep"
and be tormented about the deaths of
Simon and Piggy? Or. have you ever
wondered what sort of life Cathy and
Hareton made for themsel ves after
Heathcliff's death in Emily Bronte's
novel, Nutherinq Heights (Literary
Heritage 3202)? Or have you ever
thou9ht about the life of Marvin and
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Doda after the stubborn Hagar is no
longer with them in Margaret Laurence'.
novel, Thl StOD' Angel (Literary
Heritage 3202)?
Try writing a short storr, a narrative
poem or a one-act play or even a longer
sequel to • 1i terarr work you have
enjoyed. Such ct"eativ. writinljJ can be
fun. However, it requires precision and
care. You must b. abl. to justify four
new plot and characters in tert1\5 of the
10;10 of the od;in.l work. You will
have to read the original work rather
carefully because your sequel should not
change any of the or191081 events. Such
a sequel would help you develop a senile
of your own competence as a meaning-
maker.
choose a novel you are presently reading
or one which you enjoyed previously and
attempt to write a short ,tory, a
narrative poem or a one~act pIn, to
p["ovide some im'9inattve thou9hts into
what could have happened to certain
char.cters since you left them between
the covers of that novel.
Such student writinll is "dflpendent" upon the orillinal. tn
cont[".st to what Adams (1987) calla "independent" or fully-
fledged authorship. where the writer starts from scratch, in
"dependent authorship" the student's own imallinati ve
activity is sustained and supported by a prior creative
activity - the author's - and the original work not only
provides the student with a repertoire of resources upon
which to draw, but just as importantly, it provides a
poworful set of constraints to be observed. "The orillin.l
work", Adams adds, "therefore, supports and constrains and
amplifies the student's lma;lnative entry into the life of
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th. te:a:t in the role of author". (p. 121) Dependent
author.hip a not onll enable a :Iurpd.iool}' vide raD;_ of
student. to write about literature with an unusual depth and
pover of response, but it i. the me.ns by which student. can
discover and explore element. of their response to the work
that they could not qlrasp or articulate in any other way.
Adams contends that
ASkin; students to write an ep1109ue to
• novel Uk_ Lord of tho rU" sets up
• d18109U. between author and the
student. a dialogue in which the value-
meanings 1m_91n_thely re.liud in the
student'. epilogue Cormlent on the
novel', vision of life in or1;1081 and
rev.BURC) waya. (p. 136)
For students "citing such epilogues, these pieces can have
• revelatory power, for in them the, .e. thetNlelves
operating- (to borrow a phrase of Jero..e Bruner's) "at the
far reach of th.ir c.p.ciUe.... 'I'heir writing is a
revelation to them, of their capacity to discover anel
realize meaning through what Britton calls "poetic function"
of language. Ohon and stratta (1985) SU90'est that st.udent_
who are Dot encouraged to write imag:in.tlvely, draWing on
their own e.perience and visions of society, "don' t have
Urat-hand knovled;e of t.he strug;le to make meaning of life
th.t lit.erat.ure entaUs", (p, 175) A. Ii result, they are
less likely to have fellow feeling with the writer's
atru9g1e and .chievements,
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The mode of wri ting most demanded durin; the
Generalization stage (Grade 12 and University) is the formal
literary essay. The quality of the final draft depends to
a larlle extent on the quality of the "talk". discussions in
small group 81 tuations. and the more informal writing that
precedes it. Such writing helps students refine even
further their interpretational skills. Students at this
stage wi 11 continue to use their reading journa1sand
"double-entry iournals". continue to make notes which stay
close to the text. notes which help students inter,;>ret the
significance of events and act as an aid to the development
and articulation of analytical written skills needed to
express and cOTM'lunicate with some precision that same
responSe.
Gutteridge (1986) suggests that the best defense
fot" talking, gt"oup discussion, wdting and research work
after the study of a. novel is quite simply "its efficiency".
The teacher does not have "to concoct" a story or writing
topic "out of thin air" or whip up enthusiasm for a panel
discussion or a debate because the bsues are already there
in the novel itself. Gutteridge, in his discussion of the
"integration" of the various skills in lang-uilge arts (whole
lang-uage). looks at ways that related language activities
not only flow out of the energy created by the novel but
also flow back into the reading itself. Gutterid;e podts:
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The only "glue" that can hold to;ether
such d1 verse activi ties as reading,
discussing what has been read,
reflectinll' on one's readinq and the
class discussion, relating these to
one's own life and values, writing about
these in transpoainq modes (story, poem,
script) or discursi vel express! va modes
(note, commentary, ••pos! tory essay,
journal. 109), preparing opinions and
guided responses for presentation, and
developing one's discu~,sion anti
listening skills in the process - the
only spirit that can make somet..iling
"whole" out of these activities ls ~
continued 9o!!IDitt,d exploration of
one' II PUland usponu to a hxt 0[' set
~. One has to be propelled by
such a need if ODe is to read further.
talk more diligently, reflect more
deeply and comnit oneself to writing for
a "real" audience. (p. 31)
students in one Grade 12 class had been reading in
small 9roup settings various poems and short prose
selections. Students were assigned poems like "The Unknown
Citizen" (Auden), "Cats in the Cradle" (Chopin), "Kindly
Unhitch that Star. Buddy" (Nash) and essays like " .. Modest
Propos,al" (Swift). All these selections basically satirized
or held up to public view in a striking and clever way some
of the failings and follies of mankind. Individual students
in each group made notes on how the various writers poked
fun at people. at events. at attitudes often in the hope of
effecting some change. The main purpose of the group work
wan to read several short selections. then to have students
reflect on the~r reading and class discussions and come to
some consensus on what "satire" really meant. Some students
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concluded that satire usually either states or implies a set
of st.andards to which the author believes human nature
should adhere; other students concluded that the purpose of
satire is to expose the vices and foibles with the hope that
ridicule and laughter will make people mend their ways. At
the end of the three-class rtl.diD'll/discussion session
students were 9iven various writing options. One student
decided to read a novel which she felt ridiculed some
aspects of human nature. She chose The Adyenture. of
Huckleberry Finn (Twain). She wrott. a formal essay which
she eventually presented to the entire class. A brief
excerpt (see APPendix D-X) is prOVided here to demonstrate
how the divers. activities of readin9 and discussion can
lead to further~ and .!!I.i.tl.n.a and~ to a real
audience. The cour!le descriptions for literature at the
senior high level call for
a minimum of five significant pieces of
multi paragraph wri ting. . . . This
writing is in addition to writing
involved in the r.gula~ anevering of
short literature questions and to the
writing of unit or term tests. The
writing could be of various types:
creative writing in response to a theme
studied, reseat"ch work, majot"
comparisons and detailed chat"acter
sketches. (Tb,matic Literature 3201
Course Description, p. 10)
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complementary and Supplementary Tuts
R••dinq ott th.is stag. of CeD.r.liu.tion should
lead students in two directions: later.IIY from the
classroom to real life experience and vertically to
previously prescribed texts and to rel.ted tQxts still to be
read. Such movement can give the [',ading unit both content
and context. Because the teats .t this level rals.
continuing questiont., it is convenient and useful to refer
to works alr••dy studied in the Romantic and Precision
stag.s, especially since certain patterns of action recur in
them, certain chara~ters take on aspecta of type, certain
settiogs assume symbolic value and certain motif words
become touchstone. for general ideas. Opportunities for
comparison, for generalir;ation. and tor explaining nuances
are increased in such an environment. The philosophy of
instruction outlined in the Literature Course Descriptions
for the Reore,anhed Hhh School Proe,um (1982) list the
follOWing as one of the main objectiv.s:
Provide indtpth and inten'ive teaching
for the minimum pro9'ram requirement,.
EncQuu'1_ Uttn,iV' related rudinq. and
lead students away from intensive.
t.achl!;r-directed study to~
independent study and readin;. In so
doing, direct students in their ,P,<lrch
for meaninl}, and to become inereasin9ly
skilled and independent in~
'Pawning their own question, abou.t a
literary work. (Thtm.tis Littntun
ll.Ql. Course Description. p. 12)
2"
Presently t.he vadous Course Descriptions fol:'
literature at the high school level call for, with some
variations, the intensive study of a minimum of two core
novels. In many cases this minimum readin'iJ requirement has
become the maximum thrust of students' readinq efforts.
The!:'e is little emphasis on "extensivo. independent study
and reading" in many high school classes. Most schools
order the minimum (two) novels from the pre!'Jcribed lists for
each course but "complementary and/or supplementary" lists
from which students may choose are rare. Rosenblatt (1968)
posits that books must be provided that hold some link. with
the young readers' past and present preoccupations,
anxieties, and ambitions. Hence, she adds. "a standard
literary diet prescribed for all has negated the reality of
the school si tuation." In our hetero;eneous society,
variations from ;roup to group, and from individual to
individual require a wide ran;e of literary materials that
will serve as the bridg:e from individual experience to the
broad realms of literatur". (P. "2)
Gutteridge (l9S3) recommends "complementary"
components where teachers select other novels, etories and
poems to complement prescribed "core" novels. Such
complementary texts could be 11tudied 1;.)' the entire 01 •• 11
during' either the Precision or Generalization ata;es. Por
example, in Thematic Literature 1200, the novel In the Heat
of the Night (Ball) could "complement" the "core" novel, 12.
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Kill a Mockinabird (Lee). Studerats could compare AttieU5
Finch in Harper Lee's novel to Virgil Tibbs in In the H,at
of t.he Might. Students, lUI well. could be asked to compare
both novels in terrna of the themes of "prejudice" and
"ir.julltice". Similarly, at the Grade 12 level, studentl!!l
studying the core novel A Separate Peace Otnowles) could be
asked to read Lord of HI'! flies (Golding) and discuss the
theme of "the end of innocence" in both novels. Such
"complementary" reading durin9 the Generalization stage
would allow less room for showing mastery of individual
skills (plot analysis, character sketching. inferrin9 mood,
sensing viewpoint) di!lcussed durin; the Precision stage, bL.t
instead, Gutteridge (1983) suggests, allow time for
synthesis, relevant application of text to life, integration
of skill and content, the matching of skill and purpose, and
acts of individual judgement. (p. 85)
In additi.on to "complementary texts" which would
be read by the entire class, outteridge also suggests
providing students with a "supplementary" list of readings
related to • core novel, story or poem. For example, while
students are dhcussing Lord of the Flies as • core novel,
individual or IImall ;roups of students could be encouraged
to read novels like Th, CboC;olah War (cormier) and IU.1.il.n.sL
Mr Griffith. (Duncan). students would be given sustained
silent readin9 time to read these novels and would be
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required to give an informal talk to the class demonstratlnq
how all three texts deal with "man's inhumanity to man".
This writer has tried this approach with Grade 9
students as well. When discu!lsinq the concept of "hero" in
the core novel~ (Sohaffer), students were encouraqed to
borrow books from the resource centre to "supplement" their
reading. students re.d texts! 1 ike Jake and thl!! Kid
(Kitchell),~ (Portis), Flight into Panger (Hailey).
In such informal situations, students reveal by their
response any shift in their attention to literature and any
awareness of its application to their own lives and that of
the community. Students' selection of such supplementary
novels, stories, articles from newspapers, magazines, TV
shows and films are brouC)ht in class for matching with core
novels and themes. Such readin9 ;and subsequent discussions
vill likely motivate students to read and vrite more
extensi vel y. Such self-selected supplementary readino
reflects the students' interest and reading level as well.
The provision of such "complementary" and "supplementary"
texts make excellent independent study projects for restl ess
over-achievers. Some assiC)nments will require students to
complete some research in the resource centre, organize data
in preparation for a short talk on such novels before the
entire class. This vriter has found it useful to develop
some instructional instruments to accompany some of the
complementary/supplementary texts available in the school.
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Such self-instructional packages seem to infuse students
with. desire to work and read widely and discriminately
under theh own 41 raction. Appendix P illustrates a
criterion-referenced test this writer provided as part of •
self-instructional packa9f1 used with students who wanted
privately to read the DO'lel The Fellowship of the Ring
(Tolkien). The novel was used to supplement the unit on the
fantastic mode in Literary Heritage 3202. Such independent
study can provide not only reading pleasul:'f1 and enjoyment
for life enrichment and fulfillment, but also practice in
creative logic and critical thinking- and the general
nurturing of cognitive skills (outlined as category B
objectives in the Handbook for Senior High School
Newfoundland and Labrador (pp. 4-6» which are integ-ral to
senior hig-h literature courses at the Grade 12 level.
A sample of some complementary/supplementary
possibilities within the Newfoundland literature curriculum
are outlined briefly below to demonstrate the multi-faCeted
set of thematically connected readings possible, allowing in
turn the natural integration of related languag-e skills.
The preparation of such uni ts is time consuming. Gut teridge
(1983) :Jug-vests 9roup action, shared responsibility and
careful huabandinv of successful material s by school
department heads and school board coordinators:
Por it is only by di1igent preparation
that the teacher can be freed to adapt:
the programne to the students' needs and
22.
add those genuinel y spontaneous touches
that bring the unit alive and closer to
the minds of the 70un9. ("Did you •••
such and such on TV last night? WholD
did it re..ind you of? Shane? Why?")
(p. ")
Qutteridge adds that unless reinforced by • program of
individually guided reading. cO/IParhona and retnfnc.menta.
many of the 981n8 made by cla.s study of "core" novels will
be lost. GuUeridge provides instructions for student. to
consider when reporting on supplemenhry tnt.:
Briefly tell the class or ;roup what
happens in the book (give main incidents
onlYi don't spoil the ending for other
readers) .
Dellcribe the hero, villain or other
interestin9 chuilcters. and briefly
indicate the conflict (difficulties'
troubles the hero is involved in).
st.te which ch.racters, inddent..,
themes (if any) are similar to those in
the core or cOllIplementary novels. (p .
.,
When students have that first experience of pleasure in
reading, there must be a teacher there to tell of another
book by the same author or on a similar subject or theme
wblch they might: also enjoy. The following~ samples of
complementary/supplementary possibil ities demonstrate this
writer's attempts to "tell the students of another book they
ml'lht enjoy".
22.
ThematiC! Literature 3;01
"The End of Innocence"
(Core Novel)
Lord of Tbe pU" (William Goldin;)
(Complementary Readin9)
for entire class
- A Separate r"cC
(John Knowles)
(Supplementary Reading)
for individuals and small
groups
- The conI Ishnd
(R.M. 8.11.nt70e)
- killing Mt Qriffin
(Lois Duncan)
- The Chocolate Nar
(Robert Cormier)
- John Dollar
{Harianne MiVlillins}
This is a femal e twist
of 001d109· 8 story.
- A High Wind in .Jamaica
(Richard Hughes)
Compare the weepinq for the
end of innocence in this
novel and Lord of the FU".
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Tb"t.is Literature 3201
(cor. teKt:)
Tbe Lun of Th' L.brador1fild (DillonW.llace)
(COI'llplelllentur Re.ding)
- A N'O'YD·' !If Throygh
pnkpoMD L'hndo[
(Mina Hubbard)
- "'!'b. Lur. of The North"
in Th, 80gt ObsUVtd
(Patriok O'PI.hert,)
- "An Ill-r.ted
!xp,dition" in~
(Robert Stewart)
- The Long L,brador 'raj 1
(Dillon N.lhce)
- The grot "flrt:
(Jam.s Meat Davidson and
John Rug;-.)
.Po level III .tud.nt, Pbill1p, read the "cor." teKt,~
of the Labrador Mild, and th. ",uppl.ment.rr" text, &.
""'MD" May Through Unknown Labndor. He wrote an
interesting comp'Ihon of the .ap.dl tions of Leonid,.
Hubbard (1903) and Hina Hubbard (UOS) with • precise
analysis of the nasons wby tb. Ur.t ezpedition wu •
tngic failure and the .econd ezpediHon was, succ.ss.
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n ..uc Littratur. 3201
"ative Peopl•• 'I'h_
(Core "ovel)
Tb. Light in The Pou,t (Conrad Richter)
(Conpl ...nt.rJ badin;) (Suppl...ntarJ 8.adi09)
(Par .ntire clu.) (Por individuals or , ..11
;roup.)
- IU.nu.Yn. (Peter Such) - A CountrY of stranq.n
(Conrad Richter)
"Intimations of IlI'Il\ortality" - Blood 8.d Ochre
(poem) (Hilliam wordsworth) ( ..,vin Major)
- "Shan.dithit" (poem) - Copper Sunri.e
(1.1 Pittman) (8r1an Buchan)
- Shanandi Hi
(Keith Winter)
-1'J...lmo.
- The BeothuJu (11 minutes).
(1988). CSC.
- Shan.ditti Lilt of the
~ (20 minute,).
(1983). n,tional rilm
Board.
- IaliJl.£ll2Il
(Frederick Row,)
- Th. e.otby'l!;. or Red
~(J...., P. Howley)
- A Thoullnd l,ar, Wi 11 COM - Rher Lords
6!ai.n. (30 minut.. ). (1985). (Amy Louise Peyton)
M'lIIori,1 university of
newfoundland ETV.
- Hlan.....9nc. They Stood -
I..u!.l..2.U... (30 minutes).
(1978). ciJC.
- linding Mary March
(Feature film). (l98B).
Red Ochre Productions.
- Winhr of the Black
lln.ul(Tom Dav.)
- Shoo,b,vln - Cbild 9t tbe
b21JlJlU.(Don aale)
This writer sUIilg'ested to one student that he complete
supplementary reading on the Beothuks. An outline for a
resea.rch paper completed by a level III student, Andre, can
be found in Appendix D-IX. Andre compued James P. Howley's
account in The Beothuks or Red Indians: The Aboriginal
Inhabitants of Newfoundland to Peter Such's fictioM.l
account in the novel~. Thomson (1987, p. 283) and
D.H. Harding' (1966) support such a multiple text approach
which uses a number of texts linked by a shared theme. D.N.
Harding, who chaired a study group on response to literature
at Dartmouth Colleve, makes the following' observation:
without undervaluinq or disreqardino;
cognitive analYl:l18 of literary works, or
conceptual schemes for analydnlil
literature, many teachers would say that
in the classroom the concern should be
for extending the students' disciplined
acquaintance with and response to a
certain number of literary works. (p.
22)
Britton's (1966) suggestion that a student should read more
books with satisfaction may be set down as one objective; as
a second objective, he should read books with
satisfaction. Britton advocates the need to foster ~
.rns11M. aide by side with close reading.
The importance of freedom of choice is
obvious enough in the first situation,
less recognized in the second, since
close reading is usually taken to mean
class teaching'. But choice is no less
desirable in the classroom, and students
should whenever possible choose what is
studied bl the alaas as a whole or,
better still, by groups on their own
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with occasional help from the teacher.
(p. 8)
Cloae reading and wide reading should not be thou9ht of as
quite .eparate activities. Active response to • "orok of
literature invokes what Britton calls "an unspoken monologue
of responae, • fabric of connent, speculation, relevant
autobiographY". Talk in class at this atage should riae
from and further stimulate the individual "monologues of
reaponse", Benton and Fox (1985) quote Chambers (1973) who
ar9ued that wide voracious, indiscriminate reading is the
base soil from which discrimination and taste eventuallJ
qro", (p. 94)
By the Generaliution stag'e. students will begin
to see the forms of langueQ8 itself - its words, with their
meaning-Ill and associationa, its syntall, its sounds and
rhythms. its iTM.gea - and know how these contribute to the
total form, not as fringe benefits but iila inseparable
elements of single effect. Britton (1966) sU9gests that "an
increallin9 sense of form must be taken to mean an extension
of responses to include these forms or perhaps
integration of earl ier responses to some of them into a
total and inclusive response". (p. 5) Britton further
sU9gests that students' sense of literarY form increases as
they find satisfaction in a greater range and diversity of
works, and particularly a!! they find satisfaction in works
which by their complexity or subtlety of their distinction,
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their scope or thei~ unexpect4!!dness. make .;Jr••te" and
greater demands upon them. Ryan (1964) also made the point
that real understanding of symbolism comes only after
reading many novels. Likewise, understanding the many
facets of icony grow slowly. students appreciate its import
only through careful reading and rill-reading of NOr spec! f ic:
examples in the context in which they appear.
Haitre (1983) advocates exposing students to
novels which fit • variety of categories: c:ate90ry I.
"works which either include accounts of actual histOrical
events or involve references of • fairly specific kind",
(p. 85) There are several boo~!l of this category in the
present curdculwn: Moe Frank The Diary of a Young girl
(Prank). Island of tb, Blue polphins (O'Dell).~
~ (Seee'iIliee), .I!.k..Hli..i. (Shaep),~ (Armst["on9).
The Endhn steppe (Hautd9). Und.["g["ouod to C.n,d.
(Smucker). First spring 00 the Grand Banks (Preem.n). Johnny
Trenain (Fo["bes), Death on the Ice (B["own), Light in the
~ (Richter). A1u.Lt.Yn. (Such). Such novels, H,it["e
.r9ues, are so intimately linked to th~ actual wodd in
sevl!r.l dimensions th.t they encourage the ["eader to ref~r
constantly to the actual wocld with a view to "corrobo[".tinlJ
what is presented in the fi .. tional world". In historic.l
fiction this means that the reader is ancho["ed fa,[" more
firmly to the truth criterion of the .ctual world than is
normally the case with a work of fiction. The reader is
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operatinG on two levels at. once, vi tb t.h. internal cohennc.
and plausibilit1 criteria of the fictional world,
considerinljij also the extent to whieh the text can be read as
• del!lcription of events in the actual world.
Maitre calls for. as "ell, a category II, "works
which deal with imaginary states of aUaira which could be
actual, They contain nothing which is impossible of the
actual world as we understand it." (p. 81) Even a novel
like Nuthering Heights (Bronte) and its account of
HeathcliU·s WilY of looking at things does not baffle the
reader. Recognition and understanding are not more
difficult to achieve but rather highlight the way in which
Heathcliff"s actions and responses are exhibited by people
some of the time. Do hurnans not at some time feel great
hurt or great anger when left out or o8tracized? Do humans
not sometimes become obsessed with certain people, with
certain pI ans and carry things to a rather bizarre extreme?
If this is so, then what an imaginative identification with
Heathcliff does, as well as giving the reader some insieJht
into what it would be like to have those characteristics all
the time, is to draw the reader's attention to the way in
which any individual oscillates between living according to
some idea of normt.~ity and failing to do so. Likewise, a
novel like The Stone Angel (Laurence) might make the reader
feel uncomfortabl e as he observes HaeJar Shipley and the
"wilderness" she createa for herself through her excessive
"6
pri~·: and stubbornness. Her world could b. an actual world
and the reader feeb pity and fear as he contemplates whether
such. world could ever be actual for him? The r ••der's
identification with characters like Hagar will not only help
him understand other people better; it 1MY also help the
reader notice, possibly, disconcertinv1y, parallels in
h!ft\Self. Such novels offer. new significance to the way
high school students look at old age, loneliness, pride, love
and 108S. Maitre (1983) makes the point tMlI way:
While thl!! imaginative identification
with characten and states of affaire
may be only ephemeral, echoes of that
ident! Heat ion persist in our own
consciollsness and subtly change our
percept.ions of our.el ves. Thul the
superimposition of the fictional world
on the actual world, as well as vice
versa, make us realize that much Clf what
could be actual is actual, but "e had
not noticed it before. By becOJning a
spectator of a diUerent kind from that
in real life, the nature of our
experience of the actual world is subtly
changed. (p. 95)
Amont) Maitre's cate'il'ory III teds are those in
"which there is an oscillation between could be actual
worlds and could never be actual worlds". (p. 97) Books
like Beyond the Wardrobe (C.S. Lewis), Tom'. Midnight Carden
(Pearce), It alme of Dark (Hayne) and Charlotte SometWL
(Pap:mer) are examples of the kinds of telts which flicker
between our world and the supep:nlltural. students enjoy this
category of fiction; for variety, there is a need to add
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novels of thb category to the pre.cribe,t novel lists in
Newfoundhnd schools.
Similar1 y, there is • need for ..ore ti tl es of the
type which MaHn (1983) calls cate90ry IV, that is, texts
"which deal straight awa)' with states of affairs which could
never be actual". 'fbis would seem to b. the c.tellorJ par
excellCloce in which science fiction should be discussed
3.1009 with books where animals talk. The Fellowship of the
B.1D.sl. (Tolkien) 18 the best example of this category on the
present preRcribed list. There is a need for more texts
fitting the "fantastic mode" at all stages - Romantic,
Precision and Generalization - books for young r~aders like
;bulotte' .. web (lfhite). Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of !fINK
(O'Brien). The HouU JDd Hi! Chi 14 (Hoban); books for older
readers like sitm.rillion (Tolkien) and W.h[sbip pawn
(AdalTl5). This is a very popular category at all levels. It
is necessary to explore what I'Ianner of meaning is to be
found in these works, since tbeir world could never be
actual, for theJ contain iterrL5 which except at a verJ
superficial level are scarcely intelligible. Such worlds
are i.nhabited by an assortment of animals and sometimes
human character.s as w~ll. The animals interact with one
another in thoroughl y human adv..,ntures and probl ems,
al though some slight acknowledgement ill given to their
different natures (habits, for example) in terms of their
habitat and some of their likes and dislikes. They normally
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converse freely in English both with one another and with
human beings. Benton and FoJ. (1983) SU9gest that the
special quality of such secondary worlds (of Tclkien and
ursula Le Guin. for eJlarnple) lies in their capacity to deal
obliquely - at one remove with complex themes of both
personal and universal concern. Such novels .baod: the
reader in the lives of characters in another world while
providing insights about ourselves and our own world.
Applebee (1978) contends that it is not until adolescence.
and witb the onset of Piaget's formal operational modes of
thought that spectator role language be9ins to be recognized
as offering !limply a possible view of the world, one among
many interpretations. InterestinqlY. this new perapective
often brings a rejection of fantasy simi Jar to that of
young'er children when they discover that some works are "i-tot
true". The early adolescent often rejects works which are
not real istic presentations of the world as he or she sees
it. Only gradually, as the new perspective on literature
becomes more familiar and more thoroughly mastered. are the
conventions of fantasy and the possibilities inherent in
alt:~rnative views of the world accepted freely and openly.
Science fiction texts recormlended for the Romantic
stavs would be books which comfort lind confirm. I.. students
mature and enter the Generalization Sit.9'e, science fiction
texts that !&re recol1lTlended should b. those which challenve
and disturb. Such science fict:ion raises questions such as:
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what if an alien udved among us? What will society be like
if. one daY in the future ... 1
Harding (1966) concluded that good teaching at
different at.llea depends as much on mode of presentation and
mode of response consequently implied as upon cateqory or
selection of materials. Harding distinguishes three modes
of presentation. "Individual Child with Individual Book"
(p. 16) requires that the teacher find the right text at the
d9ht time for each student. The approach (basic.II y
discussed here in Chapter 2, Romantic stage) requires the
availability of a wide variety of appropriate titles, teacher
acquaintance with the books and teacher understanding of the
individual child. Harding reiterates:
any view of • prooram in 1iterature as
emphasizinq the refinement of the
individual' s own response to 1i terature
neceasaril r sees quided individual
reading as central to the literary
education of the child, rather than as
an appendave or adjunct to be relegated
to book lists, "outside" reading, .Jr
out-of-school activity. (P. 16)
In practice, this view leads to demands for classroom book
colI ections, bet ter and more accessibl e school libraries,
pupil-teacher conferences on books, class and group
discussion of books which students read on their own, and
othet similar activities.
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Literature as Group Experience
Harding's second mode of presentation 115
"Literature as Group Experience", (p. 17) Some literature
and experiences in literatu,,:, are cooperative possessions
and classroom approaches should recognize and respond to
this fact. Such group experiences. Harding' sU99.stS. should
include:
Storytelling', folksongs and ballads.
film-viewin'iJ. listening to what others
have written, creative dramatic-choral
readin9. oral interpretation, dramatic
interpretation, role playing. listening
to recorded literature and related
activities. In such group experience
the child (whether five or fifteen)
relates his own response to the respons.
of other children. (p. 17)
Rosenblatt (l978) stresses that the primary conversation in
readinq is between reader and text. But there is also the
possibility for two or three or four readers to share a
text. Giving students an opportunity in class to discuss a
novel makes good pedagogical sense at all stages. During
such. discussion the text is consul ted as one person wants to
prove a point or as it becomes apparent that students have
made different interpretations of a selection from the text,
In the dialogue this uncertainty is the basis for most of
the references to rereading: "I think i"t means .. but I
have to check and reread this", Rosenblatt sugqests that
th.e reader's primary goal as he meets the text is to have a~
full an aesthetic experience as possible, given his own
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capacities and sensibilities, pt"l!!accupations and memot"1e;ll: he
brings to the transaction. The "close reading" of the New
Ct"itics centered on the text. The transactional view of
Rosenblat.t (1968. 1978) and Iser (1978) also assumes close
attention to the words of the text. But it assumes an equal
closeness of attention to what that particular juxtaposition
of words stirs up within each reader. The teacher cannot
look simply at the text and predict what a reader will make
of it. As a group, with teacher direction, students ceo.n
turn to the text, to judge whether the reader's reported
evocation - that is. his interpretation ei ther ignores
elements in the text or projects on it experiences for which
there is no defensible basis in the text.
Rosenblatt posits that learning what others have
made of a text can greatly increase an individual's insight
into his own relationship with it. A reader who has been
"moved or disturbed by & text often manifests an urge to
talk about it, to clarify and crystallize his sense of the
work". (p. 1(6) He likes to hear the views of others.
Through such interchange, he can discover how people
bringing different temperaments, different literary and life
experiences to the text have engaged in very different
transactions with it. In this sense, Rosenblatt contends
that the text can be considered as an even more general
medium of communication among- readers. As students exchange
experiences, they point to those elements of the text that
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best illust.rate or support their interpretations. They may
help one another to attend to words, phrases, imlloell,
scenes I that they have overlooked or sli9hted. Each student
may be led to reread the tew.t and revise his own
interpretation. Rosenblatt (1978) adds:
Sometimes we may be strenothened in our
own sense of havin; "done justice to"
the text, wi thout denyin9 i tll
potentialities for other
interpretations. Sometimes the give-
and-take may lead to II general increase
in insight and even to II consensus. (p,
146)
various classroom approaches to group work is far more than
a cosy feellng of 'iJroup togetherness; reall y. as was shown
earlier with the work of Nugent and Nugent (1989) on "the
double-entry journal", it is an attempt to promote what
Harding (1966) calls "a corranunal response which is at the
same time affective and intellectual, personal and other
directed", (p. 17) Hunsberger (1985) reiterates the point:
For a reader, it is interesting: if
someone shares our view, but it can be
equally productive it someone has read
the same book but has not had the same
reaction. The diversity leads to re-
reading and re-assessment because we can
get bound by our own areas of interest.
(p. 163)
A student who listens well to his peers elaborating a view
of a novel and is subsequently able to incorporate that view
int.o his own and re-state it in his own words and tUle it as
a guide to a successful rereading - that student not only
listens well. he reveals a sensitivity to the discussion
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process as a l.arning: devic:e. outteridg:* (1983) provide. a
Ul!Ieful evaluation form (see AppendiJ: Q) which this writer
has frequently used to determine the quality of qroup
discussion, as veil as the contribution of individual
members to the 9roup. Rosenblatt (1968) SU9ve.ts that the
ttlaabet' who "learns not to become insecure when lively
discussion arises" w111 also learn to "sense the t"igbt
moment to intlt.;duce new concept,s" (p. 60) relevant to the
intellectual and emotional growth of her students.
Corcoran (1981) contends that the problem with so
much Ii terature "teaching" in thtl past was a refusal to
allow students either individually or in small 9roups to
eapress • provisional response. In the indecent haste to
render a public formal statement of theme, structure,
imagery, there was never enough time to make an entirely
interim statement through a ran;e of forms: ilmlediate
jottings (readinQ journal s) , drawings, taped monologue,
small ;roup interactiona to gather what the student has made
of the text. Much less, Corcoran posits, that entirely
natural phase of "thinkinQ about it". of "savourin'il in
silence" was "rudely foreshortened to accotmlodate the
teacher's public interrogation along paths determined by her
confident re-readin9 of known teIt". (P. 60)
Rosenblatt (1968) posits that one of the banes of
educatiOnal systems today 1s the pressure on the teacher to
work out neat outlines of the ideas about literature that
2"
his students are to acquire. Once such. plan i. made, there
is • great temptation t.o impose it arbitnri1,. Rosenblatt
The teacher becomes impatient of the
trial-and-error ;ropin; of the student•.
tt seems so much easier all around if
the teacher cuts the Gordian knot: and
give. the studenta the tidy set: of
conclusions and h.beIs he has worked
out. Yet this does not necessarily Ilive
them new insights. (p. 244)
Rosenblatt: emphasizes the teacher's role in 1nitiatin; and
guiding a proceu of inductive learning'.
Freire (1985) ar9ues that the teacher should no
lODger "in this new system" be the one who teaches but one
who is himself taught in "dialogue with the student who in
tum while being tauqht also teaches". (p. 67) They become
jointly responsible for a process in which all grow. The
students should no longer be docile listeners but rather
more critical co-investigators in dialogue with the teacher
and each otber. P'reire cO!'ltrasts "banking education" with
"problem-posing education". (P. 11) The first resist!!
discussion and dialogue; the second rewards dialowue as
indispensable to the act of cognition which unveils reality.
"Banking education" treats students as malleable, as
"objects of assistance". whereas "problem-posing education"
attemph to make them critical thinkers. "Banking education
inhibits creativity"; it "domesticates". "Problem-posing"
education liberates the student to think, to learn on his
24'
own. The teacher's task is to help the student think, not
tell him what to think.
Hyman (1979). in his research into "wait time"
when asking questions of students in class. makes the
following observations: when teachers increased thei r "wa1 t
time" when asking • question, the length of student
responses increased: the number of unsolicited but
appropriate t"esponses increased as well. The fai 1ure to
respond decreased; the incidence of a;..eculative thinkinll'
increased; the incidence of offering alternative
explanations increased; more evidence followed by or
preceded by inference statements occuned. The number of
questions asked by students increased; student-3tudent
comparison increased, thf;, number of responses from "slow"
students increased so that there was a greater variety of
students pa["ticipating: the incidence of students responding-
with congruent and more compiea answers occurred; the
incidence of conversation sequenc4li increased. Hyman
concludes:
The key point about wait time involves
the resu1 ts of a1lowio; the students
time to talk. It is true that in
general students will talk if the
teacher allows them to talk. the effect
of teacher talk i. to cut off .tudent
talk. students usually do not inter["upt
teache["s. When a teacher talks, whether
reading, responding, questioning or
presentin; info["maUon, that teacher in
effect prohibits the student f["om
talking. When the teacher has the
floor, the students are silent. And
,..
follovinlil the classroom law of inertia.
a student who is silent. tends to remain
silent. Thus, if the teacher does not
begin to talk after each student
finishes, the teacher nonverbally
encourages the student to talk. (p.
102)
After students have been /liven time to read the
text. "savour" it in silence. "talk" to peers in small 9roup
settings, they can be encouraged to "present" their
responses to a plenary session of the entire class.
Gutteridge (1983) streslled the importance of providing
students the opportunity "to talk" in a seminar setting as
a means of talking out, organir-ing, prelll!tntin9 lind
explaining their ideas, opinions. feelings <'nd
interpretations. Such seminars allow the student to speak
spontaneously with occasional reference to notes. The
student is open to periodic questioning from his teacher
and/ or peers. Gutteridge has developed an evaluation
instrument for such seminars which this wri ter has used with
success. The instrument focuses on "the unity and clarity
of the ideas presented, the effectiveness of the oral
presentation, effectiveness in responding to questions, ease
of interaction with class members". (p. 149)
Kardin9 (1966), in his discussion of various modes
of response, discusses a third mode, "presentation of
literary matedals accompanied by discussion", which
basi call y refers to the reading of • work of literature,
with assistance from the teacher, followed by informal
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diacu••ion (.OlHtiIfttlS called "talk" in the United Kingdom)
or more structured dbcuasion. Harding ar9uea that because
oul interputation 8SS18t. t ••chen and pupils to identify
probhtrNI and differences in individual reaponses and
even help inarticulate students react to individual works,
"more 8tre88 on oral approaches than is characteristic of
teachin9 in many American schoch seems desirable". (p. 19)
Close readin9 of individual literary texts pointing towards
illumination of the particular literarY experience and its
relationship to the human experience, rather than analydng
purely external characteristics, S881M to be the major
method in 9uidin9 the refinement of student respc.'nse.
Harding adds that unless the teacher stresses the process of
reading and responding to literature rather than individual
texts as ends in themselves, he is not likely to help the
student reader find satisfaction in more mature literature
on his own. And unless the Presentation-discussion
approaches are carefully related to • program of individual
readin;. the student will have little opportunity to apply
whatever competence in analysis and response he has
acqui red. Harding. I ike Rosenbl att and Iser, sees response.
the experience of art. as a thin; of the reader's making. an
activity in which ru<iers are their own interpretative
artists. The dryness of schematic analysis, of imagery.
symbols, myth, structural relatiens, et al. should be
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avoided both in hi;h school and colle;8. Harding remind.
teachers:
It is literature, not literarJ criticiam
which is the subject. At the puaent
time, there is too much l.arnin; I1l2ln.
literature in place of diacrimlnat1n9
enjoyment, and many students arrive at
and leave universities with an
unprofitable distrust of their personal
response to literature. At the
universi t1, as in the secondary schools.
the explicit analysis of lite,rature
should be limited to the illn- required
to get an understandin; of the work,
within the students' limits, and the aim
should be to return as soon as possible
to • direct response to the text. (pp.
26-27)
witkin (1974) lends support to Harding's contention that too
often what passes for creative response to works of
literature is merely stylized analysis, predictable and
elaborated critic talk. Witkin suvvests that Envliah
teachers are often responsible for reinforcinv verbal
behavior of this kind. It may be a passport to success on
examinations; however, pupi 1s, by Buch approaches, are
"froquently tauvht not to trust their own perceptions" but
rather "obediently swallow" instructions about what to think
and feel, instructions that are delivered from the raised
teacher's dais.
~ritie " Fellow Reader
Transactional theory emphasizes that no one else,
no matter how much more competent. can read or "deliver" the
novel for the reader.
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The critic or academician is
understandably shocked by this. Feeling primarily
responsible to the tellt, the critic points to all the riches
of the work that quite possibly are being ignored.
Rosenblatt (1978) agrees that it is better to do jusUce to
the subtleties of a work like HUlbering Heights. However.
her concern is
simply wi th the social and intellectual
atmosphere that sets up "good
literature" as almost by definition
works accessible only to the elitist
critic or literary historian and that
leads the average reader to assume that
he simply is not capable of
participatin9 in them. Our whole
literary culture tends to produce this
defeatist attitude. (p. 142)
Is there, then, a role at 'lll for the critic at
the Generalization stage of novel stUdy? As the student
tempers his response by way of responses made by his peers
and/or his teachers, is there & place for various critical
statements he might read? Britton (1966) wonders about the
point at which such critical statements can be of help to
the student. It is even more important, however, to
consider the manner in which such critical judgement is
offered. The voice of the critic, Britton contends, must
not be allowed to seem the voice of authority. Britton
posits :
More harm has probably been done to the
cause of literature by this means than
by any other. It is all too easy for
the ilTll'lll.ture student, feeling that his
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own rasponl.a are unacceptable to disown
them and profeslI inlltead the opinions of
respected critics. (p. 7)
To have students take over from their teachers an analysia
of • work of literature which their te.chers in turn have
taken over from the critics or their Envlish profeuora is,
according' to Sri tton, "not a short cut to li terary
sophistication; it is a short circuit that destroys the
whole system". (p. 6) Britton reiterates claims made by
Rosenblatt and Iser that response to a work of literature 1a
an interaction between text and reader - not a free
interaction, of course, but even the most disciplined
responses of two different persons must reflect something of
their individual differences. Britton concludes his point
with an apt anal 091:
Perhaps the meaning of a work of
literature may be compared to the
ripples that. move cut from a stone
t.hrown into the water. What happens to
t.hem depends t.o some extent upon the
configuration of the pond. (p. 7)
Thomson (1987) discusses the use of critical
statements as well. He sUg'gests that students t1ho are not
sure whet t.heir reaction is to a text they have read, beyond
making t~je vaguest of generalizations such as "borinQ''' or
"great", can be helped by beingo provided with copies of
conflicting reviews of the text and asked to mark those
pass_goes of each review which they agree with and passag'es
with which they disagree. Such a process, Thomson teels.
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helps students "become much clearer about their
judgement of the text and are better prepared to express and
reflexively explore their own interpretation", (P. 347)
Thomson cautions about introdUcing literary criticism too
eat'ly. He 8uggel't:!l that when literature teaching operates
only on the high level of distanced evaluation or the
detachment of viewing the whole work as author's
creation, when categories and abstractions of literary
criticism are introduced too eady,
then we are expectin9 students to arrive
without having travelled. The
travelling - the process required for
reaching distanced eval uation and
conscious delight necessitates
students experiencin; simple enjoyment
in understanding and empathir;inq with
chuacters. (p. 229)
Rosenblatt (1968) reiterates this point by sUl1guting that
meaning is not hidden away within the text for the reader to
discover by the mechanical appl ication of a practical
criticism approach but rather i-.:t produced by the reader
setting up a live circuit between his own perceptions and
the text. Having rejected the "cri tic-as-surrogate reader",
Rosenblatt (197S) sees the critic in the role of "fellow
rude:''' from whom students may gain a dit:Lt't'ent perspective.
I am now ready to welcome him as a
fellow reader who earns my interest
through his sp~cial strengths in
carrying out the processes I have
outlined as essential to the lite,,.cy
transaction, Undoubtedly, he w1ll
possess a high degree of sensitivity to
verbal nuances and will have devoted
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much 8ne['91 to acquicinq a capacity for
intellectual and emotional self-
aW8t."eness and self-criticism. Other
valid attributes are a deeply humane
personal i ty and broad 1i terary
experience. (p. 147)
The c['1t1c may be considered a professional because while
retaining the ordinary reader's capacity for reading for
pleasure, he not only systematically tt."ies to become a
better reader but also seeks to develoLJ the ability to
communicate his experience to others. He will be aided in
this. Rosenblatt believes, by a fuller recognition of the
transactional nature of reading events. "No more than any
other reader can the critic read the text for us." (p. 147)
Nor should the reader tu['n to him as an authority decreeing
what he should live through in the reading. To learn the
critic's interpretation before his own encounter with a text
often inhibits spontaneous I y personal reading,
"Expectations have been aroused" in the reader; "we know
what to look for," (p, 141) Hhen the reader passively
receives the interpretation from the critic, the whole
creative process is "l!Ihort~circuited". The reading becomes
largely a matter of confirminq the critic's experience
rather than a fresh personal evocation and interpretation,
However, coming to the cri tic ".I..f..t.ll one' 5 own transact i on
with the text" (p, 148). the reader can be helped to rutile
more keenly the r.:haracter of th"t experience. Like other
readers, the critic may reveal to the student the text's
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potentialities for responses different - perhaps
sensitive and more complex - from his own. The critic may
have developed II. fuller and more articulate awareness of the
literary, ethical, social or philosophical concepts that he
brings to the literary transaction, and may thus pt"ovide the
reader with II. basis for uncovering the assumptions
underlying our own responses. tn this way, Rosenblatt
concludes, critics may function, not: as "stultifying models
to be echoed but as teachers. stimulating' us to 9row in our
own capacities to participate creatively and self-critically
in literary transactions". (p, 148) Superseded, then, is
the image of the critic presenting "the work" as II. 5el£-
contained object or artifact which he is with almost
scientific assurance describing for ~\s. Instead, the critic
comes to us as a fellow reader who has gone through the
process of creating a l;iteran' work. from a text, with all
the implied persc.nal involvement, trial and error ordering
of responses, frustrations and ful fi 11ments.
Theory into Practice
Hany of the teaching suggestions outlined in this
thesis have been designed to apply directly transactional
theory and research being done in Eng1 ish education to
classroom teaching and pedagogical practic~. The sequence
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of iIlctivit.i.s were desiljJned t.o aid student. in tbeir
understanding and responses to literar, teats.
"Don't work so hard at it, lob. There is
al"a,s theory and there i. alway.
practice. If you think fOU I re 90109 to
chanljJe that you're "ro09. Theory is
whera you vallot to 9'0; and practice is
how you're 901D9 to !Jet there."
"Yes". said Abner. "or e1 ••• theor)' 1a
what you tell people you're 90109 to do:
and practice is what they catch you
really doing .... "
- James Gould COIl'.en.ll "The Just
and the Unjust"
What will "they catch you really doing" in the
literature classes? How wi 11 teachers judge whether
Roaenblatt'l!II transactional notion of reader reapon••
actually works in practice? What criteria can teachers
apply to judge the strateqies outlined in this thesis to
determine their actual success in classroom practice?
certainly some conditions would have to be evident and
certain questions would have to be an.wered at the achool
level:
- Do teachers find that their students, as they mature, are
readin; fiction more widely and more selectively?
- Do the students' own imaqinary stories frequently ahow the
quality of their encounter with literature?
- In general, is this contact with literature, in .11 ita
forms, raising que.tions for studenta .a well as inslqhta
into themselves and their society?
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- Are the atralet;riea helpin; studenb a•• themselves ..
peraona capable of independently making ••na. of vh.t they
I;ead?
- Does it appeu that literature (books of 811 kinds) is the
possession of "everfll\&n". of every student in the school
rather than the esc I uslve property of the "academic"
elite?
- Are the students. in the words of Probst (1908). "i11in9
to be "tentative" (p. 25) in their responses, willing' to
npress the thoughh and feelinljJs they may be unsure of?
Are they willin9 to Hahn to the response of others. to
change their mindt:. realizinljill that revising one's opinions
is & normal part of intellectual activity? Do students
treat the initial response a. basically a "first draft".
as samethin; to build upon, modify or perhaps reject?
- Are students willing to think? Probst (UBS) suggests
that "unconsidered. unexaTllined re.ponse i. simply the
first step in reading. What must follow is rigorous
analysis - s •• rchinlJ for one's assumptions. drawing
inferences about one's own attitudes and those expressed
in the t.,:t and considering- other points of view offered
by the teacher, other students and sometimes critical
works". (p. 25)
Is there now more emphasis on such "riGorous analysis"
than on comprehension and recall, than on the memorization
of information about texts and authors?
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Does the teacher carefully scrutinize all his procedur••
to be aure that they are not in actuality lJubstitutin;
other aims - thin;. to do~ literature - for the
experience .Q.f. literature?
Does the teacher ask of every assignment or method or
text, no matter what its short-term effectiveness: "Does
it qet in the way of the live sense of literature? Does
it make literature something to be regurg'itated, ..nalyzed,
categorized, or is it a means toward makin; literature a
more personally meaningful and self-discipl ined activity?"
(Rosenblatt (1968). p. 288)
Does the teacher realize with Rosenblatt (1968) that all
the students' knowledge about literary history, about
authors and periods and literary types will be "lIO much
useless ba99age if the stud\!nt has not been led primad ly
to seek in literature a vital personal experience". (p.
55)
Does the reader, see Rosenblatt (1978), as h\! meets the
text have as full "an aesthetic experience UI possible
given his own capacities and sensibilities, preoccupations
and memories he brings to th\! transaction"? (p. 132)
Does the teacher reali~e that literary conventions are
best learned by those who do a great deal of reading
rather than by direct instruction? Does the teacher
understand the developmental sequence of reading and the
strategies characteristic of each stag\! so that the most
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facilitating context can be created in which genuine
toeaponse can grow?
- Do teachers know, asks Thomson (1987). when to "intervene
to assist individual .tudenls and when to desist from
intervention?" (p. 242) Nill teachers refrain from
impolling text and interpretation on students but not leave
the development of higher level !Itrategies to chance?
Will teachua realize that the readers in any class are
likely to be at different stages of development and that
each student will need individual consideration as well as
frequent experience of working co-operatively with others
on shilred texts?
- Dc.es the leacher let students know that their comments are
solicited and will be given consideration?
- Is the classroom atmosphere cooperative rather than
combative, with students and teachers buildin; on one
another's ideas, usinlil' rather than disputin9 them?
- Is the teacher a "learninq facilitator" rather than part
of an autocratic tradition postulating one "perfect"
reading towards which all must strive? Has the reader
been reinstated at the centre of the literary experience
as an active participant, a co-investigator, rather than
as clay to be sCl.llptured, rather than !.I..!ll!.1...Ill.!lA. on which
author Ilnd teacher will write? Iser (1978) concludes,
"thus author and reader to share the 9ame of the
imagination, and indet:=d, the game will not work if the
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text sets out to be anythin9 more than a set of qoverning
rules. The reader's enjoyment begins when he himself
becomes productive, i.e., when the text allows him to
bring his own faculties into play." (p. 108) Is the
teacher's object, all the time, whether workin; with
younger children in the Romantic stage or adults who have
returned to evening classe!, to make it possible for them
to play this "game of the imagination" as well as possible
and in as rich a manner as pos5ible each time they play?
Recommendation;!
The following- is a list of recommendations on
literature/novel study that follow from the research of this
thesis:
THE CURRICULUM DIVISION OF THE DEPARTHENT OF EDUCATION
COULD:
conduct periodically a Reading Interest Inventory for the
entire province so that the prescribed novel! I ist can be
updated. The present novel recorrrnl:<ndation form provided
for tEiachers at the intermediate level should be utilized
with elementary and high school teachers as well.
provide schools with'} to 10 new titles each year for
students in Grades 4 to 6. Such titles would be supplied
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using the 9uidelines and formula presently in place tor
the junior novel, Grades 7 and 8.
- require students in each senior high literature course to
read at least four supplementary novels during the year.
The teacher should be left to devise appropriate means of
checking that this reading has indeed been completed.
- provide a monograph on the senior novel, Grades 10-12, to
complement the present rationale provided in the resource
books accompanyin;~,Grades 4-6, and the teacher's
guide, Enolish Tb!!l Intermediate School, Grades 7-9. Such
a mono9raph would provide a series of strategies to
promote th'! extensive wide reading presently called for in
the 1i tet."ature course descriptions, As well, this
monograph should contain an extensive list of recommended
complementary/supplementary texts which schools could
purchase for their classroom and library shelves. The
provision of such texts would augment the current
"intensive" teacher-directed study of core novels with
"extensive" independent study and reading- by the student,
The monog-raph would also offer teachers and students a
greater range of activities to engage in in response to
literature, both of written and more performance-oriented
kinds. Such a 9'uide would show that there are many
exciting ways of exploring literature imaginatively, ways
which are more effective in helpin9 students explore texts
2.0
more deeply and enjoyabl,. without resort to arid, routine
sWfr.'\&riea and comprehension e.erches which many studenta
resent.
emphasite the benefits of the reading habit. Por ex.mpte,
a series of madia ads. posters, etc. could be developed
"to sell" intereetinv books young people ml;ht enjoy
reading. The ffTA, throu;h its various public.tic:ls and
advertisements, could playa role here as well.
investigate the format and intent of the present public
e!laminations in language and literature courses to
ascertain whethet" such ellaminations actually support the
objectives of the various Course Descriptions. Patrick
Diu (1989), in an article, "Ao Test~DriY.n Literary
Response Curriculum" (Quebec). looks at the difficulty of
aligning the literature examination with a response-based
theory of reading.
It is now • cOlTl1'lonplace notion that the
situational context powerful 1y infl uences
reading and writing. Where a text is read
or writlen <at home or in a classroom),
when (in a stressful si tuation or during
one's leisure time), why (for pleasure,
information. or " test), and for whom
(teacher as examiner or sympathetic
listener, oneself, or a friend) determine
to a great extent what one derives from
one's reading and the kind of writing one
produces. Can an examination situation
allow for the kinds of reading (and
writing: about one's reading) that the
program objectives are set to promote?
(p. 43)
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Does the testinQ situation encouraQe in the student
aeathetic. responsive stance open to possibilities of
me.ninV' and receptive to personal ••sociations. Dies
offers a proposal for a "Proeess-Bued Enmin.tion". (PP.
46-51) His proposal assume.! that the uamination will
occur over a period of several days and in a 5ett1n9 that
is fami liar and supportive. It is also assumed that
students are accustomed to working in small groups and
sharin9 their responses and their written drafts for
comment and revision.
- modify the aha red evaluation format so that it specific.ll y
outlines which student performances should be included in
the schools' 50\ share. Some requirements, as regards
novel study. might include:
read at least four novels independently
with good comprehension and personal
satisfaction;
participated meaningfully in group
analysis (reading' and discussion) of one
major novel;
prepared effective point form notes on a
major text for subsequent group discussion
and presentation;
read, analyted and presented an individual
seminar on a major text;
read, analyzed and wrote a corrmentary on
II novel:
carried out an independent research
project related to II core theme;
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responded meaningfully to oral and/or
visual and/or dramatic presentation of
novel.
- establish a balance in the literature curriculum between
traditional and new novels, realism and fantasy.
historical and contemporary sl!ttings. At present. the
curriculum needs more novels of the fantasy/science
fiction mode included on the prescribed lists since this
category is very popular with junior and senior high
scbool students. These are novels which Maitre (1983)
explains deal wlth states of affairs which could never be
actual. The popularity comes from two sour~eS: escapism
and, in the case of science fiction, a concern with the
future. Novels like The Left Hand of Darkness (LeGuin),
Childhood's End (Clarke), The Terminal Man and ~
Andromedia Strain (Crichton). Plowers for Ugernon
(Keyes). Strangers in il strange Land (Heinlein) ilnd~
(Herbert) are valuable books ,.,hich should be pr<=~cribed/
recommended for class libraries at the high school level.
Such novels raise question!! like, "What if an alien
arrived among us?", "What will 9ocil!lty be like if one day
in the future ---?"
The qenre of non-fiction should be given more preference
as well. Presently there are some non-fiction texts
prescribed; Anne Frank; The piary of a Young Girl, :rhJt
Endless Steppe (autobiography), Death on the lee, The Lure
'"
of the L,b['ador Mild, Bartl,tt: Tbe Quat EBplor.t. There
Ire many other non-fiction texts which could be of interest
ranging from animal stories of James Herriot and Gerald
Dunel for elementary and junior hi9'h to a biography like
Death lie Not Proud (Gunler). smal hood The Unlikely
Revolutionary (Gwyn). Ab, LiPPoin Grows Up (Sandburg) for
older students,
ensure that literature curricula and selections keep pace
so that students in the age of technology will see it as
rolevant, valuable and practical. Peminist rights,
minor! ty 9roup ri9hts, increa.!led emphasis
multiculturalism, the current debates on homosexuality,
prostitution, pornoqraphy. censorship. even star Nars. are
all issues that are often neglected when it comes to
selection of litel:'atul:'e and I:'esponse to literatul:'e in
literature programs. However, in an effort to "keep pace"
care must be taken in .:'~hctinlil' novel! embodying
contemporary themes, There are two sides to this debate.
One side advocates that such contemporary fiction makes
students aware of the world and its problems; the other
side calls for more sensitivity and care to both subject
and audience. Both sides are represented in the followin9
statements:
Rinsky and Schweikort (1977) write:
We need to remember that. in terms of
sophistication and candor, the youth of
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today are no more like the Youth of 25
years ago than the realities of the 1910's
(80's) are like ttLe t"ealities of the
1950'15. --- For if literature is to
escape the ch.arge of offering only escape
to its readers --- it must be aware of the
world and its problema.
Hunter (1975) calh for the "convention of care":
the law of diminishing returns is
illlllediatelyactivated, and the wri tet' will
only succeed in rubbing hh YOUnt; reader's
n08e in the dirt of the world before the
same child has had a chance to t'eaUze
that the world i taelf 15 a shinin9 star.
--- the danqer that chi Idren overburdened
by serious themes may be made old befor~
their time; or even, simply tJ:l.at they may
he denied the due need of their natural
fucination for the fantastic, the
hilarious. the exotic. the adventurous, in
story telling. (pp. 22-23)
To strike some bal ance in this debate will be the task of
eurriculum conwnittees at the 9chool district and provincial
levels. APPendix R contains a list of lIome questions
developed by Protherough (1983), which. cOlllflitteu mhht
consider wben contemplating the use of a particular novel
with a class.
PACULTY OP EDUCATION AT MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY COULD:
- engend~r in Engl ish teachers an understanding of the
development of the readinq and responae procellsell if they
are to successfully implement a literature progorarn.
First. Engol bh/Lang-uagoe Arta teachers need
to know developmental staqea in student
reading- in order to select tezta for
different age and maturitr levela.
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Second. awareness of developmental st..g:es
of responae will familiarize the teacher
with what. to expect in the way of student
response to different works of literature
al different ages. (GambelL 1986, pp.
135-136)
- operationally define the role of the EngIish!Lan9ullge Arts
teacher. In order to teach learners how to become better
readers and writers of 1iteratur~, "teachers need to
practice it, demonstrate it and comment explicitly on how
they do it themselves. This requires the ability to
articulate the theodes which derive their practice and
furthermore the desire and capacity to make these theories
available to learners," (Boamer, 1984. as quoted in
Gambell, p. 148) Furthermore, the National Council of
Teachers of English (NCTE), in its statement on the
"Preparation of Teachers of English and Language Arts"
(1976), states that the teacher of literature needs to
know an extensive body of literature in En9lish, which
includes literature for children and adolescents, popular
literature, oral literature, non-""estern literature, and
literature by women and minority groups. Added to this,
the teacher should be aware of varied ways of respondirl'
to, discussing and understanding works of literature in
all forms. Furthermore, the Canadian Council of Teachers
of English (CCTE) has prepared a similar statement (1985).
Under reading/literature understanding, these aspects are
listed:
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roles of reading in learning;
processes by which students learn to read;
how students develop their reading-
abilities;
development of Canadian, English, and
American literature;
characteristics of literary oenres;
various theories of literary criticism;
backgrounds to 1iterature (historical,
bioqraphical, mythical);
theories of student response to
literature. (Gambell. 1986, p. 149)
The literature teacher needs to be educated to re:nain
constantly open to the possibilities of a text, since the
aim of the response-centered approach is to help the
student toward a more and more contt"olled, more and more
valid or defensibl e response to the text. "The teacher of
literature, especially, needs to keep alive this view of
the literary work as personal evocation, the product of
creative activity carried on by the reader under the
guidance of the text." (Rosenblatt, 1976, p. 28)
- cooperate with school boards and NTA to establish
English Resources Clearing House within the province that
would collect, help fund, organize and distribute teacher
material on Language Arts generally and novel study
specificallr. Barnes (1989), in an unpublished thesis,
argues that "such a cl earing House could be a co-op among
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:!chool districts and a minimal membership fee would
provide to English magazine and journal
publications. teacher-developed material. published
teachinc;J aids. and the like. English teachers could
borrow certain limited holdings and/or purchase others".
The main focus of such a Clearing House would be upon
generating teacher developed material to fit into the
various literature courses in the province's schools.
THE SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS COULD:
- institute a schedul ed/well-supervised sustained si 1ent
t"eadio9 peciod{s) (85R) in all schools. (see Legqe,
Thesis, 1984) Reading encouraged in such periods need not
be limited to fiction as such. All teachers in all
subjects should assume "ownership" for the success of such
reading: periods.
- inform parents of the school's po.· icy on readin9
specifically outlining expectations of students durin; SSR
periods. At a parents' meetin;, a list of titles and
authOrs of interest to the particular students' stage of
de..,elopment could be provided inviting parents'
cooperation for promoting the reilding habit at home.
- avail of programs like National Book Festival and visiting
Artists Pp:oqram (VAP) which provide financial assistance
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to school districts who wiah to invite different writers
to apeak or read their works to various classes.
- append novels to other courses, especially at the senior
high school level. For example. if the French Revolution
is being studied in social studies, Dickens' A Tale of Two
cities might help the student to understand the
information of that era better throuqh the more vivid and
detailed descriptions of the narrative. The lmagery of
the novel might help the student visualir;e "aesthetically"
the people and scenes he has read about "efferently" in
his history tnt. Rosenblatt (1968) sU99ests that
literature is something lived through, somethinq to which
the student reacts on a variety of interrelated emotional
and intellectual planes. Theru lies the main educational
potential nf complementary nOVEls in other subject areas.
Such novels offer a form of vicarious "field tdp" to
areas and times when direct observation is not possible.
(pp. 242-243) By way of further ex.ample, novels like
Bi.llI:.Dm. (Such), Blood Red Ochre (Major), Winter of the
Black Weasel (Dawe),~ (Gale), Copper Sunri;u,
(Buchan) could complement any unit of study in social
studies dealing specificall~ with the Beothuks or an haue
involving' native people.!. Similarly, Death on the Ice
(Brown) could certlliniy add to a unit dealing' with aealin'l
specifically or Newfoundland culture generally. As well.
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novels like Very Far "\lay From l.nywbere Els, ([,,8 Guin) and
January February June or July (Porter) could certainly
enrich units in the Adolescence: Relationships and
sexuality COUfse (Ct"ade 9) or some modules of the Family
Living 2200 course (Grade 11). Helen Porter's first novel
examines Heather Novak's relationships with her family,
her peers, and the young man who - as did her father years
before - leaves her to face alone the painful process of
growing up. Furthermore, books 1ike 511 ent Spring
(Carson). A Whale for tbf: Killing (Howat), On the Beach
(Shute) have much to contribute to classes of
Environmental Science 3205.
- assign high school studfmts of a oiven level (e.g .•
LanCjluage 3101 and Thematic Literature 3201) to the same
Enqlish teachers to facilitate the integration of all the
Language Arts ski 11 s (reading, wri t ing; speakin9,
listeninq) .
It Coda - the few closing measures introduced at
the end of a musical composition to emphasize the major
chords. What then have been the major chords "resounding"
throuqh this thesis on novel study?
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Slatoff (1970) juxtaposes many issues involved in
response to literature which have been the major emphasis of
this research:
Insofar as we divorce the study of
literature from the experience of
readin9 and view literary works as
objec:ts to be anal yzed rather than human
expressions to he related to; insofar as
we view them as providing order. pattern
and beauty, as opposed to chail enge and
disturbance; insofar as we favor form
over content, objectivity over
subjectivity, detachment over
involvement. theoretical over real
readers: insofar as we worry more about
incorrect response than insufficient
ones; insofar as we emphasize the
distinction between literature and life
rather than their interpretations we
reduce the power of 11 terature and
protect ourselves from it, (pp. 161-
168)
The aim of this study has not been to "reduce the power of
literature" and the study of the novel but rather to enhance
them. Much of what the student reads in newspapers and sees
on television and video will likelY, in the words of
Rosenblatt (1968). tend "to coarsen his sensibilities" (p.
93j and make him less able to respond fully to the comple..
and subtle nature of good literature. Although the reading-
of a novel will not in itself counteract all the unfavorable
pressure, "it can be a means of helping the student develop
conscious resistance to those influences", (p, 93) Through
literature the student becomes aware of the personalities of
different kinds of people. He learns to put himself in the
place of the other fellow. As well, students learn from
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books the culturally appropriate response to different types
of situations and people. This thesis has stressed the
experience of reading for as Rosenblatt explains:
Books are a means of getting' outside the
limited cultural group into which the
individual is born. They are in a sense
el ements of societies distant in time
and space made personally available to
the reader, (p. 192)
The English classroom envisioned here is the place where
literature resides. an arena for a linkage with the world of
the student, a place where what the student brings to
literature, what he undergoes through the medium of the
literary text, how he is helped to handle this individually
and/or in small groups, wi 11 affect what he carries away
from it in enhanced sensitivities to language and to life.
The emphasis in the Romantic, Precision and
Generalization stages of novel study, Grades 4 to 12, has
focused on transactional theory in the teaching of
literature. That theory attempts to move teachers away from
the notion of literature as content to be handed over. It
posits that the literary text is continually recreated in
the transaction between the reader and text, that the text
is found, not only by the words on the pa;e but also by the
exp~riences and expectations that the student brings to the
text. Moreover, transactional theory sugqests that the
contexts with which the text is read also influence the
nature of the literary transaction. It suggests that the
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readlll:'S should rely much more on their own resources a8
readers and to trust their own eJ:pedences of the literary
work. Readers are encouraqed to become aware of
possibilities of meaning. to become tolerant of ambi9'uity,
and to become unafraid of being wrong. Advocates of
transactional theory like Rosenblatt and Iaer encourage "an
a~sthetic" rather than an "efferent" stance to novels, they
promote exploration, a dwelling on the experience of the
novel rather than an immediate search for the one "correct"
meaning.
An understanding of the reading process and the
com,truction of meaning is essential tor a transactional
approach to the teaching of the novel. Response to the
novel is qreatly enhanced when students are involved in
tal k, not onl y with teachers but, more important 1y, among
theNelves. Listeninw to other !!!tudent!!!' reapon!!!e!!! to
literature is the process whereby one expands and extends
one's own understanding of litet"ature and its power to shape
human thought and under!!!tanding. Response also needs to
involve students in a much greater variety of writinw
activitie!!! of expressive, discursive llnd poetic kind!!!.
The literary experience of the novel is at times
a private interaction between reader and text: at other
times it is cOlTlllunal - it asks to be shared in discourse.
Lionel Trillin9 (1967), in his introduction to Prefaces to
the Experience of Literature, PO:lits:
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find a pleasure that a••mD
instinctual not. on11 in the emotions
that are aroused by what we read but
also in cOTl'lllunicating them to each
other. in trying to understand why we
feel as we do. in testing our emotions
by those that others tell us that. they
have, in discovering what we might
possibly feel bflyond what we do feel.
And discourse leads to dialectic: we
di!la;ree with others in observation and
response and in the general principl eB
that we and they have been led to
formulate. This activity, in itself.
interesting and pleasant. increases the
interest and pleasure of our private
experience.
Novel study, Grades 4 to 12, means providing (through a
multiplicity of teKtS) an opportunity for the act of
reading. Novel study means making it more likely (through
various classroom practices) that this act of reading will
be an exploration, an adventure, an experience, having in
mind what the word implies of an activity of consciousness
and response. The novelist James Joyce wrote:
Welcome, 0 life
I go to encounter for the millionth time
the reality of experience
and to forge in the 8mi thy of my soul
the uncreated conscience of my race.
Proponents of transactional theory believe that, given a
chance in the classroom, literature can certainly help "to
forge the uncreated conscience" of the young.
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orade 4:
Ali,on', Oboat;! by Mary Alice .nd John Downie
M:iet at Contre let by Estelle salata
Or.de 5:
Qne Jobn A Too ManY by Richard Wright
AlwaYS Ask for. Trans'fer by Yancy Kasper
orade 6:
Peanut BuHtr is Pot"@ur by Melanie Zola
Kidnapped in the Yukon by Lucy Berton Woodward
"6
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Appendix B
List of Prescribed "ov.18 , Orad•• 1-8
1972-1990
'!'itles marked with ••terisk (*) are those hem List of Host
Frequent17 Listed Literature TiU.. a. Avaihble or
Recoftmended hI Provincial Departmentl of Education in Canada
(1980) •
2••
t.ist of Prescdbed Novels, Grades 7~8, 1972-1990
1972-1973
1972-1973
1972-1975
1972-1975
-1972-1977
1972-1977
1972-1977
1972-1977
*1972~1977/82
1972-1975
1972-1978/82
1972-1977
1972-1977/83
*1973-1977
1973-1977
1973-1977
1973-1978
1973-1975
1973-1978
1973-1975
1913-1975
1973-1977
1973-1975
*1973-1977
tluter of Ravenl.2Y..t. by Bert Williams
The Wolf Pack by Cynthia Harnitt
Shadow of a Bull by Main Wojciechowska
Banner in th sky by James Ramsey Ullman
Lost in the Barrens by Parley Mowat
The Cill of the Wild by Jack London
A wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L'En91e
~ by Kim Kjelgaard
The OUhid,n by S.E. Hinton
Our EKPloits at ",st Poley by Thomlos Hardy
2.lJl....I.ill. by Fred Gipson
~ by Henry Gregor Fi I sen
Sevent"nth sUIJI!lu By Maureen Daly
The Incredible Journey by Sheila Burnford
IS..f..I..tn. by Marie Killllen
Rocky Mountain Monster by Bert Williams
1tk.H.I.l..I.. by Ed! th Lambed Shup
The Silyer Sword by Ian Senaillien
~ by Joan Tate
Buahes and Bears compll ed for Reader's
Dioest by Enid olson
Anne's House of Dreams by L.N. Nont90mery
ll.t..b.l.i.nk. by Rutherford Montqomery
The BIUk Jok. by Farl.y Mowat
The Orinly by Anoabel and Edgar Johnson
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1973-1975 ..L..u1...Jln1. by Ann. Holm
1973-1975 Th' Miracle Worker by William Gibson
1973-1915 SllV~ of the Raid, by Doris Anderson
1973-1975 ~s and Qumllhoes by Richud Lunn
1973-1975 ~ by Herman Melville
1973-1975 Tbe M'HOW of tb. World by Ruth tHehols
1973-1977/88 tbat \In Then 'this is Now by S.!. Hinton
U7J-1978 Sawtooth Harbour Bay by Jean HIYes ruther
1976-1978 Million Dollar Duck by Vic CrWll.
1976-1978 clar,nce the TV pog by Patrlch Lauber
1976-1978 Deadline at Spook C.bin by Jeln Feather
1916-1978 tbe Weird Witcb" Spell by Robert Vitarelli
(Ed. )
1976-1977 ~ by Elmore Leonard
1976-1977 Sinqhd out by Louis M.R. Tardiff
1976-1977 ~ by A.. James Rennie
1976~1978 Th' Hitch of Blackbird Pond by Elisabeth
0'0[9' Speare
1978-1979 ~ by Milliam H. AnnstroDV
1978-1979 Julie of tbt MoIYe! by Jean CraiC)head
Geor;,
1979-1980 ~ by Charlotte 8['onte
1979-1980 owl! in the Family by ruley Mowat
1979-1980/82/88 The Journey Hom. by Michael J. McCuthy
1979-1980 I VII • 98 lb puck ling by Jean Van Leewveo
1979-1980 Wildern,ss Champ! 00 by Joseph Mhutoo
Lippincott
1979-1980
1979-1980
1980-1981
1980-1981/83
1980-1981
1980-1981
1980-1981/83
1980-1981
1980-1991
1980-1981
1980-1981
1980-1981
1980-1981/82
1981-1982
1981-1982
1981-1982
1981-1982
1981-1982
1981-1982
1981~1992
1981~1992
1992-1983
1982-1993
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Deadwood city by Edward Packard
Qloo,kap and His Hagic by Kal Hill
~ by Robb White
Luke Baldwin I, Vow by Madey calla9han
otter Three-Two Calling by Lief Hamre
l..t2m.....linn by Jean Little
~ by Mollie Huntar
Tbl oUest of the Golden Ganet by Dorothy
Barnhouse
Something for Jon (Novelization) by
Richard E. Peck
Caribou Runavay by Francis Duncan
Silver Wolf by Pal;e Phon
20 DOO Leagul!II Undu the Sea by Jules Verne
%shnd of the Blue Dolphins by Scott O'Dell
Copper Sunri.. by Bryan Buchan
~ by Paul Kropp
.§.k.u.u.r.. by £1 h..beth Yates
%hi IbiD Orey Han by Malcolm Saville
Th. Chang. ling by Zelpha K. Snyder
Il.YX.n..-.Q.ql by Paul Kropp
Thl.tar of the World. by H.O. Melh
Prom the Mind Up PO" of Mrs BuU t
paokwd 1er by !. L. Konig'sburv
Are You there Ood It's Me Margaret br
Judy Blum.
Tbe "elen Keller StorY by Catherine Owens
Penre
1983-1984
1983-1984
1983-1984
1983~1984
1983-1984
1983-1984
1984-1985
1985·1986
1985-1986
1985-1986
1985-1986
1985-1986
1985-1986
1985-1986
1986-1987
1986-1987
1986-1987
198(-1987
1986-1987
1986-1987
1986-1987
1986·1987
'"
%.W.L....I.!..U br Judr 1I1Ullle
und.rqroUDd to canada br Barbara SJIluck.r
SJpok. Our Orand Pn bf Marion Davison and
Audr.y Mtuh
Th,t. Pin. 8umtr by Ella Manu.l
Th, Yaung Unicorn, by Madehine L'En;le
Vtry Par aVay Prgm AoYHhln 11.. by Uuuh
It. Le Gulo
(Same novels .upplie~ .. in pnvious fear)
"g Words for Gggdbye bf John Cui;
cowboys Don't Cn br Marilyn HalVorson
Tb. Endltl! Shpp' br Esth.r Hautd;
On. Proud SWllDer by MBuha Hewitt and
claire Mackay
Prg'.o Pi n by Jame. Houeton
The Hlunted Mountain by Molli. Hunter
Bridge to TU,bHhh by P:&thedn. "t.non
Tht Minerva Prognm by Chin Mackay
!ltorm Child bf llrenda 1I1l11n;ham
Wrgng Aqd" Bgbbie by P:trle.n Bradford
Wbo Car.. Abgut KIUD by 1'.1 ison Lohan.
Pirot
WtlCOme "orne Jellybean by M&rl.n. ranta
Shyer
Th. 8.cret Windg" by Bettf R.n Wri;ht
siB wglY's Prom th. Ngrth bf Michael Hullen
~ bf Barban Smucker
Tb. 'Uster gf th. ,bber b1 CtlIllron
Lan9ford
1987-1988
1987-1988
1987-1988
1987-1988
1987-1988
1988-1989
1988-1989
1988-1989
1988-1989
1988-1989
1988-1989
1988-1989
1989-1990
1989-1990
1989-1990
1989-1990
1989-1990
1989-1990
1989-1990
1989-1990
1989-1990
1989-1990
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~ by William Sleator
The Wimp and the Jock by John Ibbitson
The Tomorrow City by Monica KU9hes
~ by Monica HU9hes
A city out of sight by Ivan Southall
The Hand of Robin sguires by Joan Clarke
The Ghost to Lunenburg Hanor by Eric Wilson
~ by Paul Kropp
Between Friends by Sheila Garrig'ue
BrotherS by Choice by £lfreida Read
This Can't Be Happening At McDonald Hall
by Gordon Korman
Can You Promise He spring by Alison Lohans
Pi rot
The Lifequi1rd by R.T. Cusich
Mystery of the Witches Bridae by B.O.
Carleton
~ by Paul Kropp
~by E. Fauchen
The Long Journey Hom' hr J. Lester
The Indian in the cupboard by L.R. Banks
The Haunting of Cliff House by K. Bradford
The Journey of N.Hy Gann by A. Matthews
The Lottery Rose by I. Hunt
pear Bruce springstein by Kevin Major
App~ndix C
Novel Recoll'lrlendation Form tor
Grades 7 and 8
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Companr _
".
Novel Recorllnend.tion Porm
Title of Book _
Author _
Number of Pages _ Cost _
Thill book is fiction or nonfiction. (Circle one)
Characters
Plot
Why do you reconmend this book for intermediate students?
Sil~naturlll _
School Addresa
Send to: Education Consultant, English
Department of Education
Division of Instruction
Curriculwn Section
P.O. Box 4750
Suite SO., Atlantic Place
st. John's, PIP
Ale 5T7
Appendia D
Sample !acerpts of Students' Ifri tinCJI
in Response to Novels Read
29'
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D-[
C.l1'ljJh.n, M. (1974). Luke B'ldwio', yow. Richmond Hill,
ont.rio: Schol.aUc-Tab Publications Ltd.
WRITE THE TITLE IN A VKRTICAL POSITION AnD THEN ACROSS WRITE
WORDS/SENTENCES THAT l'RE RELATED '1'0 THE BOOK •
.L. uke h the main character. He is a small boy whos. fatber
died of a heart attack .
.Y.. nch Henry is the man who cares for Luke. He was like a
father to him.
It ind is Luke's aunt Helen who thought a great deal of Luke
and 1istened to him.
K xplanations of the world that Luke', father had t.U9ht him
and the little things they did tOllether were thin;s Luke
would never forfjfet.
Illye mcmnt.a1ns fascinated Luke when he first got off the
train in Collin!1wood.
II dog named Dan that Luke loved dearly. He saved the dog's
life when it was drowning.
J.. ----
Xl reaming ViliS Luke's secret world that gave him a chance to
get away from real i ty.
ll----
1.----
li ever was Luke allowed to show emotions in front of his
uncle.
§.. am Carter was the old man who worked in the mill. Luke
didn't like Sam.
:i. isiting: Hr. Kemp, the neighbor, was an enjoyment for Luke
because he got to round up the cows.
Q. ld Mr. Kemp was the only person who enjoyed Dan as much as
Luke did.
H. ith confidence Luke made a proposition to his uncI e to pay
for the dog's food and shelter.
- chris. a Orade 7 student presented this
orally with further e:Ilplanation to his
entire class.
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D-II
Sleator. W. (1972). ~. Toronto: Scholastic Inc.
DESIGN. ON A LARGE CHART FOR CLASS DISPLAY. Alf ATTRAC!'IVE
800ft JACItET.
;j
·Jl
!tI
- Darlene. a Grade 7 student eJlplained her
drawing to the class in a fout'-minute
presentation
".
D-ItI
Tolkien, J.K.ft. (1937). 1:hL..h.2l!ill.. London: Unwin
Paperback••
A PUBLISHER'S BLURB TO SELL THE BOO":
~ by J.R.R. Tolkien is the story of ..
young hobbit by tbe name of Bilbo 8a99108. By the way. a
hobbit is it short man about three feet tall and has big feet
with leatbery soles.
The main plot of the novel revolves around the main
character. Bilbo 8a,99105, who is whisked away by twelve
dwarves and .. human wizard friend who all together visit
distant lands, encounter stranqe creatures, experience new
adventures, participat.e in an historic battle and capt.ure ..
lost treasure ----,
The mountain they visit was originally settled by
a community of dwarves. But when a dragon named Smau; first
captured the mountain he found that the dwarves had
skillfully carved atone walls inside tbe mountain and bad
eKc.vated larve cbambers and lined the1ll with voId. After
Smaug had .ebed the fair kinvdom under the mountain, h.
killed all its inhabitants and stole all their treasure for
his expensive bed. of gold. and jewels --~-.
The twelve dwarves who acnompanied Bilbo were
captured bJ corrupt lrolls and wore to b. their midni9ht
snack. But the wizard quickly devised a plan whicb kept tbe
trolls occupied unti"l dawn at which till. the trolls would b.
turned to stone and the dwarves freed.
---- Bilbo was enticed to join tbe 9roup to 90 in
search of levendarJ treasure. Bilbo's responsibility to the
9roup was to act as a scout, provide food, entertain. and
lure the dragon, Smau;, allay from the treasure which he
vuarded. Bilbo was able to do this with the help of • m&vic
rin; wbicb be found wbile in a goblin kinvdom. Por his part,
8ilbo eventually received ----.
- Greg, a Grade 9 lStudent.
'"
D~IV
Bradford, Karl un. (1977). Wrong .gain Bobbit, Richmond
Hill, Ont.rio: Schol.stic-Tab Publications.
MRITI!:. TELL Oil: READ THE HOST I!:XCI'l'I~fG PART.
In thi. novel. there "llID' t real I '1 any particular
eKe! ting part. Instead. there were 41 threat part, of th_
book that were exciting. These parts "ere:
One morning when Robbie "ent down to the pond near
his Grandhther' shouse. he saw lIomethin; in a manh)' spot
by the shore. Mht·p he 90t closer to ue what it w.s, h.
realized that it va- • duck frozen to the ice. He expected
it to move when he t;Jot close enough, but all the duck did was
make a feeble attempt to fly. Robbie now saw IIhy: Ita head
and bodY 'In covered with greasy black oil I Ka took the weak
duck blck to the house to see what could be done. Qu!cllly,
Robbie gutly laid the duck in the sink and filled it up with
lukewarm "ater. He cleaned 1 t vith .IlIoap until every last
trace of oil vas 90ne. When he va.!! finished he found a bolo
with a blanket for the duck to sleep in. Robbie was doubtful
at first if the duck wa. 90ing to live. but after a hw
months the duck wa. nursed back t.o healtb.
The final eKci tin9 part in this book wa.:
'he one thin9 that Robbie w•• better at than Sandr
vas "Ply-Tying". Robbie'. Grandfather taught him to do thb
and he cau9ht on rig'ht avay. on telniaion there vaa a
contest for Ply-Tyin9. The person who did the be.t one, or
won. 90t to 90 on a fi.hing trip on Lad, Evel,n Lake.
Pinally, the day of the competition came and Robbie won it
with ease. The vinner va. permitted to talte one peraon alonq
on the trip and Robbie decided to take hb qrandfather with
him. despite the fact that they didn I t qet alon9 ver, well.
When they were flown to the lake, they were leU
by themselve. for a whole week. It vould have been a perfect
trip except for a danger that threatened hb .;randfather:
They were just about to head back to camp but his 9undfather
wanted to climb up and try for another fish or tvo. He
scrambled up on a rock overhan9inq the atr.am, but juat as
he reached the top hla foot slipped on a plece of loo.e stone
and he fell bacltward. causin9 his arm to get broken. Robbie
never panicked, though. He made ...pl int the beat he could
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and helped his qrandfather back to cam.p. To make thin911
worse, a bear had been in their campsite and had destroyed
all the food. Since his grandfather was hurt, Robbie had to
fish and bunt for all their food. Thin95 'Worked out in the
end becau!le when the plane came hack to take them home, his
grandfather was taken to the hospital to get his arm put in
a caat and Robbie WiI.lI congratulated by tbe doctors at the
hospital.
- Dawn, a Grade 8 student.
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o-v
O'Dell, S. (1960). Ialand of the blue dolphin•. New York:
Dell PubUahinq co .• Ine.
NR1TE. TELL OR READ ABOUT THE SADDEST PART.
I think the saddest part of this book is when
It.rana's brother 'leta killed by • pack of vicious wild dogs.
Ramo, her brother, who was left on the lshnd with her was
sli9htly youn'ler than she was. --- He had a bi9 vaah in his
throat and other bi tel and .eutche. on hh body. He fought
the dogs off the but he could and even killed two of them.
They overpowered him. Karana took him to the camp where he
lay lifeless. She was now alone on this duol.te island with
DO one to talk to, or be friends with and no one to ahat"e
apace with. she had to provide for herself now. She had to
get shell-fish and qather food by herself with the wild dova
".tobin; her every move. she wasn·t allowed to hold a weapon
in her hand or use it for it wa. fot"bidden fot" lJirls and
women to use them. --~. It was sad to see her all alone
there.
- This excerpt was hken from an asaiO'nment
by a Ot"ade 8 student. Derek. When the
assignments were beino returned, Derek
",as asked orally vhy he felt this novel
received the Hans Christian Anderson
Kedal and The ne.,berry Award for lj\Iood
children's literature. Derek·s bri.f
oral response demonstrated that he had
read the novel careful I '1 and had
understood the youno Indian virl· 5
unusual adventure of survival.
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D-VI
Feathee, J.e. (1973). Sawtooth Har}l~. Don Mills,
ontario: Thomas Nelson and Sons.
HAKE A TIME LINE OF THE MAJOR EVENTS IN 'rHE 8001(.
- November 1919, Bill Harding' gets kicked out of his Pdmary
School in Sawtooth Harbour.
- Billy qets accepted into the Church of Enqhnd School.
- June 1920, Billy leaves school to go to Labrador to help
his father's fishinq c['elf.
- Late June, Billy and his family arrive at Pothook Island,
Labt"ador.
- Early August, one of Billy's friends, Setran, gets sick
with appendicitis and hilS to be brOu9ht to Prineer's
Harbour for the services of Dr. Grenfell.
- Two days later ---.
- October 10. Bill y leaves Pothook lsI and with his fami ly to
go hom•.
- October 25, Billy's family arrive at Sawtooth Harbour.
- January 1921, Billy makes friends vi.th uncle Mi.ke, the
hermit of the community, after saving his dOli! from falling:
throuli!n the ice.
- In June ---.
- Billy helps Oncle Hike to g:row, pick .nel sell his crops so
he can save money to g:o to colle;e.
- In the Sprin; of 1922, Billy's father earns more than fifty
doll an on the seal hunt to help support 8111 Y to ;0 to
college.
- March 10, 1924 ---.
'0'
- A few weeke later I Bill, and bh family attend the nadin9
of Uncle Hike'. vill to find out. that Unele Mike ha. left
five hun4red twenty-five dollara to pal for B11ly to attend
colle98 and learn hON to be • doctor.
:.. Crai9, • Orade B student discussed thb
time line with hie cl.... Suoh shadn;
of books in cl ••• not only demonstrated
that Crai; had understood the sequence
of events in the text. but his enthusiasm
helped excite t.hree other students to
read antooth Harbour B07,
30.
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HaUey, A. and CasU., J. (1958). r.u.mt into danger.
Toronto: Clarke, Irwin and Company Ltd.
DESCRIBE A CRUCIAL SeEn AS A TELEVISION REPOUt:.q; HIGHT DO
FOR AN "ON-THE-SPOT" REPORT.
Good morning, canadal This is Robbie J __ reporting live
fp:om Vancouver Airport "here an airplane will be coming into
view any time now. Flight 114 from Toronto and Winnipeg has
sorn. very sick pUisenq_ra and crew aboard. The plane is
being flown by • passenger, George Spencer. who had ani y
flown small one-engine planes during the war. The phne is
in sight. It' s dropping fast ---. The wheel s hit tne runway
and b~unce hard. The plane hits again, It's not going to
make it. It's already gone over two-thirds way down the
runway. The engines die. The pilot pull' the plan. to the
left. It hits a runva, bump and dig a into the gra.. __ e.
He brought them down edely.
Robbie, a Grade 8 student gave this news
report before the entire class.
>05
D-VIIl
81 urn., J. (1910). ~htr. 00d7 It.'. m!! Minuet.
!'few York: Dell Publishin9' Co., Inc.
STUDENT WRITES TO AN AO't'HOR or Po NOV!L.
27 Pit'Qreen Avenue
Mount Pe.rl, Newfoundland
AUf ITS
January g, 1988
Dear Judy.
To atart off this letter, I would like to 8'y I
enjoyed your book Are You There God? It', Me Marqaret. I
especially liked Margaret and how sh. w•• going on tw.lve and
she wu full of questions wbich she didn't really have .ny
.nswers for. I liked the part when she started dath gr.de
and ah. met Gretchen and Jonie and atarted • virls' club
called "The Pour PTS's" which stood for the pre-teen
aen••tiona. Haney was her other friend in the club. In thh
club they talked about boya. the body lnd about private
thinill like becoming: a woman. I liked when she was invited
to a party by a g\l). in het:' class, Horman Fishbein.
I thou9ht it Wall nica of Margaret to pray to ood
almost everyday throughout the book. It was funny when
Mar9uet's mother brought har a bra and Mugaret prayed to
God to put sometbing in it. I really liked the endin9 of
the book. ••• 1 liked the book because it belps sdol.seenh
to 9rov up and to race ,11 the ehan9fls, physical and mental,
which are part of the teenage years.
Your trusted reader,
!trista, and_ 8
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O-IX
Howley, J.P. (1974). ~ks or red indians: The
aboriginal inhabitants of Newfgundland. Toronto: Coles
publishin9.
Such, P. (1973). Bi.uJ.:nm.. Toronto: Irwin Publishing Inc.
AN OUTLINE FOR A RESEARCH PAPER CO"lPLETED BY A LEVEL II I
STUDENT. ANDRE. HE COMPARED THE 3UP~LEH!:ff't'ARY uxor .tII.t.
BEOTHUKS OR RED INDIANS: TSE ABORIQ1.Nft,L INHABITANTS OF
"EtfrpUNQI,ANP TO PETER SUCU'S FICTIONAL ACCOUNT IN THE "CORE"
NOVEL~.
I. Introduction
11. HowleY' 5, The Beothuks or Red Indians
A. Brief introduction of Howley and his book
B. Evidence of the Beothuks' existence
C. Expeditions and studies of the B.othuks
1. Sir Joseph Banks studiil!ls
2. Lieut. Buchan's search for the Red Indians
D. The .story of Dem.aduit (her capture)
1. John Peyton' III v.raion
2. LinrpoQl Mercury edition.
vi tness' version
E. Shanadithit, the last of the Beothuks
Cormack's manuscript
1. The capture of Shanadithit
2. Information obtained from her
anonymous
r. Beothuk cuI ture
1. Hamateek or Wigwam
2. Dreu
3. ArlTl3
4. Canoes
5. Lanquaqe
G. Their elttinction. 'l'he factors that may have caused
the disaster
1. The white man
2. Starvation
3. Disease
'0'
III. Peter Such's~
A. Bdef overview of the book
B. Point of vi." (White man is cruel)
1. The capture of Demuduit
2. Compadson with the Liyerpool Mercury version
c. The story of shanadithit - comparison with
Cormack's manuscript
D. Peter Such'. style - How he maintains realhm
despite his point of view
E. 'l'loe Beothuks I ••tinction
1. The factors that caused it
2. Comparison to the factors mentioned in th.!l.
B.otbuks or Red Indians
IV. Concludon
'08
D-X
Twain, H. (1962). The adventu[l!!s of Huckleberry Finn. Mev
York: Almont Publishing! Co. Inc.
AN EXCERPT FROM STUDENT ASSIONH!NT DISCUSSING TWAIN'S USE OF
SATIRE IN THE ADVENTURES or HUCKLEBERRY rINN.
--- One of the effects of any book is to teach one somethin9
of himself. Despite Marlt Twain's notice in the be9inninv of
The Adyentures of Huckl,b'HT Fino, "Persons attemptinv to
find a motive in this narrative will b. prOs.cuted; persons
attempting to find a moral in it will be banished Of, he
does use his narrative to criticize many traditions and
beliefs of the pre-war southern United states. Many of the
incidents in this novel, especiallJ during- Huck's journey
down the Mhsissippi, are examples of saHre. • When
Huck comes in contact with the outside world we see the most
satiric part of this novel. All the \'lIeanness of Mark Twain's
damned human race is seen through the eyes and presented
throu9h the lips of Huck 1"inn. In this novel Hark Twain
attacks the inhumanity and gullibility of society. He also
satirizes the romantic tradi,tions and literature which were
so popular at that time. Purthermore, he criticizes the
aristocracy of the south, or9anhed religion, and the
monarchy - - - .
Pap Finn embodies all the worst and characteristic
features of his South. He is 9reedy, prejudiced and, of
course. incorrigibly violent. Moreover, drink is his life -
-- and death ---.
--~ Hies Watson is considered to be a very devout
and relillious penon, yet she is willing to sell Jim to a
slave trader in New Orleans and separate him from his family
These romantic tradition. are carried even further
--- in the Shephardson-Oranllerford feud. The romantic
traditions are reality --- upper class. aristocratic families
hold to tmrealistic traditions condoned in romantic
literature. They maintain a family feud for a cause long
forgotten ---.
- Lynn, a Grade 12 student.
3••
Appendh: E
List of Prescribed Koveh, Grade. 9-11
'htles marked with asterisk (*) are tho•• from List of Hoat
Prequently Listed Literature Titles .s Availabl. or
Reconmended by Provincial Departlllenta of Education in Canada
(1980) .
!'tovela
CapttiQl Cgunqeou, by Rudyard Kipling
* Dhn of • Ioung girl by Anne Prank
Pint spring 90 the Grand Banks by Bill Preeman
Plight int9 Dinger b}' Arthur HaUey and John Cutle
Jobnn! Tremain by Esther Porb.s
* Never Cn "elf by rarley Mowat
'" tb..L.f.ntl by John Steinbeck
'"~ by Jack Sch.efer
bn.!mu..t.. by Pbylli, ootlieb
llh.n..L..tP-" Lili" Bloom by Vera and Bill cleaver
tHptATJC LITDATPRE PDQ (OUPE 10 IIYIL Il
Bridgt on the River Kvai hI Pierre Soulh
'" Doth 00 '-hI Is' by Cassie Brown
The 0un' pf "avarona by Alistair M'el ..n
'" In the Mtlt of thl light: br John B.ll
The Moon if pown by John steinbeck
1Il lisImIn. by Paul Zindel
The Snow Ggose b7 Paul o.l1ieo
* To 1(111 • "oakhqM [d by Barpu Le•
• lfho Has SUP the Kind? br N.O. Mitchell
LITpARX HERITAGE 2201 IORADE 11 nVEL II)
One novel from S.cUon A. (pre 20th Centurr)
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On. novel hom S.ction B (20th Century)
Section A:
~ by Walter Scott
01 her Twist by charI IS Diekena
Bobinson Cruaoe by Daniel Defoe
Tb, Woodhnderl by Thomas Hardy
Section B:
* Animal rIA by Oeorge Orw.ll
Tb. Cru.l S•• by Michol•• Monaurat
• Tb, Old Min Ind the Sea by Ernest Hemingway
the Rtd ruther. by T.O. Roberts
WADly LITJRutJRE 2204
AI.hi.n.i.. by Tve. Theriault
I Heard th, Owl Call My Name by Margaret Craven
Tb, Betnul by Henry J(reisell
• Such is My Beloved by MorleJ Callaghan
Muia Cbapdelain. by Louis Hemon
* Buom,hr Itt ling by Hugh MacLennon
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Appendix P
Sample Assignment on the Grade 9
novel, §JanL by Jack Schaeffer
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Schaeffer. J. (l949). ~. Toronto: Thomas Nelson and
Sons.
write an essay between 350-500 words in which you discuss
one of the followin9 topics. I am lookini; for an orgo.niled
essay which shows that you have g'iven thought and planning'
to your work.
1. Introduction p 1 pau9raph - State briefly
what you intend to discuss. Introduce your
topic.
2. Body - 3-5 paragraphs - Beqin by giving'
specific details about events, characters,
style of writing - use references from novel
- to support your Thesis statement which is
the topic of your easay. Or9ani~e these ideas
into para,gor.phs.
3. Closing - the last paragraph where you
swmlarize, restate. or re-emphasize some of
the points discussed earlier in the essay.
1. style in a novel refers to the way a writer chooses and
uses his words. schaefter in the novel .§hJ.n.J.. uses a
great deal of comparison. rind 6 examples of effective
comparison and explain exactly what is being described
and how it is effective in describing the
action/characters of the novel.
2. What point of view is used in the novel ahIn.t.? What are
the advantages and disadvantag:es of this type of
narration? .
3. Choose 5 very specific adjectives to describe Shane and
write 5 paragraphs to justify your reasons for choosing
these words. Use novel references.
•• Define Contrast. Contrast the characters of Joe
Starrett and Stark Wilson. Include in your esaay the
type of work each man does.
5. Theme is the central insight, the main idea, the lesson
we learn about man from reading a work of literature.
What are the main insights you get aboul mankind from
reading .§Mn.!.?
6. Suspense is considered to occur in a story when the
reader is eager to know what wi 11 happen next. Authors
use the words spoken by the characters. thl!: Sl!:t ting, and
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the conflict to accomplish this important e1eMnt of
story writing. It.plain how the author developed
suspense in .I.l1.In!..
7. The RelaUonship between Starrett and Shane is one of
the ilnporhnt relationships in the Dovel. Write an
eSllay that compar•• the two, showing how they are alike
and how they di ffer.
8. Discuss the £2Il1.l.1ll between Pletcher and the farmers,
makiD; clear the hetors underlying the conflicts, the
l.goal ri9hts in the case and the re••onD for the manner
of aetttement.
9. Cn,tin Writina. ImaO'ine you are Chris. Nri te your
impression of Shane using information gained from your
encounter with him and from what you could have learned
from hie actions in the cOrmlunity.
APpendix G
Sample of a Group 'l'hou9ht Neb completed
on Grade 9 core novel Pint Bpdng on tb,
Grand Banks
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Ft"eeman, 8. (1978). First .pring 9D the Grall!l.....b.D.kJ.
Toronto: James Lorimer and Company. Publishers.
The following' thought webs vere completed by 9'roups in grade
IX and used as b••ic outlines for fully developed group
presentations to the class.
courageous
feuless fighte
steals "his" ship
"The Newfoundland"
~
I
hUsband of Meg
eader of John
and Meg
sails to Tower Rock
dishonest with
Donovan
captain of "The Newfoundland"
(moral oour,ve)
fi9htlng against
great odds for what
they believe
(Justicel Injustice)
poor fishermen against
weal thy merchant
(physical courage)
T~'" peop! e of Tower Rock make the
most of some verr poor economic times
Appendix H
The SnOM goo.. by Paul Oallieo
A Web of Pouibilitie.
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Relat.ed P0II!II
Read Wilfred Owen'a poem "The Disabled"
wbich realisticallY reveals the pain,
suffering and trat;lC!dy which comes from
injury in war. Compare the way the
youn; girl looked at the injured soldier
wi th "his queer dbease" and the way tbe
villagers looklld at Phillip Rbayader in
The Snow Goose.
Read Ben Jonson's poem, "It ia Not
Orowint;l Like a Tree" and Robert Burns'
poem, "A Man's a Man Por A' That", Wbat
do these poems 81Y about the qualities
of men which are truly important?
Usually stories of tragedy and sacrifice
are sad but at the same time upliftin/iJ.
Such storie. affect the readers' outlook
on Ufe and livint;l. The saorifice of
life for a supreme cause b a noble act,
one that arouses feeliogs of awe and
9randeur. Row does The Snow 000•• make
yO'..1 teel? !apl ain I
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Related Euu.!!
Read "A Yer,. Special 'rlend" by Roy
Banisteel of IUn...Al..i.!A fame. How is the
story of love and the miracle Lt
manifest. made clear in this essay and
in The Snow GOo,,?
a.ad "Ey. of t.he Beholder" by Aldous
Huxl.y in which ha discusses various
kinds of dill in.... sWNllarise Huxle,'.
essay. Discuss Philip Rbay_del".
"uvlineas" in l1Vht of the es••,' 8
thesis.
The SDDW Doose
b7
Paul oa1lioo
A Web of Possibilities
Themes and Moti fs
- Discuss the themes of Fdendship,
'l'rust and Love in the novel.
- Read Robert "athan's poem "Dunkirk" and
dballS. tb. theme of ratriotism and War.
I
The Snow GOOl' is • novel of
contrasts. In the middle of hunting'
and brutali ty there is peace and
sanctuuy. In the middle of u9liness
and deformity, there is beauty. In
the middle of val', there is love. In
an ess&y discuss fully the contrasts
found in the novel.
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.sty" and Technique
~otice the description of characters and
_____ ~etting in the novel. Discuu G.llico's
use of imagery. Pind lliu examples of
effective sight imagery in the novel.
I
Genre
I
what is a novella? Do you feel~
!l22n should be classed as " novella
rather than. novel?
___ Read another book which has been called
.. novella. The old Han and the Sea by
Ernest ReftlinQ"ay. Compare:
- the concise style.
- the poetic lan;uage.
- the single predominating incident.
- the single pre-eminent chara.cter.
- the unified impression
~ creative WriUng
H'ri te a poem about a penon you know who
has shown indomitable courage despite a
serious handicap andlor deformity.
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Appendb I
Poem - "Fot' Leonat'd"
J2l
For Leonard
I watched you in your wheelchair today
as I marked the re9ister in Hr. Collier's class.
I saw the sparkle in your shining eyes,
your imphh 9rin.
I marvelled at the trust you have in Stan,
and the inner warmth you trade with one
another.
You whi.pend to him.
He moved you tlivber in your chair;
He gave you a cough drop;
You amiled.
He tapped you on the shoulder, winked
and told me how you were really ready for
exams.
And just that, made you smile _vain.
As usual, I was in a muddle thh morning'.
I had had to shovel snow,
acrape clin9ing' ice from the windshield,
fi9ht the crawling traffic,
and "speak" to Tracey and Dawn
who were late tor homeroom.
I was, you could say, rather peevish.
But then I saw you;
You, and your smile, and your courage.
Most men who can walk stand small.
We want most things effortlessly, or for
nothing.
But you, Leonard, you work and strive for
everything,
and you appreciate everythinG,
the couqlh drop trom Stan, the helping hand he
gives,
your chance to learn and grow.
Leonard, in you, today, I saw the pioneer,
the fight against the odds,
the sinqlle flower on the rockY' cliff,
the single cUff againat the ra9in9 sea.
In a world of pl!Ievish, shallow, diminutive
timidity,
You sl!lnsithed me to the meanin9 of
manliness, enterprise, grit and heroism.
Appendi. J
Creative Writin; Aui9fUllent
on Animal rarm
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Orwell, G. (1945). Animal farm. Great Britain: PenljJuin
Books.
Creative WriUng Assignments
(1) Write a brief newspaper account of the rebellion of the
animals a9_lnst Farmer Jones.
(ii) Compose. brief intervi.ew with Snowball .tter he has
just been evicted trom the farm, obtaining: his reactions and
speculations about the future.
(iii) Revise the tinal chapter ot the story to have it end
the way you think it would have ended 1£ Snowball had
remained leader.
(iv) Produce Orwell's messages in the form of a short
speech that could be qiven at • school speak-off.
(v) Combine the characters of Snowball and Napoleon and
wd te a character sketch of this single character.
Jl,ppendh P;:
Pouibiliti.. for Resource-Sa.ed
Learning! in • lIovd Like Animal Parm
3"
"6
Orltell. G. (1945). AniOllI farl, Gre.t Britain: Pen9uin
Books •
Posaibilitiea for Jl.esource-Basl!d LearniDl) in a Hovel Like
Animal rarm
(1) Collect .. much information as po•• ible about. Georve
Oneil that demonstrates he Ilrot. Mimal rarm wi tb •
political purpose in Iftind. Pr...nt your finding orally to
the c) as•.
(U) Reaearch the details and major U(luence of events of
the Russian Revolution, 1911. Then COlllpare each chapter of
AD..i.lu..L..lJ with the history of the Ruuhn Revol ution. (Be
lIun to use proper footnote. and bibliography.)
Appendi. L
stud,. Quide for Animal ram
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Orwell. G. (194'). Animal fum, On.t Britain: Pen;u1n
Books.
Study GUid,
By Hay of Intro~
(1) Which animals seem most like human beinljls?
(11) Do you know people like Molly? 11ke Boxer? like
Benjamin? Mhat are the main traits of these characters?
(iii) What would be ill utopian society for you? Is it ever
possible? What factors prevent it?
Pint Reading (Initial comprehend en)
(1) When does the rebellion a;.inst Parmer Jones take
place?
(ii) What specific action prompted the rebellion .t this
time?
(iii) Briefly describe the rebellion and expulsion of
".rmer Jone•.
(iv) According to Old Major, what is the cause of the
.01"",ls' misery on Manor ram?
(v) Which pig if"- expelled from Animal Farm because his
ideas differed from the other le.der1
(vi) Briefly tell what happens to Boxer once he falls ill
from being overworked.
(vii) In your own words describe the final scene in Al11mIl..
fim·
Second Reading (Pocu, on Rh.toric.l .l.m.nh)
(i) What do the sheep stand for in the novel?
(ii) Explain the significance of the.. name,,: snowball.
Napoleon, Squealer, Hr. Mhyrnper.
(iii) Can you find any examples of brainwashing in this
text? Is there a dmilarity between brainwa.hing and peer
pressure?
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(iv) Define the followi09 teru: ..tire, tabl., b... t
table, irony. utopia, metaphor, iNgerJ. delllocrac7,
cOItIll.unisll. social iSII.
(v) State the point of vie" from which tbie novel is
narrated.
(vi) !Il:plain tb. role of Moaes (the raven) in &niMI rWD!,
(vU) Collect five .......pl •• of 81..11, and five 8umpl•• of
lIIetaphor u••d by Orwell and ahow how such fivuraU.,.
l&n9U198 add. impact to the novel.
Third R,r:dinq (Hgr.l-Tb"mttic QuuUoD,l
(1) In a sentence or t.wo qive the theme of the song "B••sts
of England" often sung by the a0111\&1. on the fal:m. Mhat 11
the purpose of this song in the novel?
(i1) Provide examples frOID the novel to show that
HIPoleon'. character and actions are typical of • dictator.
(iii) Animal Parm can be read on many different levels (n
• humorous anilllal atorr and as • biting latire). Select any
pusalj1' in ADiMI rarm in which saUr. is obviou. and
uplain fully what Orwell is satiriEin9.
(tv) Discu•• four or five facton that contributed to t:l'
failure of the animala' rebellion to briuIj1 about an ideal
society.
(v) Uae the chuacten Old Major and "apol'on to
dell'lonstrat. Orw,ll'. id.a. and opinion. about theory v.nu.
practice.
Som, QUISH on. for group Nork
(1) Kave a ~coup of five or 51:1 .tudent. make a ",11 chut
out linin; the .ev.n cOl'C'lMlndmentl drawn up by the pi;_ on
Anilllal Farm ilml.dht.ly follotl1nQ' the rebellion. Hav.
another 9roup li8t the .even cOlflllanclmenta .fter am.ndment.
as they read by th, end of the novel, Hav. both chart.
presented to the cia•• ,
(11) Hav,. 9roup propo.. a list of chapt.r h.adin;_ that
reflect tb. contents and idea. of the ten chapten found in
the novel. Present the headin;s ol:aUy to tb. cl ....
Appendix M
study auide for The tfoodhnd.ra
by Thomas Hud!'
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Hardy.', (1887). The voodhnduw. London: Pan Boob
(Hacaillan) .
A Study Guid.
A. _
(1) Hardy in a diarJ entry wrote:
The hwnan race is to b. shown as one
great network or U ..ue which quivers in
every part when one part is sh.aken like
a spider'. web if touched.
Sometimes a character .hake. other lives and draws them to
destruction by his or her acUona. Shov. how the actiona of
both Malburl' and Orace influence dramatically the livea of
other characten in the novel.
(li) In 1883, • fe", yeus before Tbe WoodlJnd,n
written, Rudy had written:
All are caged birds; the on17 difference
lies in the she of the caqe.
Can JOU apply this statement to the characters in %hi.
Woodl.nd.n? Show how at le.at 12.Y.L of the characten
rellelllbled "caved bird....
(Hi) 1'heme ia the meaning irovinljl out of the relationships
among the event. and characters in a novel.
We ...ant "bat ve cannot have and what lie
can have we do not ••nt. (p. 10)
Can IOU illustrate that this stahment bl Hardl IIould b••
re..,onable statement of the them•.
..~
(i) Shov full}' hOIl the rural portraits of oUel
Ninterbourne (chival raUl, pastoral. a9ricul turd, devoted)
and Hartl South (traditional, seltle:!s, patient) stud in
sharp contrast to Hardy's portrayal of rHapien and relic.
cb~rmond (decadent, modernistic, .elf-induIgent).
(it) Hall do.. the followinG quotation fra the novel
delllODstnte t.hat Once Helburl is caught b~tveen the
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tt."aditionalbm of the pasto~al way of life and the modernism
as represented bJ her education?
Because cuI t ivati on has only broll9ht me
inconveniences and troubles. I ••y
a9ain, I wish you had never sent me to
those fashionable schooh you set your
mind on. It all arose out of that,
father. If I had st.ayed at home I
should have marrie~." (P. 225)
(iii) HoW does Marty South's speech at the grave of Giles
show the contrast between Marty and Crace?
"How. my own, own love," she whispered,
"you are mine, and only mine; for she
has for90t ''Ie at last, althou9h for her
you diedl But I - "hen.ver I !Jet. up
I'll think of 'ee and whenever I 1ie
down I I 11 think of 'ee awain. Whenever
I plant the young larches 1 '11 think
that none can plant as you planted; and
whenever [ spi ita goad, and whenever I
turn the cider wringo, I'll say none
could do it like you. If ever I forget
your name let me forwet home and heavenl
... But no, no, my love, [ never can
forwet 'ee; for you was a goad IlIIIn. and
did good things I" (p. 367)
(iv) Read John Keats' poem "ode to Autumn" and compare it
with the description of Giles Winterbourne on page 209.
c. .§..tl.lin.sL
Hardy has used the woods in his novel not 1.21 mere settings
for act.ions but as actors. not as a backdrop but as
determining forces. Nature in the novel uems indifferent.
There ue almost no pure descriptions of nature. Motice how
the descriptions ne ah,a15 directly related to the human
par:ticipants. Although the Hintoch Woods are pervaded with
II peaceful charm which lUIeft15 to have a pastoral quiet and
serenity. Hardy in the ..ad y pages of the novel cal15 our
attention to the edstence of foreboding, even subversive
forclII' with the natural world itself and thereby
dramatically for.ahadoving the human conflict which viII
upset the peace of this rural village.
Read the following quotea from The Hoodl.oden and find four
other ..amplea where conflict in the natural world parallels
conflict amon9 and within the vat'iollA characters:
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(i) The physiognomy of • deserted
highway expresses solitude to • degree
that 1. not reached by mere dales or
downs, and beapealts a tomb-like
stillness more emphatic than that of
glades and pools. The contnst of what
is with what miqht be, probably accounts
for this. To step, for instance, at the
place under notiee. from the edge of the
planta tion into the ad joining
thorOu9htare, and pause amid ita
emptiness for I. moment, was to exchange
by the act of a single stride the simple
absence of human companionship for an
incubus of the forlorn. (p. 1)
(ii) A lingering wind brOu9ht to her
(Harty's) ear the crultin<r sound of two
overcrowded bunches in the neighbouring
wood, which were rubbing each other into
wounds, and other vocalized sorrows of
the trees, together with the screech of
owls, and the fl ut tering tumbl e of some
...kward wood-pi;eon ill-balanced on its
roo'ting-hough. (P. 21)
!4otice how the description of the Woodland! is a series of
personified images which puallel the sorrow in the universe
with the sorrow of Marty South.
(iii) owls that had been catchin; mice
in the outhou8es, rabbits that had bll!!en
eating the' winter-greens in the gardens,
and stoats t.hat had been suckin; the
blood of the rabbits, discerninq that
their human neiqhbours were on the move
discreetlJ withdrew from publicity, and
were seen and heard no more till
ni;bUall. (P. 28)
Notice a9ain how it seelll8 that not only man but all nature
is in the unhappy stcu9lille.
(iv) They went noiselessly over mlta of
starry moss, rust 1 ed throu9h
interspersed tracts of l ••v.. , sltirtod
trunks with spreadin; roots whose mossed
rinds made them like hands wearinll' green
gloves; elbowed old elms and ashes with
great forks, in which stood pools of
33.
water that overflowed on rainy days and
ran down their stems in 9reen callcad".5.
On older trees these hUCJe lobes of .i:Iolngl
grew 1ike 1ungs. Here, IllS everywhere I
the Unfulfilled Intention. which makes
life what it is, was as obvious as it
could be alllon; the depraved crows of a
city slum. The leaf was deformed, the
curve was crippled, the taper was
interrupted; the lichen ate the vigour
of the stalk, and the ivy slowly
strangled to death the promiain;
upling. (p. 57)
(v) Sometimes a bough from an adjoining
tree was swayed so low as to smite the
roof in the manner of • gigantic hand
smi ting' the mouth of an advers"ry. to be
followed by a trickle of rain. as blood
from the wound. To all this weather
Giles must be more or less exposed; how
much, she (Grace) did not know o ·--
she continually peeped out through the
lattice. but could see little. In front
lay the brown leaves of last year, and
upon them some yellowish green ones of
this season that had been prematurely
blown down by the gale. Above stretched
an old beech, with vast arm-pits, and
great pocket-holes in ita sides where
branches had been removed in past times;
.. black slU9 was trying to climb it.
Dead boughs were scattered about like
ichthYosauri in a museum, and beyond
them were perishing woodbine stems
resembling old ropes. (pp. 309-312)
This is late in the novel when Grace is hidden in Giles' hut
unaware that he is perishing close by. Motice the constant
and fierce reiteration of wounds and sorrow and disease.
Nature is included in the general unhappiness or it seems
man is but a minute Hgure in the total unending stru99le.
D.~
(i) The Hoodl.nden is essentially a love story. The
various conflicts are caused by the tensions produced by the
deepest and strongest of human emotions. Discuss.
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(ii) What is the significance for you of the man-trap in
Chil.pter XLVII of the Dovel1
(iii) DoC!l5 the novel show the sadness of the lives of
essentially good people destroyed by selfishneas1
(iv) ~ the resolution that "it is implicit in the
universe that man will be unhapPY".
Appendix H
Reading- JournOll
The 01 d H,n and the 5"
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Hemimlway, E. (1952). The old man and the sta. N,,, Yot'k:
Charles Scdbn,t"s SODS.
READING JOURNAL - A SAMPLE
september 10
I've started The Old Man and the Su. Inwnediately
I am introduced to tb. old man who fished .lone in a skiff
in the Gulf stream. I am olven the old man nameless at
fir:st. just ••pot in the hU9'fl ocean, little man in a big
....orld. He is an old but proud haberman who had once been
a champion fisherman but wbo hu had no luck at all in
eighty-four days. For the last forty-four of those days he
has had to fish alone because the boy Manolin, his yOUDg-
apprentice, has been forced by hie parents to 99 with
another fisherman. I notic. as I read that tbe narrator has
taken a sympathetic lind protective attitude toward the old
man whos. eyes "vere the same color as the sea and w.re
cheerful and undefeated". (p. lO) There are many lIimilar
examples of vivid descriptions in the opening pages:
The sail was patched with flour sacks
and. furled, it looked like the fla9 of
permanent defeat. . .. The old man was
thin and gaunt with deep wrinkles in the
back of his neck. . .. The scars on his
hands were as old all erosions in a
fishless desert. (pp. 9-10)
The "tyle reminds me of a children'. story book; there
so many Of ands":
Everything about him was old eltcept his
eyes .lD.li. they were the same color u ~he
sea J..nd. were cheerful and undefeated.
At other times the style reminds me of a parable, ft simple
story of an old man catching a fish. Ia there more to this
parable? 'l'he style is simple yet poetic, a poetry which
D.H. Lawrence once called ". stark-bare-rock directn••• of
statement".
As I read this simple tale I quickly realize that
the boy loves the old man; he tells the old man to "keep the
blanket around you ... you'll not fish without eating while
I'm alive. (p. 19) 'l'he boy respeeta the old man's craft
and skill. "There are many good fisherman and some great
ones. But there is only you." (p. 23) Will the old man
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prove that the boy's faith in him is ju.tiUed? Kill the
other fishermen who now call him "salao" ever respect him
again? Mill the boy's family let Manolin return to the old
man's boat? The bo]". parenta unlike the boy haven't much
faith. The boy hopes to pet"suade his father to work far out
on the day that the old man ClOO!! out to sea. The boy hopes
to provide help for SantiaC}o if it should be necessary. But
will the boy's father 90 out or is the father mainly an
"inshore" man, one who does not like to work far out, one
who unlike Santia90 prefers not to take chances. Will
Hemingway develop this contrast between the boy's father and
Sant1aC}o further?
There is much talk of baseball Ilnd specifically
the atar playel:' Joe Dimag9io. As well the old man dreau of
lions "that played like youn9 cats in the dusk and he loved
them as he loved the boy". (P. 25) Is there any
si9nificance to these references to Dima9;io, the young
I ions and the boy?
September 11
As the old man heads out to sea he hears the
"hiluin9" (onomatopoeia - there are many poetic devices
found in this novel) of the flyin9 fish and he feels sorrow
for the struggle of the delicate bird which visits hill boat.
Why did they make birds so delicate and
fine as those sea swailows when the
ocean can be so cruel? She is kind and
beautiful. But she can be so cruel and
it comes so suddenlY and such birds that
fly, dipping and huntin;, with their
small sad voice. are made too delicatel y
for the sea. (P. 29)
I wonder will the old man be made "too delicately" for the
sea as well? The Newfoundland poet, E.J. Pratt, like
Hemingway, aha looked at the dualistic sea which has the
capacity to be both cruel and kind. talking' of the sea in
his poem "Newfoundland" Pratt writes:
their hands are full to the overflow,
In their right is the bread of life
In their left are the waters of death.
3"
september 12
'1'he old man is now far out at sea. He had hooked
a fish. He is obviously lonely. I'm puuled about why
.ltactly the old man bas 90ne out so tar. Was it to get a
fish to sell for money to support him throu9h the winter?
Or was it to win a battle over loneliness by provino his
right to human companionship? How much was h. motivated by
pride?
"I wish I had the boy. '1'0 h.lp me and to .t.
this", (p. 49) It seems this thinkinv about the boy
rejuvenates Santiago and gives him added villor. His
dr'aming- of the lions seem to have the sam. effect on him.
"1 wish I had the boy." (p. 51) "1 wish the boy was here
and that I had some salt." (P. 56) Manolin is like a
disciple. What does the boy represent in this novel? Does
he represent the old man's youth? the old man's lost youth?
I~ th:l.s novel meant to give us some insight into "ag:l.ng"?
On p. 69 the old man remembered the time in
Casablanca when he played the hand game with the great Negro
from Cienfuegos who was the strongest man on the dock. The
old man's flashback shows how Santiago beat the Negro in a
match which lasted twenty-four hours. Suspense is high at
this point. Will the old man have the soame success if the
sharks come?
Hemingway describes the attack on the fish by the
Hako shark. (p. 100) His power of description again
reminds me of the poet, E. J. Pratt, and his poem "The
Shark". Both writers are never content until they tell you
exactly how something looks, smells or feeh. Mo words are
wasted in their terse, lean, clear. stripped simplicity. A
little later Hemingway contrasts the dignity of the Mako
shark that approaches the marlin directly with the galanos.
the treacherous sharks (p. 107) that come to attack his fish
when he is closer to shore. 'l'he g-alanos come in packa,
scaveng-ers. stealing- what they can from the belly of the
marl in. Santiago hates the treachery of these sharks. Do
these sharka make him somewhat aware of the treachery he
himsel f used to catch the marl in?
Sept ember 13
Does the old man's stru99le with the marlin and
the sharks symbolize or represent something- more? Does the
sea represent that eltteoslve mainstream where we all sai I
with our priu catchu in danger of lolling all to sharks of
whatever kind? We all have thin9S 1ike thow';,hts of the
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great Dima99'io, thou9hh of the boy, memories of the lions,
reflection!! on an arm wrestling victory to urqe us on.
However we have, as well, obstacles like clawed hands.
fatigue, sore muscles in our backs and old age which slow us
in our various quests for total success. The old man's
stru991e mak.s bim heroic for me. Lik. the Epic hero he
undertake!! a difficult task and with tremendous effort he
succeeds; yet in his success be loses the prize.
S'pt,mb" 14
Near the end after the old man reaches the shore,
he is for me somewhat. I~hrist-like. Haybe I'm trying to read
too much into the ala man's actions. I'ye noticed:
- He stumbles out of the boat with dried blood on his face
from a partly healed wound.
- His hands have been cut by the 1ines.
- He carries his mast over his shoulders up the hill.
- He falls down.
- He sleeps exhaustedly face down on the spread newspapl!!rs
that cover the sprin9s of his bed.
- He lies with the palms turned upwards.
- His suffering.
- His determination.
p His fatigue.
- His humility
- His compassion
There certainly is som()thing noble, honorable, gallant,
heroic about the old man that ",auld suggest the comparison
wi th Christ. But I guess all men whom we consider heroic
possess such qualities.
september 11
The fishermen who see the marUn's skeleton see it
only as the representation of the biggest fish that bas ever
been caught. They realize the stru991e the old man has
endured. The tourists. on the other hand, are unable to
even rec09ni ze the type of fish it is. Tbey think it's a
shark. The tourists, like so many of us, look at thin98
superficially without really taking the time to understand
what has truly taken place out on the ocean.
If the old man went out to prove that the boy's
faith in him "'as justified, then his voyage was a success
because by the end ManoUn is now truly santiago's disciple.
The old man has shown wha t II man can do when it is
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nee.ssar}'. Por me, he is trul.r "undefeated" simplJ because
h. hall 'lJone on trfil'l.9. So ~ch of the cent.ral inaivht I
have taken frOlll this novel is positive and upliftinv. [
have seen that the old man ia not a quitter; man ha. a
tremendola capacity to endure. I 'va enjoyed sherin; time
with Santia;o. I've enjoyed writing- down my preliminary
thou9hts on the book. I nov f •• l ready to produce a mOl:e
logic8111 coherent IDterpretation of tbo novel either in
further writinQ' or in small 9t"OUP discus.ion. 1 "neour_ge
you to read Tb. old Map and tb. all or anJ other novel.
Keep • r ••dinq journal and jot down your thoughta and
fee lin'll. as you move throu9h the teat. Ora" in your journal
some pictur•• of the characters or try to "'rite a poem about
the main character Uke the followinG cinquain:
SantiaGo
fisherman
humble, proud
goes too far;
shows grace under pressure;
indomitable.
3.2
Appendix 0
List of Prescribed Novels, Grade 12
Titles marked with asterisk (-) are those from List of Most
Frequent! y Listed Li terature or! t le5 as Avai I.ble or
RecoTl'll'lended by Provincial Departmenh of Education in Canada
(1980) .
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Novels
Grade 12
TH!MATIC LITERATURE JiOl <gRADE 12 LEYEL IIO
llillin.:
The Light in th, roust by Conrad Richter
111 Lord of the Flies by William Goldinljl
"" Lost Horhon by James Hi lton
On the Beach by Nevil e Shute
RW.D:Jm. by Peter Such
Non-Piction:
Bartlett. the Great Can.dian Explonr by Harold Horwood
Lur' of tb. Labrador Wild by Dillon Wallace
LITERARY HERITAGE 32Q2 (GRADE 12 LEVEL nt)
111 The Stone Angel (Tragic Hode) by Marljlaret Laurence
the Adventurell of Huckleberry rinn (Comic Mode) by Mark
Twain
wutherinq "eights (Romantic Mode) by Emily Bronte
Th' ,.ellow.bip of the Ring (Fantntic Hode) by J.B.B.
Talkien
"" It Separate Peace (Contemplative Mode) by John Itnowles
APpendix P
Critedon-Reterenced Test
tor a Self-Instructional Handbook
used with The P'ellow.bip of the Ring
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Tolkien, J.R.R. (1981). The fellov.hip of the dng (4th
ed. ). London: Unwin PBperbacks.
Critetion-R.ferenced Test
1. Explain briefly the concept of Node.
2. Identify in your own words the five Literary Modes
studied in Literary Keritage 3202.
3. Given the following list of Literary .l.m.nt" indic.te
by marking an X nt:ll:t to those .lements contained in the
fantastic mode.
an imaginary other
world
supernatural
destiny
sutterinCJ
the incongruous
the grote:.que
a happy ending
dreams and visions
magic
monsters and dra90ns _
chivalry
spirits, 9hosta,
werewolves
transformation
poetry and son;
meditation
divination
di'll'uis's
an epic hero
a romantic hero
a tragic hero
a quest or journey
dark enchanted woods
love
id•• li.m
a corrrnonfolk hero
• hunt for a
precious object
f.iries, alv.a
personified objecta
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4, Given a Ust of t •• l1n;s impart ad by literature.
indicate by marking an X by those feelinl)s imparted by
the fantastic mode.
deli9ht horror
sadness wonderment.
enchantment surprise
curiosity meekness
frig-ht fear
shock terror
thoughtfulness
enchantment tranquiUty
pity
agony hilarity
happiness relaxation
5. List seven of the themes dealt with in the fantastic
mode.
6. Havln; read the novel The PelloHlhip of the Ring by
J.R.R. Talkien, discuss in .",.y format the~,
~, and .t.b.Imu. characteristio of the fantastio
mode that are evident in the novel.
Appendix Q
Group Discuuion/Enluation rorm
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:II: "" no mark
1 "" faif'
group
Group Discussion/Evaluation ("arm
= good
= excell ent
assignment
,.8
1. Preparatory Readino (thoroughness,
appropriateness)
2. Preparatory NtOtes (thoroughness,
appropriateness i
3. Participation (effort, ease of
interaction
4. Clarity of Ideas Contributed to
Group (by individuals)
5. Abi 1i ty to Kelp Group Reach a
Consensus (porsuas!veness.
co-optiveness)
COMMENTS
9roup mark
name (member of group)
1. Readin9
2. Notes
3. Participation
4. Ideas
5. Cons1iInsus
COMMENTS
x 1 2 3
x 1 2 3
x 1 2 3
:II: 1 2 3
:II: 1 2 3
assignment
lit 1 2 3
ll. 1 2 3
x 1 2 3
'" 1 2 3
II 1 2 3
Gutterid98 (1983). p. 144
Appendix R
Cuidelines (Protherou9h. 1983) tor Novel selection
,..
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER WHEf( CONTEMPLATING THE USE or 1\
PARTICULAR NOVIL WITH A CLASS.
1. The Teacher's Overall View of the Put'poses of Reading'
Fiction
(1) Why do I want to read this book with t.hem?
(ii) What do I hope that the readin; may achieve?
(iii) What range of personal responses do I anticipate?
2. Literary Judoements
(i) What are the chief merits of this work that I
hope students will dLscover for themselves, and
how can I help them to this discovery without
telling them directly?
(ii) How important are the difficulties it presents,
and how can thlJse best be dealt with?
(iii) Is the quali ty of the writing good enou9h to
extend the pupils without bein9 too demanding?
(iv) Is there any information which members of the
group must have if they are to appreciate the
book and, if so, how can it best be conveyed?
(v) How vivid/oriqinal/dull/cliche-ridden are the
5i t ua t ions/ characters/dial 09ue/ re Iati ons::.i ps?
(vi) How can pupils' developing response to the text
be &uesaed?
3. Awareness of Chi ldren '5 Tastes
(i) What is it about this book that is most likely to
make it popular?
(ii) H()w can this book best be related to what I know
they enjoy?
(iii) What mode of presentation is likelJ to increase
their enjoyment?
(iv) How far will it appeal to both boys and 9irls and
to different levels of ability?
'"
(v) Does it display the qualiU•• that C)en.nIh ••em
appealing (e.C) .... cbarachr with vbon the, can
associate ... plot which cr•• ted anticipation,
vivid physical detail) and is there v.rietJ of
appeal?
4. Curt:icular Principles
(1) How tar is it necessary to "teach" this book.
rather than just lettin9 th_ children read it
thelMel ves'?
(ii) In what different ways might I teach it. and
which seeN most likely to b. lluccell8ful with
this 9roup?
(iii) In what ways will it lead naturally into other
acl:ivities without dhtorUon?
(iv) In what ways doea it relate to the total En;lillh
proljlram1
(v) How far will it fit into .. developmental readin9
proQlram. enabling helpful comparisons to be ...de
with other te:rts. and dding literary learnino?
S. Hatching the Book and the Children
(1) Mhr do I propoae to use this book with thh
particular group at this time?
(ii) What problems of language, concept, narrative
technique, allusion maT interfere with children's
enjoyment, and how should I overcome theae?
(iii) How effectively will it spnk to their basic
hopes snd fears?
(iv) In what ways may it help them to understand
themselves, their dilelT'lllas and choices better?
(v) How far 1:1 it likely to aid their expectation of
the humani ty of peopl e of other ac;lea, aeaea,
racell, backc;lrounds?
(vi) Does it offer vicarious e.periencea of
ac;lgression, danger, fear. or suffering in a
controlled way that they can contemplate?
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(vii) Mill anJ aspects ot the book need particulady
careful handling or preliminary "de-fusing"?
(viii) How would I justify my choice of this book in the
face of criticisms (from a principal or parent •
• &J)?
(ix) Are there any individuals in the class for whom
this book may prove upseHln9. and how migoht I
deal with this? (Protherough, 1'83, pp. 167-168)




